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1INTRODUCTION
This manual describes conversational software LINSYS intended for 
analysis and design of linear systems. The use of LINSYS does not require 
knowledge of computer programming. LINSYS is written in FORTRAN-IV and is 
executable on the DEC-10 computer having Advance Graphic Software AG-11 [1] 
and IBM Scientific Subroutine Package SSP-Version III [2]. Modular structure 
of LINSYS permits easy modifications and extensions. Subroutines used 
within LINSYS may be used independently or combined for solving a specific 
problem in the area of linear system theory.
Basically, LINSYS consists of a main program and three packages 
MRIC, MPPL and MANAL. MRIC solves the algebraic Riccati equation for 
optimal control problem and Kalman filter design [3]. MPPL is used for pole 
placement and observer design. In contrast to MRIC and MPPL which are 
design-oriented, package MANAL is analysis-oriented. Among its options are 
controllability and observability tests, transformation to the Jordan form, 
state transition matrix calculation, etc.
All packages plot eigenvalues locations and time-domain responses 
to initial conditions and polynomial input signals. Full capabilities of 
LINSYS are attained by its execution from the TEKTRONIX computer terminal 
supported by the AG-II graphic software. However, LINSYS may also be 
executed from other computer CRT or TTY terminals. Input data are entered 
either from a computer terminal or from a disk data file. All inputs from 
the terminal are format-free. Numerical results are displayed on the 
terminal, printed on a line printer or stored on a disk data file. These 
options are selected in a conversational mode during LINSYS execution.
2Graphical results are displayed on the TEKTRONIX terminal. Also, an integral 
part of the software LINSYS is a package EDITD used for editing the disk 
data file. By means of the EDITD it is possible to enter new data, delete 
existing records, or change particular numerical values within an existing 
record.
This document is a preliminary report on the author's work during 
his visit at the Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois, 
February 1975 - June 1975. In such a short time it was impossible to test 
all the parts of the software. The author apologizes for any difficulties 
which may arise in applications and would appreciate suggestions and comments.
3ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL
In this manual, emphasis will be placed on the conversational 
program elements; i.e. those which interact directly with the user. For 
other subroutines used exclusively in calculations, only the calling 
sequences are explained. Complete write-ups of all developed subroutines 
are also included. Users experienced in FORTRAN programming can combine 
available subroutine for solving control problems not covered by LINSYS. 
Illustrative examples given at the end of the manual also clarify the use
of LINSYS.
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I. CONVERSATIONAL ROUTINES
51 • iJS§YS=DESCRIPTION
A general flowchart of LINSYS is given in Fig. 1, showing how the 
control is transferred to either of the three packages. LINSYS execution 
starts by typing on TTY the message:
IN CASE OF USING DISK DATA FILE IT IS NECESSARY 
TO ASSIGN DSK:2. IT MAY BE DONE BY TYPING:
(CTRL)C; <ASS DSK:2),<CR) AND <CONT>,<CR>
informing the user that, if disk data file is to be used, then it is necessary 
to assign disk #2. The disk may be assigned either before or during the 
execution. Functions of particular blocks on the flowchart are as follows.
Block #1. Plots on the terminal screen system block diagram, Fig. 2, which 
identifies some of the matrices and variables used within LINSYS. In order 
to permit LINSYS execution on terminals not supported by the AG-II software, 
first the following message is typed on TTY
WANT SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM - Y OR N
Reply 'Y1 transfers the control to the subroutine BLDG which plots the block 
diagram. Reply ®N' bypasses the block diagram plotting.
Automatic disk assignment may be done by including into user's area the 
following file:
SWITCH. INI
LOGIN/AS SIGN:DSK: 2/AS SIGN:DSK: 3/AS SIGN:DSK:4 
Disks #3 and #4 are used for editing the disk data file.
6Block #2. Within this block the user has the opportunity to transfer the 
control to either the package MRIC, MPPL, MANAL or to stop execution. This 
block is implemented by the subroutine IFFM. The subroutine types on TTY the 
message
TYPE (R),(P), (A),(S> OR HELP
expecting as a reply either of the characters:
'R', 'P', 'A', 'S', 'H' (or HELP).
Replies 'R', 'P 1 or 'A' transfer the control to packages MRIC, MPPL or 
MANAL, respectively, while 'S' stops the execution. After the reply ' H'
(or HELP) the following message is typed on TTY
TO RUN RICCATI PACKAGE;
POLE PLACEMENT/OBSERVER PACKAGE;
ANALYSIS PACKAGE; OR TO 
STOP
TYPE (R),(P>,(A>,(S> OR HELP
which should assist inexperienced users in selecting a desired option.
FP -4 4 6 4
Figure 1
82. BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION
The linear systems treated by LINSYS are represented by
x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) +w(t); x(0) = x°
y (t) = C x (t)
(2 . 1)
where x(t)£Rn; y(t)CR^; u(t)£Rm ; w(t)£Rn are state, output, control and 
disturbance vectors, respectively. In the optimal control and pole placement, 
packages MRIC and MPPL, it is assumed that k * n and C = I, and that u(t) is 
given by
u(t) = F x(t), (2.2a)
while in MANAL u(t) is given by
u(t) = F y(t). (2.2b)
In the state observer, package MPPL, the control vector u(t) is given by
u(t) = F x(t) (2.2c)
where x(t) is the estimated state. In (2.1) and (2.2)
A = (n x n) system matrix 
B = (n x m) input matrix 
C = (k X n) output matrix 
F = (m x k) feedback gain matrix.
The disturbance vector w(t) is assumed to be in the polynomial form i.e.
d i i-1w (t) = S e t = E z ( t )  
i=l
where (n x n^) disturbance matrix E has a form
9while elements of the n^ dimensional column vector z(t)
z(t) = | 1 t V 1 T
are step, ramp etc.
The block diagram plotted on the terminal screen is shown in an




3 • PACKAGE m i e  
BACKGROUND
The package MRIC calculates the feedback gain matrix F, given by
-1 TF = -R B K
where (n x n) Riceati matrix gain K satisfies the Riccati algebraic equation 
I(K) = K A +  ATK - K S K  + C*TC* = 0; S = BR"1 BT . (3.1)
Matrices A, B and F are defined by (2.1) and (2.2a). R and C* are (m x m)
and (k x n) matrices, respectively defining the performance index
00
J(K) = J* [xT (t)C*TC* x(t) + uT (t) Ru(t)]dt; R > 0, 
o
to be minimized.
The Riccati equation (3.1) is solved by the Newton-Lyapunov
iterative method [5] with the stopping condition
i
||i (K)||/||k || < e = 10 6 «  1; ig < 0.
The iterative process stops also if the number of iterations exceeds the 
number i^, specified in advance. The package checks the controllability 
(stabilizability) and observability (detectability) of the pairs {A,b} and 
{A,C*}, respectively. For these tests, a sufficiently small number ec
i
e = 10 c «  1 ; i < 0c c
is required. Also, locations of closed-loop system eigenvalues and time 
responses x(t) and u(t) are plotted on the terminal screen.
12
FLOWCHART DESCRIPTION
The execution of the package MRIC starts by typing on TTY the
message
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING INTO THE RICCATI PACKAGE 
ENTER WITH N,M,K,IT,IE,IC
Block #1. Integers
N, M, K, IT, IE and IC
corresponding to previously defined
n, m, k, i^ ., i and i ’ t e c
are entered via terminal keyboard TTY. Integer input is format-free. As 
delimiter the comma *,1 is used. Default values for M, K, IT, IE and IC 
are
M = 1 
K = N 
IT = 10 
IE = -6 
IC = -2.
Block #2. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><R ><K )
TYPE <T>,<D),<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Matrices
A, B, C*, R and K°
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are entered via TTY or disk data file (DSK). K° represents the initial 
guess for the Riccati gain matrix K. If no better K° is known, K° = 0 may 
be used [6]. Individual element, row, column or the main diagonal of already 
entered matrices can be changed via TTY without retyping the whole matrix. 
Matrices entered from TTY are typed format-free, row-wise. As delimiter 
comma is used. For details refer to the subroutines INPDAT, INPTTY,
INPDSK and particularly to the subroutine IOMT. The subroutine TYPDIM 
types on TTY matrix names and their dimensions. Examples of this message is
A B C R K
< 5, 5> ( 5, 3> ( 4, 5> < 3, 3> < 5, 5)
Block #3. The following message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><R ><K >
TYPE <T),<L>,<D),<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. This block permits either typing on TTY, printing on LPT 
or storing on DSK some of the entered matrices. See subroutine OUTDAT.
Block #4. Controllability (stabilizability) and observability (detectability) 
of the specified system is checked. If the system is both controllable and 
observable the following message
SYSTEM CONTROLLABLE 
SYSTEM OBSERVABLE
is typed on TTY. See subroutine RANKR. Otherwise, the subroutine indicates 
system mode which is either not controllable or not observable. In the 
example of not detectable and not controllable but stabilizable system, the
14
following information is typed on the TTY:
MODE -Q.200E+01 +/- J O.OOOE+OO NOT CONTROLLABLE
MODE 0.300E+01 +/- J 0.000E+00 NOT OBSERVABLE
Block #5. The subroutine IFFM executed within this block types on TTY the 
message
TYPE <l),<E),<C> OR HELP
As indicated in the flowchart, typing either *I' or *E * transfers control to 
the block #1 or #2, allowing in this way the introduction of additional 
changes into either integer values or matrix elements. Typing the reply 
'C1 transfers the control to block #6. In the case of typing the reply 'H' 
the following message is typed on TTY
TO CHANGE INTEGERS (MATRIX DIMENSIONS , ETC.);
ELEMENTS OF MATRICES; OR TO 
CONTINUE
TYPE (i),(e ) ,(c) OR HELP
which facilitates selection of the desired option.
Block #6. Solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (3.1), calculation of
the closed-loop system matrix A^ = A - S K and calculation of the regulator 
-1 Tgain matrix F = -R B K are done by the subroutine RIC. Upon completing 
the solution, RIC types on TTY the values of a quantity e = ||i (K)||/||k| 
obtained in each iteration. If the pair [A,B] is not stabilizable, then a 
solution K satisfying (3.1) does not exist. In this case the subroutine
types on TTY the message
15
SYSTEM NOT STABILIZABLE
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><R ><K )
TYPE <T>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
and control is transferred to block #2.
Block #7. A part of the s-plane containing all or only dominant eigenvalues 
of the closed-loop system are plotted on the terminal screen. The selection 
of the part of the s-plane to be plotted is done in a conversational mode 
within the subroutine EGVP. The subroutine EGVP starts execution by typing 
on the TTY the message:
DO YOU WANT LOCATIONS OF EIG.VAL.-Y OR N
The reply 'N* bypasses the eigenvalues plotting.
Block #8. This block is implemented by two calls of the subroutine OUTDAT, 
which type on TTY the following messages
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><R ><K ><Q >
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
and
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <RR ><RI ><FR ><AF )
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
This block permits either typing on TTY, printing on LPT or storing on DSK 
some of the matrices among
A, B, C, R"1, K, Q, RR, RI, F and AF
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where RR and RI are real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of the 
closed-loop system matrix AF. See subroutine OUTDAT.
Block #9. Plotting on the terminal screen elements of the state and control 
vectors x(t), and u(t), for t£[0,T]. Selection of indices of x(t) and u(t) 
to be plotted as well as introduction of numeric values for n^, elements of 
the (n x n^) matrix E, initial condition vector x° and the time interval 
T is done in the conversational mode within the subroutine PLXU. See block 
diagram on Fig. 2.
"Block #10. The subroutine IFFM types on TTY the message 
TYPE <I>,<E>,<R> OF HELP
Typing either *1*, 'E1 or 'R' transfers the control to the block #1, #2 of 
the package MRIC, or returns to the block #1 of LINSYS allowing execution 
of another package within the LINSYS. In the case of the reply 'H' the 
following message is typed on TTY
TO CHANGE INTEGERS (MATRIX DIMENSIONS, ETC.);
ELEMENTS OF MATRICES OR TO 
RETURN TO LINSYS 






The package MPPL is used for pole placement by state feedback and 
observer design. It calculates the feedback gain matrix F necessary to 
attain a closed-loop system matrix
Af = A + BF (4.1)
having prespecifed eigenvalues X^ = 6^ + juh . Real and imaginary parts of
\ ± are specified by n dimensional arrays RP and IP, respectively. If
rank |c| < n, MPPL also calculates (k x n) observer gain matrix K necessary
to attain a closed-loop observer matrix Aq  ^= A + KC having prespecified
eigenvalues X . = 6 . + ju) .. Real and imaginary parts of X • are specified oi oi oi oi
by n dimensional arrays RO and 10, respectively. The calculation of both 
matrices F and K is done by the subroutine PPL. The subroutine PPL requires 
sufficiently small number e^ defined by
i
e = 1 0 C « 1 ;  i <0 .  c * c
For detailed description of the algorithm used for calculation of matrices F 
and K see subroutine PPL.
FLOWCHART DESCRIPTION
The first four blocks are basically the same as in the package
MRIC.
The execution of the package MPPL starts by typing on TTY the
message
19
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING INTO THE POLE PLACEMENT' /OBSERVER PACKAGE 
ENTER WITH N,M,K,IC
Block #1. Integers N, M, K and IC corresponding to previously defined n, m,
k and i are entered via TTY. Default values for M, K and IC are c
M = 1 
K = 1 
IC = -2.
Block #2. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><RP ><IP >
TYPE <T>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Matrices A, B and arrays RP and IP are entered either from 
TTY or DSK. Names and dimensions of entered matrices are typed on TTY by 
the subroutine TYPDIM. An example of this message is
A B RP IP
< 4, 4) < 4, 2) < 1, 4> < 1, 4)
Block #3. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><RP ><IP >
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Matrices A, B and arrays RP and IP are either typed on TTY, 
printed on LPT or stored on DSK.
Block #4. Same as block #5 in MRIC. The message
TYPE (i),(e>,(C> OR HELP
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is typed on TTY. Replies 'I1, 1E ' and 1C * transfer controls to blocks #1,
#2 or #5, respectively.
Block #5. Subroutine PPL performs pole placement algorithm, see subroutine 
PPL. It calculates matrices F, Af and product BF. If the pair {A,B} is 
uncontrollable or rank|b | < m, PPL types either of the messages
SYSTEM IS NOT CONTROLLABLE/OBSERVABLE 
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><RP ><IP >
TYPE <T>,<D),<N> OR HELP
or
MATRIX B/C IS NOT OF FULL RANK 
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><RP ><IP >
TYPE <T>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
and the control is transferred to the block #2. If {A,b} is controllable 
and rank|B| = m the subroutine types on TTY values of controllability indices 
and ordered controllability indices. An example of this message is
CONTROLLABILITY./OBSERVABILITY INDICES 3 1
ORDERED CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY INDICES 1 3
Ordered controllability indices are used for calculation of the matrix F, 
see the subroutine PPL.
Block #6. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><RP ><IP ><F ><AF >
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Some of the matrices and arrays among
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A, B, RP, IP, F and AF
are either typed on TTY, printed on LPT or stored on DSK.
Block #7. The message
DO YOU WANT STATE OBSERVER - Y OR N
is typed on TTY. The reply 'Y1 transfers control to the block #8 permitting 
observer design. Reply ’N 1 bypasses the observer design and transfers control 
to the block #13.
Block #8. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C ><R0 ><I0 >
TYPE (T>,(d ),(n ) OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Output matrix C and arrays RO and 10 specifying the 
desired observer eigenvalues are entered. Names and dimensions of C, RO 
and 10 are typed on TTY. An example of this message is
C RO 10
( 3, 4> < 1, 4) ( 1, 4>
Block #9. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C ><R0 ><I0 >
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. C, RO and 10 are either typed on TTY, printed on LPT or
stored on DSK.
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Block #10. Same as block #4. The message
TYPE <I>,<E>,<C> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Replies 'l? and *E * transfer control to the blocks #1 and 
#8, respectively, while the reply 'C1 transfers control to the block #11.
Block #11. The subroutine PPL performs observer design. It calculates 
matrices K, and the product KC. If the pair is unobservable, or 
rank|c| < k PPL types on TTY the messages
SYSTEM IS NOT CONTROLLABLE/OBSERVABLE 
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C ><R0 ><IO > 
TYPE <T>,<D),<N> OR HELP
MATRIX B/C IS NOT OF FULL RANK 
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C ><R0 ><IO > 
TYPE <T>,<D),<N> OR HELP
respectively, and the control is transferred to block #8. If {A,C} is 
observable and rank |c| = k, the subroutine types on TTY values of 
observability indices and ordered observability indices, required for 
calculation of the matrix K. An example of this message is
CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY INDICES 2 1 1  
ORDERED CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY INDICES 1 1 2
The subroutine JOIN forms a composite matrix




corresponding to a system composed of both the considered system and its 







e (0) oe (4.3)
n dimensional vector e(t) represents the error signal e(t) = x(t) -x(t), 
x(t) being observed state generated by the observer. In this case the 
control vector u(t) is given by
u(t) = F x(t) = |F -f |
x(t)
e(t)
Block #12. This block is implemented by two calls of the subroutine OUTDAT, 
which type on TTY the following messages
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C ><R0 ><I0 ><K ><AOF>
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
and
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE (AT ><RT ><IT ) 
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
This block permits either typing on TTY, printing on LPT or storing on DSK 
some of the matrices and vectors among
C, RO, 10, K, AOF, AT, RT, and IT
where RT and IT are 2n dimensional vectors containing real and imaginary parts 
of the eigenvalues of the composite matrix AT, given by (4.2).
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Block #13, Depending on the path how this block has been reached, subroutines 
EGVP and PLXU plot eigenvalue locations and time domain responses x(t) and 
u(t) of either the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2a) or the composite system 
(4.3).
Block #14. The message
TYPE (I>,(P>,(0>,(R> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Similarly as in other blocks implemented by the subroutine 
IFFM, this block permits either introduction of additional changes into 
integer values (reply 'I'), data specifying pole placement (reply 'P') or 
data specifying observer design (reply '0'). Reply 'R' returns control to 
the block #1 of LINSYS which permits selection of another package. In the 
case of the reply 1H' (or HELP) the following message is typed on TTY
TO CHANGE INTEGERS; DATA FOR
POLE PLACEMENT; DATA FOR 
OBSERVER DESIGN; OR TO 
RETURN TO LINSYS 






As stated before, in contrast to design-oriented packages MRIC 
and MPPL, this package is analysis oriented. Given matrices A, B, C, F, Tm 
and the scalar At, MANAL permits:
a) calculation of the closed-loop matrix
Af = A + BFC (5.1)
b) calculation and plotting of eigenvalues of A^
c) controllability and observability tests.
In order to perform controllability and observability tests a sufficiently 
small positive number ec, defined by
i
e = 10 C «  1; i < 0 c c
should be defined.
d) Calculation of a discrete realization {0,G,H} corresponding to 
{A^,B,C}, where
0 = exp(A^At)
G = Aj1(0-I)B (5.2)
H = C
e) calculation of coefficients of either continuous
T(s) = C(Is-Af)'X B = {t^is)], i€[l,k]; J.€[l,m] (5.3)
or discrete
27
T(z) = H(Iz - 0)"1 G = { j (z)} (5.4)
transfer function matrix.
In (5.3) and (5.4) each element t„(.) is of the form
tij(-) = t*j(.)/q(.),
q (.) being the characteristic polynomial of either or 0.
f) Plotting time-domain responses x(t), y(t) and u(t) of the analyzed 
system, see Fig. 2.
g) Calculation of a state space realization either in the Jordan form
or obtained by applying the given transformation matrix T .
m
All obtained results may be either typed on TTY printed on LPT or stored on 
DSK for future use within LINSYS. The selection of the particular choice,
I
listed under a),...g), is done in the conversational mode. Undesired 
options may be easily bypassed by typing an appropriate reply to a computer
l
generated message. As it is the case in the other two packages, all computer 
generated messages are equipped with the reply 'H', where 'H1 stands for 
Help, permitting assistance in selecting the desired option.
FLOWCHART DESCRIPTION
The first three blocks are basically the same as corresponding 
blocks in MRIC and MPPL.
The execution of the package MANAL starts by typing on TTY the
message
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING INTO THE ANALYSIS PACKAGE 
ENTER N,M,K,IC
28
Block #1. Integers N, M, K and IC corresponding to previously defined
n, m, k and ic
are entered via TTY. Default values for M, K and IC are
M = 1 
K = 1 
IC = -2.
Block #2. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><F ><TM ><DT )
TYPE <T>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Matrices A, B, C, F, TM and the scalar DT are entered 
either via TTY or DSK. Names and dimensions of entered matrices are typed 
on TTY by the subroutine TYPDIM. An example of this message is
A B C F TM DT
( 5, 5) ( 5, 2> < 3, 5> ( 2, 3> ( 5, 5> < 1, 1>
TM and DT correspond to the transformation matrix T and time interval At.m
respectively. If some of these entries are not entered, zero values are 
assumed.
Block #3. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><F ><TM ><DT >
TYPE <T>,(l),<D),<N) OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Values of A, B, C, F, TM and DT are either typed on TTY, 
printed on LPT or stored on DSK.
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Block #4. The message
TYPE <l),<E),<C> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Replies 'I1, ’E 1 and *C ' transfer the control to blocks 
#1, #2 and #5, respectively. In the case of the reply ’H* the following 
message is typed on TTY:
TO CHANGE INTEGERS (MATRIX DIMENSIONS , ETC.);
ELEMENTS OF MATRICES; OR TO 
CONTINUE
TYPE <I>,<E>,<C> OR HELP
Block #5. Closed-loop system matrix and eigenvalues of are calculated 
The message
DO YOU WANT LOCATIONS OF EIG.VAL. Y OR N
is typed on TTY. The subroutine EGVP plots eigenvalue locations on the 
terminal screen.
Block #6. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <AF ><RR ><RI )
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Matrix AF and arrays RR and RI are either typed on TTY, 
printed on LPT or stored on DSK. Matrix AF corresponds to the closed-loop 
matrix A^, while RR and RI represent real and imaginary parts of the eigen­
values of A^.
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Block #7. The subroutine IFF types on TTY the message
WANT CONTR./OBS. TESTS ?
Reply 'Y' (stands for Yes) transfers the control to the block #8, while the 
reply 'N' bypasses the block #8 and transfers the control to the block #9.
Block #8. Controllability and observability tests of the triple {A^,B,C} 
are performed. See the subroutine RANKR. If the triple is both controllable 
and observable the following messages are typed on TTY
SYSTEM IS CONTROLLABLE 
SYSTEM IS OBSERVABLE
Otherwise, the subroutine indicates which mode is either unpontroliable or 
unobservable, which permits conclusion about the stabilizability and 
detectability of {A^,B,C}. In an example of a stabilizable but not detect­
able system the following messages are typed on the TTY:
MODE -0.200E+01 +/- J 0.000E+00 NOT CONTROLLABLE
MODE 0.300E+01 +/- J 0.000E+00 NOT OBSERVABLE
Block #9. The subroutine IFFM types on TTY the message
TYPE <D),<C),<N> OR HELP
In the case of the reply ' H' (or 'HELP') the additional information
TO OBTAIN DISCRETE TRANSF.FUN.MATRIX' (STATE TRANSIT.MAT); 
CONTIN. TRANSF. FUN.MATRIX; OR 
NONE
TYPE <D>,<C>,<N> OR HELP
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is typed on TTY. As indicated on the flowchart replies 'D1, 'C* and 'N' 
transfer the control to the blocks #10, #11 and #13 respectively.
Block #10. The subroutine DREAL calculates discrete realization (5.2) 
corresponding to the continuous triple {Af,B,C}.
Block #11. The subroutine MTF calculates the coefficients of the charac­
teristic polynomial and transfer function matrix of a given triple. If this 
block is reached from the block #9 by the reply 'C*, then the continuous 
transfer function matrix (5.3) is calculated. Otherwise, coefficients of 
the discrete transfer function matrix (5.4) are calculated.
Block #12. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <CHE><TFM><F ><G >
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. The subroutine OUTDAT either types on TTY, prints on LPT 
or stores on DSK the results of the transfer function matrix calculations.
F and G correspond to either pair
{Af, B} or {0,G)
depending on whether the block #11 is entered directly by the reply 'C', 
or after performing the calculations in the block #10. In both cases the 
entries CHE and TFM contain coefficients of the characteristic polynomial 
and transfer function matrix, of the corresponding realization, respectively. 
CHE contains coefficients in ascending order, while TFM is an (n x mk) 
array where each column contains n coefficients of a particular element t*
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of the transfer function matrix, i.e
kml
TFM =
t* t*Iran 2 In
Block #13. The message
WANT X(T),Y(T) & U(T) - Y OR N
is typed on TTY. As in other packages, the subroutine PLXU plots closed- 
loop responses to initial conditions and polynomial input signal. Used 
within MANAL, the subroutine PLXU besides state and control vectors x(t) and 
u(t), plots also the output vector y(t). Selection of the time interval T, 
initial conditions x°, dimensions and elements of the matrix E, defined by 
the block diagram, Fig. 2, is done within the subroutine PLXU.
Block #14. Subroutine IFFM types on TTY the message
TYPE <J>,<A>,<N> OR HELP
In the case of the reply ' H' (or 'HELP5) the following additional information 
is typed on TTY
TO OBTAIN JORDAN FORM; TO APPLY
ARBITRARY STATE TRANSFORMATION; OR 
NONE
TYPE <J),<A>,<N) OR HELP
Replies 'J1, 'A5 and 5N 5 transfer the control to blocks #15, #16 and #18,
respectively.
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Block #15. Given the triple {A^,B,C} the subroutine JFORM calculates
transformation matrix T. and a triple {A ,B ,C.} given byJ c c c
A. = T^A.T.
t J f  J
B. = T ^ B
t J (5.5)
Ct " C T. J
where At is in the Jordan form.
Block #16. Given the realization {A^,B,C} and the transformation matrix
T s entered in the block #2, the subroutine TRANS calculates the transformed m
triple {At,Bt,Ct} defined by
A. = T_1A.Tt m f m
B. = T_1Bt m
C = C T .mt
Block #17. The message
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <AT ><BT ><CT ><FT ><TM > 
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
(5.6)
is typed on TTY. Some matrices among
AT, BT, CT, FT and TM
are either typed on TTY, printed on LPT or stored on DSK. Matrices AT,
BT and CT correspond either to (5.5) or (5.6). Matrix FT = F, while 
transformation matrix TM is either equal to T^  or T^, depending on whether
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in the block #14, the option 'j' or 'A1 is used, respectively.
Block #18. The message
TYPE <I>,<E>,<P>,<R> OR HELP
is typed on TTY. Similarly to last blocks in MRIC and MPPL, this block 
transfers the control to either blocks #1, #2 or #13 within MANAL (replies 
'I1, 1E ' or 'P') or returns to the block #1 of LINSYS (reply 'R'). In the 
case of the reply 1H' the following message
TO CHANGE INTEGERS (MATRIX DIMENSIONS, ETC.);
ELEMENTS OF MATRICES; TO OBTAIN NEW 
PLOTS; OR TO 
RETURN TO LINSYS 
TYPE (I>,(E>,(P),(R> OR HELP





The package EDITD is used for editing disk data file accessible by 
the software LINSYS. Execution of the EDITD package requires the assignment 
of disks #2, #3 and #4. Automatic disk assignment may be done by including 
into the user's disk area the following file
SWITCH.INI
LOGIN/ASSIGN:DSK:2/ASSIGN:DSK:3/ASSIGN:DSK:4
The flowchart of the package EDITD is given in Fig. 6. EDITD permits:
(a) either typing on TTY or printing on LPT names and numbers of 
existing records - subroutine PNAMES - block #2,
(b) either typing on TTY or printing on LPT record names, dimensions 
and elements of all stored matrices - subroutine PRIDAT - block #3, 
and
(c) changing elements in already stored matrices, introduction of new 
records and deletion of existing records - block #4.
The package begins execution by typing on TTY the following message
TYPE <N>,<M>,<D>,(S> OR HELP
In the case of the reply 'H', or HELP, the following additional information 






TYPE <N>,<M>,<D>,<S> OR HELP
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The user selects a particular option by responding on the TTY with 'N', 'M', 
'D' or 'S'.
Blocks #2 and #3 start their execution by typing on TTY the message 
TYPE <L> OR <T>
In the case of the reply 'T1 the results are displayed on the user's terminal, 
while in the case of the reply 'L' LPT is used.
Selection of a particular option in the block #4 is done in the 
conversational mode within the block. If the user has deleted some of the 
existing records, then before exiting from the EDITD on TTY the following 
message is typed:
TYPE: DEL NAMES.DAT,MATRIC.DAT
REN NAMES. DAT=TNAM. DAT (6.1)
REN MATRIC.DAT=TMAT.DAT
* )
In other words, in this case, after exiting from the package the following 




by which the edited data from temporary files (TNAM.DAT and TMAT.DAT) will 
be transferred to files NAMES.DAT and MATRIC.DAT accessible by the sub­
routines INPDAT and OUTDAT of the LINSYS.
In the case of using block #4 only for entering new records or 
for changing matrix elements in already existing records, i.e. when package 
does not type message (6.1), the user is warned not to type commands (6.2)
because in this case the whole data file will be destroyed. An example of 






The subroutine PLXU is used for calculating and plotting on the 
terminal screen the system responses to initial conditions and polynomial 
input signal. See block diagram in Fig. 2. Subroutine PLXU is called 




AF = n X n matrix specifying closed loop system matrix A^
N,M,K = integers specifying system order n, number of inputs m, 
and number of outputs k, respectively.
IND = identifier, 2 character ASCII variable = [lHRC, 1HPP,
1HP0, 1HAN}
Identifier IND is used to accommodate different requirements imposed by 
pacakges MRIC, MPPL and MANAL in plotting input and output signals u(t) and 
y(t), respectively. See subroutine CALYU used in calculating u(t) and y(t). 
The definition of other arguments B, F and C highly depends on the value of 




Block #1. Entries ND, E, XO and TT, corresponding to integer n^, (n x nd) 
disturbance matrix E, n dimensional initial condition vector x°, and time 
interval T, respectively are entered by the subroutine INPDAT. Names and 
dimensions of these entries are typed on TTY.
Block #2. Numeric values for ND, E, XO and TT are either typed on TTY, 
printed on LPT or stored on DSK by the subroutine OUTDAT.
Block #3. Subroutine RESP calculates the state vector defined by:
x(t) = Afx(t) + w(t) ; t€[0,T] ; x(0) = x
w(t) = 2, eiti ■*■ = E z(t),
i=l
(7.1)
z (t) = 11 t t'
nd"1|T
For details see subroutine RESP.
Block #4. Entries ND, E, XO, TT and RES are either typed on TTY, printed 
on RTL or stored on DSK. RES is a (n X k) matrix containing x^(tj), 
i £ [l,n], j € [l,k], tj = (j-1) At, At = T/(k-l), k = [300/n].
Block #5. Subroutine SEL performs selection of indices of the state vector 
x(t) to be plotted. By the subroutine SEL the following message is typed 
on TTY:
TYPE INDICES YOU WANT TO PLOT
The desired indices are typed format-free separated by commas. Typing the
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'RETURN' key or zero bypasses the plotting. Typing any integer greater than 
n causes plotting of all n elements of the vector x(t).
Block #6. Subroutine PLOTN plots on the terminal screen the selected elements 
of x(t). In order to achieve maximum use of the available space of the 
screen, the Y-axis of each plot is scaled differently. After completing 
the plot the subroutine PLOTN types on TTY the message
DO YOU WANT NEW PLOT WITH THE COMMON SCALE-Y OR N
In the case of the reply 5Y' the subroutine PLOTN types on TTY:
YMIN,YMAX
where YMIN and YMAX define the common scale to be used in the new plot.
The user types values for YMIN and YMAX format-free, separated by the comma. 
The reply 'N' transfers the control to the next block.
Block #7. Depending on the identifier IND, i.e. depending on the particular 
package calling the subroutine PLXU, the subroutine CALYU calculates either 
u(t) or both y(t) and u(t). For details refer to the subroutine CALYU.
Block #8. Similarly as the block in the block #5, the subroutine SEL
selects the indices of elements of u(t) and y(t) to be plotted on the terminal
rscreen.
Block #9. Similarly as in the block #6, the subroutine plots the selected 
elements of y(t) and u(t) with either different or both different and common
scale.
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Block #10. The subroutine IFFM plots on TTY the message 
TYPE <E>,<l),<N> OR HELP
In the case of the reply 'H1 (or HELP) the following additional information 
is typed on TTY
TO CHANGE ELEMENTS IN ND,E,XO AND TT;
INDICES; OR 
NONE
TYPE <E>,<l),<N> OR HELP
The replies 1E * and 'I* transfer the control to blocks #1 and #5, of PLXU 
while the reply 'N1 will transfer the control to the calling program, i.e. 
to one of the packages MRIC, MPPL or MANAL.
An example of user-computer conversation within the subroutine PLXU
is given in Sec. 16.
Figure 7 F P -4 4 7 1
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7.2. Subroutine EGVP
The subroutine EGVP is used for calculation of eigenvalues of a 
given (n X n) matrix and for plotting a part of the s-plane containing 




A = given (n X n) matrix
N = integer specifying the order n of the matrix A 
RR, RI = N dimensional arrays containing real and imaginary parts of 
eigenvalues, respectively
IND = identifier; for IND ^ 0 eigenvalue plotting is bypassed.
FLOWCHART DESCRIPTION
Block #1. Arrays RR and RI are calculated.
Block #2. Subroutine MRLOC plots a part of the s-plane containing all 
eigenvalue locations.
Block #3. The message
• ✓
DO YOU WANT NEW PLOT
is typed on TTY, Reply 'Y1 transfers the control to the block #4, while the 
reply 'N* causes return to the calling program.
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Block #4. The message
WHICH EIGENVAL EIG.VAL. YOU WANT TO ELIMINATE 
TYPE LIM.VALUE
is typed on TTY followed by values of all elements of the array RR. After 
user types the limiting value RR.LIM, the subroutine MRLOC plots locations 
of only those eigenvalues whose real parts are greater than the entered 
RR.LIM.
An example of user-computer conversation within the subroutine 
EGVP is given in Sec. 16.
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The subroutine BLDG is used for plotting the system block diagram, 
given on Fig. 2.
Calling sequence
CALL BLDG
The calling sequence does not have any arguments. Within the subroutine 
BLDG the following subroutines
SQ, LN, AR and CR
are called. They are used for plotting rectangles, straight lines, arrows 
and circles, respectively.
The write-ups of these subroutines are attached to the write-up of 
the subrouting BLDG. The letters and special characters as A,B,...,(,/, ), e 
etc. are plotted by the subroutine NOTATE which is a part of the graphic 
software AG-II.
Calling sequences for these subroutines are 
CALL SQ(XI,Y1,DX,DY)
Definition of arguments
XI and Y1 = integers specifying (x,y) coordinate of the lower left 
corner of the rectangle





XI and Yl * integers specifying starting point of the straight line 
X2 and Y2 = integers specifying final point of the straight line
CALL AR(J1,J2,N,IND)
Definition of arguments
J1 and J2 = integers specifying (x,y) coordinate 
N = integer specifying displacement
IND = identifier =
Depending on the value of identifier IND the subroutine plots the arrow 
either to the right, to the left, upwards or downward, respectively.
The role of the displacement N is explained by the diagram in
Fig. 9.
CALL CR(I1,12,N)
II and 12 = integers specifying (x,y) coordinate of the center of the 
circle,





F P - 4 4 7 3
Figure 9
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8 • DATA hand ling subroutines
8.1. Integer Input 
Subroutine ININ
Subroutine ININ is used for entering from TTY up to six integers, 




N = number of integers to be read, 1 < N < 6 .
IT = arbitrary text (string of NT alpha-numeric ASCII characters) 
to be typed on TTY before reading the integers 1^, i€[l,N].
NT = number of ASCII characters in the text IT, 1 < NT < 50.
II,...16 = integers to be read from TTY.
The text IT is used to inform the user which integers should be 
entered by the subroutine. In the case of reading less than six integers, 
the remaining integers should be dummy integer variables. Example:
CALL ININ(3,11,’ENTER N,M,K*,N,M,K,L,L,L)
In this case, execution of the subroutine will start by typing on the TTY 
the message
ENTER N,M,K (8.1)
Typing the integer values is format-free. As delimiter the comma is 
used. The reading of these values is done by the subroutine IOMT, see
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Sec. 8.2.4. All LINSYS packages start with the subroutine ININ. In order to 
cancel previous typing which may occur during loading or complication, after 
typing numerical values, but before assigning the typed values to integers,
II,... 16, the subroutine ININ types on TTY the message
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH INPUT DATA - Y OR N
In the case of user's reply 'N' the subroutine will again type the message 
(8.1), while the reply 'Y' will cause the exit from the subroutine. The 
processing of user's replies 'Y' and 'N' is done by the subroutine IFF, see 
Sec. 9.
8.2. Matrix Input 
Subroutine INPDAT
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The subroutine INPDAT is used for reading up to six matrices from 
either TTY or DSK into the core memory.
Calling sequence
CALL INPDAT (N, M, IT,Al, A2,A3, A4, A5, A6, IR)
Description of symbols
N = integer specifying number of matrices to be read; 1 < N < 6.
Al,... A6 = matrices to be read, stored columnwise.
M = 2N dimensional array defining dimensions of matrices A^. 
Elements M(2*I-1) and M(2*I) specify number of rows and 
columns of the matrix A^, i£[l,6], respectively.
IT = N dimensional array containing names for matrices A^. Each 
matrix name IT(I) is up to 3-character ASCII variable. The 
array IT is usually defined by the FORTRAN DATA statement.
See write-ups of any package.
IR = Identifier used by the subroutine INPTTY. For IR = 1, 
options permitting changing of particular element, row, 
column or main diagonal of an already defined matrix are 
not available, see subroutine INPTTY. After each call of 
the subroutine INPDAT the values of the identifier IR is 
increased by one, see write-up of INPDAT.
The choice of whether matrices will be read from TTY or DSK is done
in a conversational mode. A flowchart of the subroutine INPDAT is given in
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Fig. 10. The execution of the subroutine starts by typing on TTY all N 
available matrix names - elements of the array IT - and then by typing the 
message
t
TYPE <T>,<D>,<N> OR HELP (8.2)
An example of typing the available names is
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C ><R0 ><I0 ><K ><A0F>
TYPE <T>,<D>,<N> OR HELP
In the case of the reply 'H', the following message is typed
FOR CHANGING OR READING MATRICES FROM TTY, DSK OR NONE 
TYPE (t >,<D>,(n ) OR HELP
The handling of user's replies is done by the subroutine IFFM, see Sec. 9. 
According to the user's choice, the subroutine INPDAT calls either subroutine 
INPTTY (reply 'T') or subroutine INPDSK (reply 'D'), by which actual reading 
is done.
After executing either of INPTTY or INPDSK the subroutine INPDAT 
again types the message (8.2), allowing the user to enter additional matrices 
or to change some elements within already defined matrices. Only the reply 
*N' will cause the exit from the subroutine.
8.2.1. Subroutines INPTTY and INPDSK
The subroutine INPTTY and INPDSK are used for reading up to six 
matrices from TTY and DSK respectively.
Calling sequences
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CALL INPTTY (N, M , IT,Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, IR) 
CALL INPDSK (N, M, IT, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6 )
The definitions of arguments in calling sequences are the same as in the 
subroutine INPDAT. Either of the subroutines starts its execution by typing 
on TTY the message
As a reply to the message (8.3) the user is expected to type some or all 
matrix names (elements of the array IT) previously typed on TTY by the sub­
routine INPDAT. If he wants to enter all available matrices he may also type 
the reply 'ALL'. Typing the reply 'ALL1 is equivalent to typing all N matrix 
names. User types desired matrix names format-free. As delimiter the comma 
1,' is used. Format-free reading of matrix names is performed by subroutine 
RCHAR, called by either subroutine INPTTY and INPDSK. Typing the reply 'N1 
causes exit from the subroutine, i.e. return to the calling subroutine INPDAT. 
If among the matrix names the user has typed a nonexisting name, say 'XAX', 
either of the subroutines will type the message
followed again by the message (8.3), waiting for the correct names to be typed. 
After selecting the desired matrix names, either subroutine INPTTY and INPDSK 
calls several times its own subroutine by which reading or changing of 
elements of each particular matrix is done.
TYPE MATRIX NAMES YOU WANT 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL> (8.3)
MATRIX WITH THE NAME <XAX> DOES NOT EXIST - TRY AGAIN
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Subroutine INPTTY calls CHANGE and IOMT 
INPDSK calls DSKRD and ADISK
The number of calls to these subroutines corresponds to the number of correct 
matrix names typed in reply to the message (8.3).
After reading the desired number of matrices by either subroutine, 
control is returned to the calling subroutine INPDAT, which will again type 
the message (8.2). The user reply 'N1 to the message (8.3) causes direct 
return to the calling subroutine INPDAT.
8.2.2. Changing of Elements of Already Defined Matrices
In addition to these features, subroutine INPTTY also permits 
changing a particular element, row, column or the main diagonal in already 
defined matrices. After selecting the desired matrix names, the subroutine 
INPTTY types the message
IN 'XYZ' YOU WANT TO CHANGE E,R,C,D,M OR N (8.4)
where 'XYZ' is one of the matrix names the user has typed as a reply to the 
message (8.3). If the user wants to change either particular element, row 
or column, he has to type either 'E1, 'R1 or *C 1 and in this case the sub­
routine responds with the message
TYPE INDICES OF EL. ROW OR COL. (8.5)
In reply to the message (8.5) the user has to type indices of the element, 
row or column he wants to change. Typing of indices is format-free, using 
comma 1,' as the delimiter. If the user wants either to change the main 
diagonal or to enter an entire new matrix, he has to type either 'D1 or 'M*.
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The reply 'N' to the message (8.4) leaves the matrix with the name XYZ 
unchanged, and the subroutine proceeds to the next matrix by typing again 
the message (8.4) using the name of the next matrix to be changed or 
entered.
In the case of replying to the message (8.4) by 'H', the following 
additional information is typed on TTY:
E, R, C, M & N STAND FOR
ELEMENT, COLUMN, DIAGONAL (MAIN), MATRIX (WHOLE)NONE
If accidentally, the user has typed a nonexisting option, say 'X1, 
or in reply to the message (8.5) he has typed index/indices of element, row 
or column which is/are out of bounds, i.e. greater than the number of rows, 
or columns in the particular matrix, the subroutine INPTTY will respond by 
either of the messages
OPTION <X> DOES NOT EXIST - TRY AGAIN
OR
INDICES OUT OF BOUNDS
and will be ready again to accept a correct option or correct indicies values.
After entering the desired option and, if necessary, indices 
values, the subroutine INPTTY retypes the matrix name indicating to the user 
it is ready to accept numerical data for this particular matrix. As it has 
been mentioned in connection with the subroutine INPDAT, in the case of 
identifier IR = 1, only entering of all matrix elements is possible. If some 
of the arguments Al,... A6 represent a scalar, then after the user types the
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name, subroutine INPTTY immediately retypes that name expecting its numerical 
value.
Typing of numerical values is format-free. These data are read by 
the subroutine IOMT. These data are then stored by the subroutine CHANGE 
into particular locations of the matrix.
8.2.3. Subrout ine CHANGE
Subroutine CHANGE is used for substituting either a particular 





A = N X M matrix to be changed,
IA = identifier = 1HE, 1HR, 1HC, 1HD, 1HM,
11,12 = indices of element, row or column of the matrix A where the new 
numerical data are to be stored,
N,M = integers, number of rows and columns of the matrix A,
AA = array of numerical values which according to the option (value 
of the identifier IA) have to be stored into particular 
locations of the matrix A.
Subroutine DSKRD
Subroutine DSKRD is used for reading from DSK into core memory a
previously stored matrix. Subroutine reads both matrix dimensions and elements.
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Calling sequence
CALL DSKRD (A, NV, ITA )
Description of arguments
A = N X M matrix to be read from DSK,
NV = 2-dimensional integer array containing matrix dimensions,
NV(1) = N = number of rows, NV(2) = M = number of columns,
ITA = ASCII variable containing matrix names. ITA is usually an
element of the array IT appearing in INPDAT and INPDSK subroutines. 
Since all matrices ara stored on DSK in separate records holding a particular 
record name, in order to read a desired matrix from DSK it is necessary to 
specify the name of the record where the desired matrix is stored. To this 
end execution of the subroutine DSKRD starts by typing on TTY the message
ENTER THE RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <A1> * (8.6)
where it is assumed that 'A1' represents the matrix name, i.e. ITA = 2HA1.
In order to obtain the desired matrix, the user should remember 
under which name the desired matrix has been stored on DSK. As a reply to 
the message (8.6), the user has to type the desired record name. Assume that 
the user has typed 'A101f. If a record exists on DSK with the name 'A1011, 
the subroutine reads from that record both the dimensions N,M and matrix 
elements, and transfers them into the arrays NV and A respectively. If a 
record with the name 'A1011 does not exist the subroutine types on TTY the 
message:
RECORD WITH NAME <A101> DOEJS NOT EXIST
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followed immediately by the message (8.6), expecting that the user will type 
one of the existing record names. For the user's information after successful 
reading, the subroutine will type on TTY the message:
MATRIX <A101> FOUND IN REC # n ±
where n^ represents record number associated with the name 'A101'. Using 
for a record name the following string of 5 characters
SKIP.
causes direct return to the calling subroutine INPDSK.
8.2.4. Subroutine IOMT
The subroutine IOMT is used for both format-free reading or typing 
a N X M matrix on TTY. In the case of typing the subroutine uses either 




A = N X M matrix, stored columnwise,
N = integer, number of rows in A,
M = integer, number of columns in A,
IND = identifier = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3, -3 
IT = arbitrary text - string of NT-ASCII alpha-numeric characters to 
be typed on TTY before reading or writing matrix elements.
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NT = integer specifying number of ASCII characters in the text IT, 
1 < NT < 50.
Examples:
CALL IOMT (XO,1,N,-1,17,'INITIAL CONDITIONS') 
CALL IOMT(B,M(J-1),M(J),2,3,IT(K))






-2 yes no yes
-1 yes yes no
0 yes no no
1 no yes no
2 no no yes






In the cases of IND = 3 and IND = -3 the format 10F6.2 will be used only if 
all matrix elements are within the limits
-99.99 < A.. < 999.99
otherwise the format 5E12.4 will be used.
Format-free reading feature of the subroutine IOMT requires the 
use of the comma as delimiter between matrix elements. If a matrix 
element has zero value it is sufficient to type only the comma. Example:
In order to enter the 4 X 4  matrix
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0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0.1 0 0 1
-24 -50 -35 -10
it is sufficient to type
,1
-24,-50,-35,-10





If in typing matrix elements the user makes a typing error, e.g.
instead of -100 he types --10
instead of 3.5,1.5 he types 3.5.1.5
instead of 1,2 he types A,2
the subroutine IOMT with response with messages
I BEG YOUR PARDON --10
I BEG YOUR PARDON 3.5.1.5
I BEG YOUR PARDON A,
(8.7)
respectively, will allow the user to type again the same row. If the user 
types in a single row more elements than it is specified by the integer M 
(number of columns in matrix A) the subroutine will respond by the message
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TOO MANY ELEMENTS IN THE ROW - TRY AGAIN (8.8)






The checking for typing errors and typing the messages (8.7) and (8.8) is 
done by subroutines IM and INTT called within the subroutine IOMT. See
listings of these subroutines.
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Figure 10
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8.3. Matrix Output 
Subroutine OUTDAT
The subroutine OUTDAT is used for writing up to six matrices from 
core memory into either TTY, LPT or DSK.
Calling sequence
CALL OUTDAT (N,M, IT,A1 ,A2,A3,A3,A4,A5,A6)
N = integer specifying number of matrices to be written, 1 < N < 6. 
Al,... A6 = matrices to be written, stored columnwise.
M = 2N dimensional array, defining dimensions of matrices A^. 
Elements M(2*i-1) and M(2*i) specify number of rows and 
columns of the matrix A^, i€[l,N],
IT = N dimensional array containing 3-character names for 
matrices A..l
The flow chart of the subroutine OUTDAT is given in Fig. 11. The execution 
of the subroutine starts by typing on TTY all N available matrix names - 
elements of the array IT - and then by typing the message
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D) OR HELP (8.9)
An example of typing the available names is
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C ><R0 ><I0 >
TYPE <T>,<L>,<D> OR HELP
In the case of the reply 'H1 the following message is typed
FOR WRITING MATRICES ON TTY, LPT, DSK, OR NONE 
TYPE <T>,<l),<D> OR HELP
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The choice whether matrices will be written on TTY, LPT or DSK is done in a
conversational mode within the subroutine OUTDAT. The handling of the user's
replies is done by the subroutine IFFM, see Sec. 9.
#
According to the user's choice, the subroutine OUTDAT calls either 
OUTTTY (reply *T'), OUTLPT (reply 'L') or OUTDSK (reply 'D'), by which actual 
writing is done. After executing either of OUTTTY, OUTLPT or OUTDSK the 
subroutine OUTDAT again types the message (8.9), allowing the user to write 
or store additional matrices. Only the reply 'N' causes the exit from the 
subroutine.
8.3.1 Subroutines OUTTTY, OUTLPT and OUTDSK
These subroutines are used for writing/storing up to six matrices 






The definitions of arguments in calling sequences are the same as in the 
subroutine OUTDAT (see Sec. 8.3). Each of the subroutine starts its 
execution by typing on TTY the message
C TYPE ON TTY ^
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WAN TO < PRINT ON LPT > (8.10)
(, STORE ON DSK J
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
As a reply to the message (8.10), the user is expected to type some or all 
matrix names (elements of the array IT) previously typed on TTY by the sub­
routine OUTDAT. If he wants to write/store all N available matrices he may
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also type the reply 'ALL1. Typing the reply 'ALL* is equivalent to typing all 
N matrix names. User types desired matrix names format-free. As delimiter 
the comma * ,s is used. Format-free reading of matrix names is performed by 
subroutine RCHAR, called by either subroutine OUTTTY, OUTLPT and OUTDSK.
Typing the reply ®N * causes exit from the subroutine i.e. return to the 
subroutine OUTDAT. If among the matrix names the user types a nonexisting 
name, say *XAX!, each subroutine will type the message
MATRIX WITH NAME <XAX> DOES NOT EXIST - TRY AGAIN
followed by the message (8.10), waiting for correct names to be typed. After 
selecting the desired matrix names, each subroutine. OUTTTY, OUTLPT and OUTDSK 
calls several times its own subroutine by which writing/storing or each 
particular matrix is done.
Subroutine OUTTTY calls IOMT
" OUTLPT " PRINT
" OUTDSK " DSKWR
The number of calling of these subroutines corresponds to the number of 
correct matrix names typed as a reply to the message (8.10). After
j
writing/storing the desired number of matrices each subroutine OUT*** 
returns control to the calling subroutine i.e. to the subroutine OUTDAT, 
which again types the message (8.9).
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8.3.2. Subroutine DSKWR
The subroutine stores on DSK matrix dimensions N, M and all matrix 
elements of a given N X M matrix. These values are stored on a separate 





A = N X M matrix to be stored on DSK.
N = integer = number of rows in A.
M = integer = number of columns in A.
ITA = up to 3-character ASCII variable specifying matrix name.
Usually, ITA is an element of the array IT (see subroutines 
OUTDAT and OUTDSK).
In order to be able to read from disk a previously stored matrix, all 
matrices are stored on a separate disk record within the user's data file 
named MATRIC.DAT. In addition to a matrix name associated with the variable 
ITA, a record name is chosen by the user in a conversational mode within the 
subroutine DSKWR. The procedure of selecting a record name and storing a 
matrix on a disk is explained by the following example.
Assume that the user wants to store on DSK a matrix which has the 
name All. The execution of the subroutine DSKWR starts by typing on TTY the 
message
ENTER RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <A11> (8 .11)
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As a reply to the message (8.11) the user may select either an already 
existing record name, or he may select some new record name. In the first 
case, say the user in reply to the message (8.11) types a name 'AllRl', 
the subroutine DSKWR will find out that a matrix under the disk name 'AllRl' 
already exists on DSK, and will type on TTY the message
RECORD WITH NAME <AllRl> ALREADY EXISTS 
TYPE <N>,<0>,<S> OR HELP
User's reply 'H', stands for Help, causes typing on the TTY the message
TO ENTER NEW NAME, OVERWRITE OLD MATRIX OR SKIP 
TYPE <N>,<0>,<S> OR HELP
The reply 'O' will cause that new data, i.e. dimensions N, M and elements of 
the new matrix, to be written on the existing disk record under the name 
AllRl, overwritting old data. If the user wants to save the old data for 
some future use, he has the opportunity to type the reply 'N. In this case 
the subroutine DSKWR will type the message
TYPE NEW NAME
and the user has to type now a new nonexisting disk name. After successful 
storing of data, for the user's information, the subroutine DSKWR types the 
message
MATRIX (AllRl) stored in REC # n^
where n^ indicates the record number where the matrix has been stored. The 
reply 'S' causes return to the calling subroutine, i.e. to the subroutine
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OUTDSK. Changing and deleting record names may be done by a separate 
package called EDITD, see Sec. 6.
Subroutine PRINT
The subroutine PRINT is used for printing N X M matrix A on LPT. 
Before printing matrix elements, the subroutine prints the matrix name, which 
appears as subroutine argument.
Calling sequence
CALL PRINT(A,N,M,IND,NT,IT)
The definition of arguments is the same as in the subroutine IOMT, with the
exception that the identifier IND may have only two values.
For IND = 1 matrix A is printed by format 10F6.2 
" IND = 2 " " " " " 5E12.4
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The subroutine CALDIM is used for defining the array M specifying 
the dimensions of matrices Al,... A6 to be read from TTY or DSK into the 
core memory, or to be written from core memory into either TTY, LOP or DSK 




M = N dimensional integer array to be defined by the subroutine.
J = N dimensional integer array, 1 < X, < 4, i € [l,N],
containing codes for subsequent definition of the array M.
N = number of elements in the arrays M and J.
II,... 14 = integer variables or constants to be stored into a particular 
location of the array M.
The particular element M^, k€[l,n] of the array M is given by I(J^), or; 
for = j0, for
\  -, jee[i,4].
The array J is usually defined by the FORTRAN DATA statement. Example:











M1 and «2 specify N X N matrix
M3 ii M4




ii K X N "
«7
ii ii 1 X N "
Subroutine TYPDIM
The subroutine TYPDIM types on TTY dimensions of used matrices 




N = same as in subroutines INPDAT and OUTDAT
The subroutine TYPDIM is particularly useful in the case when the matrices 
are read from DSK, because it provides a quick check whether the matrices 
read from DSK are of the appropriate dimensions. An example of this typing 
is
C RO 10
< 3, 4> < 1, 4) < 1, 4>
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9 * INTERROGATION subroutines
9.1. Subroutine IFF
The subroutine IFF is used in user-computer conversation when only 
two replies Yes or No are expected.
Calling sequence
CALL IFF ($n1#$n ,NT,IT)
Description of arguments
IT = arbitrary text (string of NT alpha-numeric ASCII characters) to 
be typed on TTY by the subroutine.
NT = integer specifying number of ASCII characters in the text IT,
1 < NT < 50.
n^ = reference number of the statement in the program where the control 
should be transferred in case the user has typed the reply 'Y*.
= reference number of the. statement where the control should be 
transferred, in case the user has typed the reply 'N*.
Example:
CALL IFF($6,$3,42,'ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH INPUT DATA - Y ORN')
In case the user has typed some other character, say 'X', the subroutine 
will type on TTY the message
? X ? - TRY AGAIN
and in the next row again the text IT will be typed.
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9.2. Subroutine IFFM
The subroutine IFFM is used in user-computer conversation when 
more than two (up to five) replies are possible.
Calling sequence
CALL IFFM($n1, $n£, $n3, $n4 , $n5, ITl, IT2, IT3, IT4, IT5,NT, IT)
Definition of arguments
IT = same as in the subroutine IFF 
NT = same as in the subroutine IFF 
ITl,... IT5 = arbitrary one-character ASCII variables.
n^,... n^ = reference numbers of the statements in the program where 
the control should be transferred if the user has typed 
one of the replies ITl,... IT5.
Example:
CALL IFFM($3, $12, $2, $7, $7,1HT, 1HL, 1HD, 1HN, 1HN,17, 'TYPE T, L, D OR N')
Similarly as in the case of subroutine IFF, if user types a reply different 
from either ITl,... IT5, say X, the subroutine will type on TTY the message
? X ? - TRY AGAIN
and in the next row again the text IT will be typed. In the case when less 
than 5 five replies are expected, some of the reference numbers n^ and 




The library LRIC contains subroutines used exclusively within the 
package MRIC.
10.1 Subroutine RIC
The subroutine RIC is used for solving the algebraic Riccati matrix
equation
I(K) = KA + xATK - KSK + Q = 0
A - I T  S = BR B
(10.1)




A, B, Q and R = (n X n), (m X n), (n X n) and (m X m) matrices, 
respectively appearing in (10.1).
AK = (n X n) matrix, initial guess for the Riccati gain K. 
After the execution of the subroutine the array AK 
contains the Riccati gain satisfying the following 
stopping condition
||i (k )||/||k|| < e «  1. (10.2)
EPS = sufficiently small positive number corresponding to e.
N and M = integers corresponding to n and m, respectively.
IT = maximal number of iterations.
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IJ = integer specifying number of iterations used in 
satisfying the stopping condition (10.2).
IJ > IT designates that within IT iterations no satisfactory solution has 
been found.
In the case when the pair {a ,b3 is not stabilizable, the subroutine 
types the message
SYSTEM IS NOT STABILIZABLE
sets IJ = 0 and returns to the calling program. AF = (n X n) matrix defined 
by:
AF = A - S*AK.
In the case that det|ll| < 10 ^  the subroutine types the message 
DET. OF R IS LESS THAN 0.100-11 
sets IJ = 0 and returns to the calling program.
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10.2. Subroutine LYAP
The subroutine LYAP uses the Smith method [7], for solving the 
linear Lyapunov matrix equations of the forms
or
L (x) = ATX + XA + B = 0 o




CALL LYAP(A,B,X,Q,EPS ,N, IT, ITRANS)
Definition of arguments
A and B = given (n X n) matrices. All eigenvalues of the matrix A
Q = positive scalar, usually Q = l.
EPS = sufficiently small positive number corresponding to e.
N = integer corresponding to n.
IT = integer variable containing maximal number of iterations. 
ITRANS = identifier. For ITRANS = 0 equation (10.3) is solved, while 
for ITRANS = 1 equation (10.4) is solved.
If within IT iterations no satisfactory solution X satisfying (10.5) is f 
found, the subroutine types the message
LYAP NO. OF ITER= xxxx 
where xxxx correspond to the value of IT.
should have negative real parts.
X = (n X n) matrix containing solution satisfying either
||lo (X)||/||x 1| < e «  1, 
or ||l1(x )||/||x || < e «  i.
(10.5)
10.3. Subroutine TRC
The subroutine TRC calculates the error matrix
Y (K) = KA + A K - KSK + Q
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A,S,Q,AK = given (n X n) matrices. AK represents the matrix K.
N = integer corresponding to n.
Y = (n X n) matrix containing the error matrix Y(K).
C,D = working (n X n) matrices.
Subroutine STT




A = given (n X n) matrix,
N = integer specifying the order n,
RR and RI = n dimensional arrays containing real and imaginary parts of 
the eigenvalues of the given matrix A,
IND = stability identifier. If the matrix A is stable, the 
subroutine sets IND = 1, otherwise it sets IND = 0.
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Subroutine TEST





AK and X = given (n X n) matrices,
N = integer corresponding to n,
EPS = sufficiently small positive number corresponding to e,
PI = working (n X n) matrix,
IEK = identifier.
If 11AK - x||/11AK|| < e, the subroutine sets IEK = 1, otherwise it sets IEK = 0. 
Before returning to the calling program the subroutine sets AK = X.
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10.4. Subroutines STABK and JACC
The subroutines STABK and JACC are used for providing the symmetric 
matrix K which stabilizes the closed-loop matrix A - SK. The detailed 
description of the algorithm is given in [6].
Background:
Given (n X n) matrices A and S and positive scalars c and e, where 
A is unstable and S positive semidefinite, the subroutine STABK calculates 
positive definite matrix S* given by S* = S + el, I being (n X n) unity 
matrix.
The subroutine JACC calculates a symmetric matrix K satisfying the 
condition that the matrix A^ = A - S*K has all eigenvalues equal to -c.
Calling sequence for the subroutine STABK
CALL, STABK(A,B,AK,S,N,CC,ES,C,IND)
Definition of arguments
A and S = given (n X n) matrices.
N = integer corresponding to n.
CC and ES = positive scalars corresponding to c and e, respectively.
B,AK,C - (n X n) matrices corresponding to S*, K and A^, respectively. 
IND = stability identifier. If matrix Af is stable the subroutine 
sets IND = 1, otherwise it sets IND =0.




A and S = given (n X n) matrices corresponding to A and S*, respectively,
N = integer corresponding to n,
AK = (n X n) matrix corresponding to K, calculated by the subroutine, 




The library LPPL contains subroutine used exclusively within the 
package MPPL.
11.1. Subroutine PPL
The subroutine PPL is used in pole placement and observer design.
11.1.1. Pole placement algorithm
1. Given {A,B}, where rank |b | = m, the controllability matrix Qc and
controllability indices n^, i€[l,m], are calculated. Qc and n^ are calcu­
lated using the subroutine C0IN2. The structure of Q isc
qc = I b ; P b ; a2b ; ••• ; av"1b | ( n . i )
^1 \  ^3 %





Submatrices A"*- ^B are n X 1]. matrices containing columns of matrices A^B 




Integer T) denotes number of columns in the matrix A* '*'B. Controllability
indices n^ are defined as the number of appearances of a particular column
b. in the matrix Q . Thus l xc
n. =l n. (11.2 )
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2. Applying the state transformation
a new realization of the open-loop system is obtained. Matrix has
The meaning of and is explained by (11.4). The values and j  
are uniquely determined by the values of n^, i€[l,m].
3. Using (m X n) matrix defined by
C =
0 0 . . .
0 0 ........ 1














C^A is a 1^. X n matrix containing the first T|^  rows of the matrix C^A , 
being defined by (11.1). From (11.6) and according to the structure of the 
pair [a ^,C^] it may be concluded that
p|Q | ■ n.1 o
Using Qq as another transformation matrix a transformed pair
A2 = A ! C  
B2 " %  B1







, i€[l,m], indicate locations of rows of the matrix with
nonunity elements. In matrix only rows contain nonzero
i
4. Using the obtained pair the pole placement condition may be
expressed by
^2 **" ^2 ^2 ~  ^ 2d ( 11 . 8 )
where the eigenvalues of the matrix should correspond to the desired 
eigenvalues of the closed-loop system. From (11.8) and according to the 
form of the pair it may be concluded that the matrix has the same
structure as the matrix A.2 » Thus, the pole placement condition becomes
Br (11.9)
where the matrix D^» similarly as has nonzero elements only in rows whose 








B* k  
B2







where matrices B* and D* contain nonzero rows from matrices and D^, 
respectively, condition (11.9) becomes
B*F2 = D*.
Since m X m matrix B* is always of the triangular form, with unities in the 
main diagonal, the feedback gain becomes
F2 = B*’1 D*.
Returning back to the original realization, the feedback gain F, which 
assures the desired eigenvalues of the closed-loop system
A + BF = Af
is given by
F = F0 Q Q~1 = B*"1 D* Q o“1.2 o c xo c »
Calculation of the transformed pairs [a ^,B^3 and [a 2,B23 is done by 
the subroutine TRANS. Given the desired eigenvalues the subroutine FAD 
calculates the nonzero and nonunity rows of the matrix A2d. Each row in A2d 
contains the coefficients of a characteristic polynomial corresponding to a 
subset of n^ desired eigenvalues, n^ being the controllability index. Given 
n^ eigenvalues, coefficients of the corresponding characteristic equation 
are calculated by the subroutine EGVCHE. Reduction of B2 and D2 to B* and D* 
is done by the subroutine RED. Calculation of the matrix Qq is done by the
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subroutine FRT. Observer design is done by the same algorithm, treating the
r T T*) Tpair lA ,C } and calculating the (k X n) matrix K satisfying that the matrix




A = (n X n) given open-loop system matrix,
f for pole placement IND = TC ' 'j 
IND = identifier < / ,
Cfor observer design IND = ' O ' J
for IND = C (n X m) input matrix B
B =<
(for IND = '0! (k X n) output matrix CJ
RR and RI = n dimensional arrays containing respectively real and imaginary
parts of desired closed-loop eigenvalues,
AD = working (n X n) matrix,
N = integer corresponding to the system order n,
( f o r  IND s ' C ! corresponding to m'j 
M = integer \ >,
(for IND = '0! corresponding to k J
FR,P1 &AF = (n X n) matrices. For IND = 'C' these matrices correspond to 
feedback gain matrix F, product -BF* and closed-loop system 
matrix A^ . = A +BF, respectively, while for IND = 'O’, these 
matrices correspond to observer gain K, product -KC, and closed- 
loop observer matrix AqJ- = A+KC, respectively.
EPS = sufficiently small positive scalar,
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ICO = identifier. If either the pair {a ,b} is not controllable, or the
pair {A,C} is not observable the subroutine sets ICO = 1, types the 
message,
SYSTEM IS NOT CONTROLLABLE/OBSERVABLE 
and returns to the calling program.
If rank |b | < m or rank |c| < k, the subroutine sets ICO = 1, types the 
message
MATRIX B/C IS NOT OF FULL RANK % *
and returns to the calling program. Otherwise it sets ICO = 0. The pole 
placement algorithm assumes that rank |b | ■ m, i.e. that there are no 
redundant inputs. Prior to the use of the subroutine PPL, user should 
eliminate all existing redundant inputs.
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11.2. Subroutine C0IN2
Given (n X n) system matrix A, and either (n X m) input matrix B 
or (k X n) output matrix C, the subroutine C0IN2 calculates either the 
controllability indices and the controllability matrix, or the observability 
indices and the observability matrix. The subroutine also checks rank of 
the matrix B (or C).
Calling sequence
CALL C0IN2(A,B,N,M,NZ,NV,LV,IND,EPS,H)
The definition of arguments will be given in the case of calculating the 
controllability indices and controllability matrix Qc defined by (11.1) 
and (11.2),
A and B = (n X n) and (n X m) matrices specifying the pair {a ,b},
N and M = integers corresponding to n and m, respectively,
NZ = m dimensional array containing controllability indices n^
NV = m+1 dimensional array containing ordered controllability indices,
NV(1) < NV(2) < ••• < NV(m). NV(m+l) contains sums of all
controllability indices n^, i([l,m],
LV = m dimensional array containing values defined by (11.4),
C IND = 'C1 for calculating the controllability matrix') 
IND = identifier < > ,
(^ IND = '0' for calculating the observability matrix J
EPS = sufficiently small positive number used in creating controllability
matrix Q , c
H = (n X n) controllability matrix calculated by the subroutine.
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If the pair {A,B} is not controllable, or rank|B| < m, the subroutine types on 
TTY either
SYSTEM IS NOT CONTROLLABLE/OBSERVABLE
or
MATRIX B/C IS NOT OF FULL RANK
and returns to the calling program.
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11.3. Subroutine RED
The subroutine RED is used for reducing (n X n) matrix D2 and 





A = given (n X k) matrix corresponding to either D^ or B2,
LV = m dimensional integer array indicating nonzero rows in the 
matrix A,
N and M = integers corresponding to n and m, respectively
K = integer corresponding to either n or m depending on whether 
A corresponds to D2 or B^,
B = resulting (m X k) matrix containing nonzero rows of the matrix A. 
Subroutine FAD
Given desired eigenvalues, the subroutine FAD calculates the nonzero 
and nonunity rows of the matrix A2(j, defined by (11.8). Each row in A ^  
contains the coefficients of a characteristic polynomial corresponding to a 





NV = m dimensional integer array containing ordered controllability 
indices, see subroutine PPL,
N,M = integers corresponding to n,m,
Ll = working m dimensional integer array,
P2 = (m X n) working matrix,
Pi = (m x n) matrix containing m nonzero and nonunity rows of the matrix 
A2d*
Subroutine EGVCHE
Given n dimensional arrays containing real and imaginary parts of n 





RR, RI = n dimensional arrays specifying real and imaginary parts of n 
given eigenvalues.
N = integer corresponding to n,
Z = (n+1) dimensional array containing coefficients z^ of the
n n
polynomial z(s) = .2^ z^s + s . The value of zn_j_^ is always 
equal to unity, = 1*
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Subroutine FRT
Given matrix and m dimensional array containing integers the 




A = given (n x n) matrix,
LV = m dimensional array containing integers
NV = m dimensional integer array containing ordered controllability 
indices n^,
NVM = integer, equal to NV(m),
N,M = integers corresponding to n,m,
PI = resulting (n X n) matrix corresponding to the matrix Qq,
P2,Q = working (n X n) matrices.
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12. LIBRARY_LGEN
The library LGEN contains general subroutines used by all packages.
12.1. Subroutine RANKR
Given a realization {a ,B,c} and all eigenvalues X - 6^ + jco^  of 
the matrix A, the subroutine checks either the stabilizability of {A,b} or the 
detectability of {a ,c} . The subroutine requires a small positive scalar e.
Background
The stabilizability of a given pair {a ,b] is checked by investi­
gating the rank of a (n X n-hn) complex matrix [8] given by
Qc - I * A • b| . (12.1)
It may be shown that in the case of complex eigenvalue X^, the rank of (12.1)








-Bo. 1 0 
1 1
1 1 r
IU). 1 0 I 16. +A 1 B




A = given (n X n) matrix,
RR and RI = given n dimensional arrays containing real and imaginary parts, 
6^ and u)^ , respectively of X^,
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EPS = given small positive number corresponding to e,
IND = *C * for checking stabilizability^ 
^IND = 'O' for checking detectability J 
for IND = 1C * given (n X m) input matrix B 'j 
.for IND = 'O' given (k X n) output matrix C )  
for IND = *C * corresponding to m^
Cfor IND = 'O' corresponding to k J 
IR = rank identifier
for IND = *C * and {A,b} being not controllable, IR = 0,
for IND = 'O' and {A,c} being not observable, IR = 0,
otherwise IR # 0.




MODE xxxxxxx +/ - J yyyyyyy not controllable
or
MODE xxxxxxx +/- J yyyyyyy not observable
where xxxxxxx and yyyyyyy represent respectively real and imaginary parts of 
the eigenvalue being either not controllable or not observable. The required 
matrix Qcr> given by (12.2), is calculated by the subroutine JOIN.
Subroutine JFORM
Given the realization {A,B,C} the subroutine JFORM calculates the 
modal transformation matrix T, its inverse T  ^and the transformed triple 
a,B,c} given by
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A = T_1 AT
B = T"1 B (12.3)
C = C T
where the matrix A is in Jordan form. The application of the subroutine is 
limited to cyclic matrices A [11].
Background
The transformation matrix T is calculated by
1 " T1 T2
where T^ transforms a given matrix A into the observable companion form [9], 
while T2 contains the eigenvectors of the matrix T^AT^, [10]. Cyclicity 
of the matrix A is checked calculating the determinant of the transformation 
matrix T^. Calculation of the matrix T^ requires an arbitrary n dimensional 





A, B and C = given (n X n), (n X m) and (k X n) matrices corresponding to
the given realization {a ,B,c}. After execution the transformed 
triple {A,B,C} appears in the same locations.
N, M and K = integers corresponding to n, m and k respectively.
T and TI = (n X n) matrices corresponding to transformation matrices T and 
T \  respectively.
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Calculation of the matrix is done using the subroutine COMF, while the 
matrix is obtained by the subroutines CHEQ and EGT. Eigenvalue sorting 
is done by the subroutine ORD. Calculation of the transformed triple is 
done by the subroutine TRANS.
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12.2. Subroutine COMF 
Background
Given (n X n) matrix A and n dimensional column vector r the 
subroutine calculates a (n X n) matrix C given either by
C = Tc = |An ^r •* ••••a • A^r • A r •' r| (12.4)
or
C = T = o
It is well known that if det T # 0  and det T ^ 0 the transformationsc o
A = T_1 A T  and A = T A T -1 c c c o o o





A = given (n X n) matrix,
R = n dimensional vector,
N = integer corresponding to n,
Ta r A




IND = identifier = <
('O'
C = resulting (n X n) matrix; for IND = 'C 1 C = while for IND = 'O'
T = working (n X n) matrix.
Subroutine EGT
Given (n X n) matrix A in observable companion form [9], real 
parts 6.^ and imaginary parts UL of eigenvalues ^  of A, the subroutine EGT 
calculates the eigenvector matrix P. The recurrent expressions used in 




A = given (n X n) matrix in observable companion form,
RR and RI = n dimensional array containing real and imaginary parts of 
eigenvalues of A,
N = integer corresponding to the matrix order n,
P = resulting (n X n) matrix.
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12.3. Subroutine TRANS
Given the triple {A,B,c} and either one or both matrices T and 
T \  the subroutine calculates the transformed triple
A = T"1 AT






A, B and C = given (n X n), (n X m) and (k X n) matrices corresponding to 
the given realization {a ,Bsc}. After execution of the sub­
routine the transformed triple (12.5) appears in the same 
-locations.
T and TI = (n X n) matrices corresponding to T and T \  respectively.
N s M and K = integers corresponding to n, m and k, respectively.
(IND = 0, both T and T  ^are given 
i IND = identifier i  IND = 1, only T is given
(jIND = 2, only T  ^ is given
In the case of IND # 0 matrix T  ^or T is calculated within the subroutine
Subroutine CHEQ
Given (n X n) matrix A the subroutine calculates the coefficients 
f^j i€[l,n] of the characteristic polynomial





A = given (n x n) matrix,
N = integer corresponding to n,
F = {f^3 = n dimensional array containing coefficients f^, 
B and C = working (n X n) matrices.
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12.4. Subroutine RANK2
Given (m X k) matrix H the subroutine checks the rank of the





H = given (m X k) matrix,
P = working (m x k) matrix,
m
D = determinant of [h h],
M and K = integers corresponding to m and k,
IR = rank identifier; IR = 0 if rank| h | < min(m,k), otherwise 
IR = min(m,k),
EPS = scalar corresponding to sufficiently small number e.
Function DET
The function DET is used for determinant calculation of a given 




A = given (n X n) matrix,
N = integer corresponding to n.
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Subroutine JOIN
Given matrices A^, A^2, A ^  and A22 with corresponding dimensions, 




A11,A12,A21,A22 = given matrices of the corresponding dimensions,
Nl,Ml,N2,M2 = integers specifying dimensions of the given matrices,
N and M - integers corresponding to n = n^-h^ an<* m “ m ■^hIl2, 
respectively,
A = resulting composite matrix.
Subroutine DJOIN
Given (n X m) matrix A and dimensions n^, m^, n^ and m^ specifying 
the desired partitioning, see scheme, the subroutine calculates the sub­
matrices A^ , A12> A21 and A22*
Calling sequence
CALL DJOIN(A11,A12 ,A21 ,A22 ,N1,M1 ,N2,M2 ,N,M,A) .
Definition of arguments
A = given (n X m) matrix,
N and M = integers corresponding to n arid m, respectively, 
Nl,Ml,N2,M2 = integers specifying the desired partitioning, 








Given time interval At and a pair {a ,b} representing either the 
continuous or discrete system realization, the subroutine calculates the 




A and B = given (n X n) and (n X m) matrices corresponding to the given 
continuous or discrete pair {a ,b},
N and M = integers corresponding to n and m, respectively,
DT = scalar corresponding to At,
F and G = resulting (n X n) and (n X m) matrices,
f *D*
IND = identifier = <
('C'
For IND = "D1 the subroutine calculates the discrete pair {f ,g} from the 
given continuous {a ,b}, while for IND = 1C * the continuous pair {f ,g} is 
calculated from the given discrete pair {a ,b}. In other words, for IND = 'D' 
matrix F satisfies F = exp (A At) while for IND = *C * the relation between 
calculated F and the given A is inverse, i.e. A = exp(F At). In both cases 
the resulting matrix F is obtained using the method for calculating the 
matrix polynomials described in [13].
Subroutine MTF
Given a realization {a ,B,c}, the subroutine calculates coefficients 
f^, i 6 [l,n] of the characteristic polynomial
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n n i-1 if(s) = det(Is - A) = s + E f.s and either one or both coefficients w .
i=l i gj
and t^. defining state and output transfer function matrices, respectively, 
(Is -A) 1B = W(s)/f (s); W(s) = [Wj. (s)}










i i-1 t .s : 
gj




A, B and C = given (n x n), (n X m) and (k X n) matrices, respectively,
N, M and K = integers corresponding to n, m and k,
F = n dimensional array containing coefficients f^ ,
W = nnm dimensional array containing coefficients 
, i € C1,n]; h € [ 1,n] ; j€[l,m],
T = nkm dimensional array containing coefficients 
tgj » i € [ 1,n]; g € [l,k]; J€[l,m],
IND = identifier.
For IND = 1 the subroutine calculates both arrays W and T, while for IND = 0 
and IND = -1 only the array T and ^he array W is calculated, respectively.
In the cases of IND = 0 and IND = -1, it is not necessary to dimension the 
noncalculated array. A dummy scalar variable may be used instead. The method 
used for calculation of the coefficients of W(s) and T(s) is presented in [14].
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13. library_lout
The library LOUT contains subroutines used in conjunction with the 
plotting subroutines PLXU and EGVP, described in Sec. 7.
13.1. Subroutine CALYU
Given (k X n) matrix U = {u_} , i€[l,k], j€[l,n], u _  = (t^
containing responses of the state vector x(t) at time instances t^, the 
subroutine CALYU calculates the corresponding values of either control vector 




n^ = statement number in the calling program (subroutine PLXU), where 
the control is to be transferred.
B,R,AK = matrices used in calculation of either u(t) or y(t), see following 
table.
Z * (n X n) working matrix.
V = (k X n) working matrix.
N = integer corresponding to n.
M = integer corresponding to dimension of either u(t) or y(t), see 
following table.
K = integer corresponding to k
IND = identifier =
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10 = second identifier =
The use of identifiers IND,' 10, matrices B, R, AK and integer M in calculating 
either u(t) or y(t) is explained in the following table
Calculation
Package IND 10 done
(a) MRIC 'RC' 1 u (t ) = -R-1 BT Kx(t)
(b) MPPL 'PP' 1 u(t) = Fx(t)
(c) MPPL 'P0' 1 u(t) = |F ; -F| x(t)
e(t)
<d> MANAL 'AN' 1 *•< r+ V-
/ II O X rt V—/
(e) MANAL ’AN' 2 u(t) = Fy(t)
Matrices R \  B and K in (a) correspond to matrices R, B and AK in the 
calling sequence. Matrix F in (b) and (c) corresponds to the matrix B in 
the calling sequence. Matrix C in (d) corresponds to the matrix AK in the 
calling sequence. Matrix F in (e) corresponds to the matrix R in the calling 
sequence. Only in (d) M corresponds to the dimension of y(t), otherwise 
M corresponds to the dimension of u(t).
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13.2. Subroutine MRLOC
The subroutine performs selection of a part of the s-plane to be 





RR and RI = n dimensional arrays containing respectively real and imaginary 
parts of given eigenvalues.
N = integer corresponding to n.
X and Y = working n dimensional arrays.
Subroutine RLOC





Same as in subroutine MRLOC.
Subroutine PLOTN
Given k dimensional array x = {x^} , i€[l,k] and a (k X n) matrix
Y = {y^}, y ^  = y^ (x^, the subroutine plots on the terminal screen n 
, j € [l,nl, defined by y^(x^). The scales for individual y^curves are
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either different or common. The selection of a particular option is done in 





N and K = integers corresponding to n and k, respectively,
X = given k dimensional array, X - {x^} , i€[l,k],




Given regular (n X n) matrix A, n dimensional initial condition 
vector x°, (n X n^) disturbance matrix E = |e^ • e^ ; ••• • e , time 
increment At, and number of intervals k, the subroutine calculates responses 
x(t^), t€[l,k], where the vector x(t) is defined by
x(t) = Ax(t) + Ez(t) , x(0) = x°. (13.1)




are step, ramp, etc.
The algorithm implemented in the subroutine RESP is based on 
calculating x(t) as a sum of
x(t) = z(t) + y (t) (13.2)
where n dimensional vectors z(t) and y(t) are defined by
z(t) = Az(t); z(0) = x° + g^
nd . . <13*3>
y(t) = - |1gJ tJ_1/(j-i):
n dimensional vectors g^, j € Cl,n^1 are related to vectors e , columns of the 
matrix E by
= A 1 C (j -1)! + g3+1]; j€[l,nd]
nd+ 1 (13.4)
g - 0.
The expressions (13.2) and (13.4) may be proved applying the Laplace 
transform and substituting in (13.7) z(s) and y(s) obtained from (13.3).
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The responses z(t) are calculated by either the subroutine 0UT2 or 
OUT. Normally, the subroutine 0UT2, applicable only for cyclic matrices A, 
is used. If the matrix A is noncyclic, the subroutine RESP types on TTY the 
message
MATRIX NONCYCLIC
and proceeds by calculating z(t) applying the subroutine OUT. The reason 
for using both subroutines is that there was no sufficient time for detailed 
checking the subroutine OUT. If At is too large, the subroutine OUT might 
not work properly.
Calling sequence
CALL RESP(A, DT, N,K , XO,XADD, RES, B,M)
Definition of arguments
A = given (n X n) matrix,
DT = scalar corresponding to At,
N and K = integers corresponding to n and k,
XO = n dimensional array containing initial condition vector x°,
XADD = (k X n) matrix containing responses x.(t.), XADD = {x.(t.)}»
• J ~ J
i € [l,k], j € [l,n],
RES = (n X k) matrix, transpose of XADD,
B = (n X n^) matrix corresponding to the given matrix E,
M = integer corresponding to n^.
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13.4. Subroutines 0UT2 and QUTN
Given cyclic (n X n) matrix A, n dimensional initial condition 
vector x°, time increment At and number of intervals k, the subroutines 
calculate responses x(t^), i€[l,k], where the vector x(t) is defined by
x(t) = Ax(t); x(0) = x°.
The calculation of x(t) is done by transforming given matrix A into the 
Jordan form with subroutine 0UT2, and subsequent calculation of system 
modes, using subroutine OUTN.
Calling sequence for OUT
CALL 0UT2(A,DT,N,K,X0,XADD,RES)
Definition of arguments
A = given (n X n) matrix,
DT = scalar corresponding to At,
N and K = integers corresponding to n and k,
XO = n dimensional array containing initial condition vector x°, 
XADD = (k X n) matrix containing responses x^Ct^), XADD = {xj(tj)}, 
i € [l,k], j € [l,n],
RES = (n X k) matrix, transpose of XADD.




Q = (n X n) matrix containing eigenvectors of the matrix A,
RR and RI = n dimensional arrays containing real and imaginary parts of the 
eigenvalues of the matrix A,
DT = scalar corresponding to At,
N and K = integers corresponding to n and k,
XO = n dimensional array, corresponding to initial condition vector x°, 
X = (n X k) matrix containing responses x^(t^), X = {x^} , x ^  =x^,(t^). 
Matrix X corresponds to the matrix RES in the calling sequence for the 
subroutine 0UT2. Entries Q, RR and RI are calculated by the subroutine 0UT2, 
similarly as in the subroutine JFORM.
Subroutine ORD
Given n dimensional arrays containing real and imaginary parts of 
n eigenvalues, = 8^ + jdh, the subroutine orders them in the descending 




RR and RI - n dimensional arrays containing respectively real and
imaginary parts of n given eigenvalues,
‘
N = integer corresponding to n.
After the execution of the subroutine the ordered real and imaginary parts 
appear in the same locations RR and RI, respectively. The reason for using 
this subroutine is that the IBM subroutines HSBG and ATEIG used for eigen­
value calculation, do not necessarily order the multiple eigenvalues 
consecutively.
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14 • li bra ry auxli b
This section contains write-ups of some specialized subroutines 
called within the LINSYS. Detailed understanding of these subroutines is 
not necessary for LINSYS users.
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16. EXAMPLES
A simple third order two-input, two-output system, Fig. 12, Is chosen 
to illustrate the LINSYS use. The schematic of the physical model is given 
in Fig. 12a and a block diagram of its linearized model is given in Fig. 12b. 
The state variables are x^, x^, and x^, the control inputs are u^ and u^, 
while w is the disturbance input. It is assumed that only x2 and x^ are 
available as outputs. Thus, the system matrices are
al 0 0 l 0
A = 1 a2 0 ; b * 0 0
0 1 aQ 0 l
0 1 01 
0 0 11 ’ (16.1)
For this system two design and one analysis problem are solved, each 
illustrating the use of LINSYS packages MRIC, MANAL and MPPL.
16.1. Problem #1. Optimal PI-Regulator Design - (MRIC)
The objective is to design an optimal Pi-regulator which will
guarantee zero-steady state errors for coordinates x^ and x^, whose desired
values are x~ and x0 , i.e.2s 3s’
x2 (®) -x2s = ° and x3 («>) - x ^  = 0
Let a^ = -3; a2 = -2; a^ = -1; x2g = 1; x3g = 2; w = 2.5. 
design [15] the following model is obtained
For the Pi-regulator
-3 0 0 0 0 1 0
A 1 0 1 -2 0 0 0 B 0 0
-- L - = 0 1 -1 0 0 B = — = 0 1
C 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0




U, ( t )
ì X, ( t ) w ( t )
/|V 71
X, ( t )
u0 ( t )
U
3 © =
x , ( t )3
/l\
FP-4475










The performance index to be minimized becomes 
00
J* [xT (t) C*T C*x(t) + uT (t) Ru(t)]dt 
0
where
C* 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 I ; and
0 I
501
The following pages contain the complete user-computer conversation during
the solution of this problem.
120.LOGIM 731»323
JOB 10 CSL 601B9 TTY£6
PAâSMORXi!
1 759 10-Ju m -75 Tue
.RU LINSYS
IN CRSE OF USING DISK DRTR FILE IT IS NECESSARY 
TO ASSIGN DSK: 3. IT MAY BE DONE BY TYPING!
<CTRL>C5 CASS DSK:2> »<CR> AND <CONT>><CP>
WANT SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM - Y DR N
N
TYPE <R> » <P> j <A> » <S> OR HELP
R
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING INTO THE RICCATI PACKAGE 
ENTER WITH N jM,Kj IT»IE*IC
5 3 2 0 0 0
SATISFIED WITH INPUT DATA - Y OR NY
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B > <C > <R > <K >
TYPE <T>j <D>j <N> OR HELP 
T
TYPE MATRIX NAMES YOU WANT TO CHANGE OR ENTER VIA TTY 





» 1» -1 
»1 
»» 1
3. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 0 0
1., 00 -£. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00
0., 00 1. 00 -1. 00 0. 00 0. 00
0., 0 0 1. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00




1 . 0 0  0 . 00
0. 00 0. 00
0 . 0 0  1 . 0 0
0. 00 0.00
0 . 00 0. 00
» *. 1
« » > « 1
0 . 00 0 . 0 0  0. 00 1 . 0 0  0 . 00 




50. 00 0. 00
0. 00 50. 00
K
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
TYPE <T>» <D>» <H> DR HELP 
N
A B C R K
< 5> 5> < 5i 2> < £> 5> < £ > £ > <  5, 5>
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B > <C ><R > <K >
TYPE <T> » <L> » <D> » <N> DR HELP 
N
Starting the LINSYS execution





All matrices A, B, C, R and K 
entered via TTY
Subroutine INPDAT 
retypes entered values 
for each matrix
Names and dimensions of 
matrices typed by TYPDIM
\
Matrix output - skipped
SYSTEM CONTROLLABLE 
SYSTEM OBSERVABLE 
TYPE <I> » <E> > <C> OR HELP
C
ERR
0.41 £ 15E-G4 0.65474E-08
Controllability and 
Observability tests
Block # 6 (Fig.3)
Values of the error quantity err
DO YOU WANT LOCATIONS OF EI6.VAL. Y OR N
N
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C X R  > <K ><Q > 
TYPE <T>» <L>j <B>j <N> OR HELP 
T
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TD TYPE ON TTY 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
1.30 3.91 0.36 7. 01 0.90
3.91 11.34 £.70 £1. £1 £.34
0. i*6 £.70 6.57 -0.90 7. 01
7. 01 £1. £1 -0.90 43.81 - 0.39
0.90 £.34 7. 01 -0.89 7.95
TYPE <T> > <L> > <D> > <N> DR HELP 
B
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO STORE ON DISK 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
A»B*C»K
ENTER RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <A > AINT 
MATRIX <AINT > STORED IN REC « 7£
ENTER RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <B > BINT 
MATRIX <BINT > STORED IN REC « 73 
ENTER RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <C > CIN 
RECORD WITH NAME <CIN > ALREADY EXISTS 
TYPE <N>,<□>» <S> DR HELP 
N
ENTER NEW NAME ClNT 
MATRIX <CINT > STORED IN REC « 74 
ENTER RECORD NAME FDR MATRIX <K > KINT 
MATRIX <KINT > STORED IN REC « 75 
TYPE <T> , <L> » <D> » <N> DR HELP 
N--N-.L
TYPE NAMES DF MATRICES YDU WANT TO PRINT ON LPT 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
ALL
TYPE <T> » <L> » <D> » <N> OR HELP
N
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <RR X R I  X F R  X A F  >
TYPE <T> > <L> » <D> > <N> OR HELP
L
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO PRINT ON LPT 
DR TYPE EITHER <N> OP <ALL>
ALL
TYPE <T> t <L>» <D> * <N> OP HELP 
T
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO TYPE ON TTY 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
FR
FR
-0. 03 -0. 08 -0. 0£ -0.14 -0. 0£
-0. 0£ -0. 05 -0. 13 0. 02 -0. 14
Eigenvalues plotting skipped 
Matrix output - block # 8
Riccati gain matrix K 
typed on TTY
A stored on disk record AINT 
B stored on disk record BINT
C stored on disk record CINT 
K stored on disk record KINT
All matrices (A, B, C, K and Q) 
printed on LPT
All available matrices 
,(RR, HI, FR and AF) 
printed on LPT
FR typed on TTY
TYPE <T>j <L>» <D>> <N> OR HELP 
D
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO STORE ON DISK 
DR TYPE EITHER <N> OP YRLL>
FR
ENTER RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <FR > FINT 
MATRIX <FINT > STORED IN REC « 76 
TYPE <T>j <L>» <D>» <N> OR HELP 
N
WANT X <T) » Y <T) & U <T> - Y OR N 
N
TYPE <I> * <E> » <R> DF HELP 
R
FR stored on disk record FINT
Plotting time domain responses 
skipped
Block if 10 - Return to LINSYS
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16.2. Problem #2. Analysis of the Designed System (MANAL)
The objective is to analyze changes in pole locations and time- 
domain responses when instead of the proportional-integral gain
_ I -0.03 -0.08 -0.02 J -0.14 -0.02
1-0.02 -0.05 -0.13,' 0.02 -0.14
obtained in the problem #1, only the integral part is used, i.e.
? * = 0.00 0.00 0.00 1-0.14 -0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 : 0.02 -0.14
Since during the MRIC execution matrices A, B, and F have been stored on 
the disk data file, they will be read from DSK. The user will change the 
columns of F and thus obtain the matrix F*. The user-computer conversation 
during this analysis is given on the following pages
123TYPE <R> » <P> > CA) » <S> DR HELP
fl
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING INTO THE ANALYSIS PACKAGE
ENTER N»M»K»IE
5»£»5
5 £ 5 0
SATISFIED WITH INPUT DATA - Y OR N
Y
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><F > <TM > <DT >
TYPE <T>» <D>» <N> OP HELP 
D
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO READ FROM DISK 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL> 
fl » B» C » F
ENTER THE RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <fl > AINT 
MATRIX <AINT > FOUND IN PEC « 7£
ENTER THE RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <B > BEINT 
RECORD WITH NAME <BBINT> DOES NOT EXIST 
ENTER THE RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <B > BINT 
MATRIX <BINT > FOUND IN REC « 73 
ENTER THE RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <C > SKIP.
ENTER THE RECORD NAME FOP MATRIX <F > PINT 
MATRIX <FINT > FDUND IN REC « 76  
TYPE <T> » <D> » <N> DR HELP 
T
TYPE MATRIX NAMES YOU WANT TO CHANGE OR ENTER VIA TTY 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR CALL)
Cs F
IN <C > YOU WANT TO CHANGE E»R»C»D»M OR N 
H
E i R > C i D i H i  N STAND FOR
ELEMENT» ROW» COLUMN» DIAGONAL (MAIN)» MATRIX (WHOLE) 
IN <C > YOU WANT TO CHANGE E»R»C»D»M OP N 
D
C
»» » » 1» 1
TOO MANY ELEMENTS IN THE ROW - TRY AGAIN 
> » » 1» 1
0. 00 0. 00 0.00 1.00 1.00
«< NONE





Matrix A - record name AINT
Typing error
Matrix B - record name BINT 
Reading of matrix C skipped 
Matrix F - record name FINT 
Input from TTY
Reply 'H' - additional information
Only main diagonal of C is entered
Typing error 
Values accepted
IN <F > YOU WANT TO CHANGE E»R*C»D»M OR N
C





I BEG YOUR PARDON O
0 0. 00 0. 00
Reduction of F to F* (see problem # 2) 
First column
Typing error
TYPE <T>» <D>» <N> OR HELP
T
TYPE MATRIX NAMES YOU WANT TO CHANGE OR ENTER VIA TTY 
OR TYPE EITHER CN> OR CALL)
F
IN CF > YOU WANT TO CHANGE E»R»C»D»M OP N
C
TYPE INDICES OF EL.ROW OR COL
F
0. 00 0. 00
Second column
TYPE <T>» <D>» <N> OR HELP 
T
TYPE MATPIX NAMES YOU WANT TO CHANGE OR ENTER VIA TTY 
OR TYPE EITHER CN> OR CALL)
F
IN CF > YOU WANT TO CHANGE E»R»C.D»M OR N
TYPE INDICES OF EL. ROW OR COL Third column
TYPE CT> » CD) » CN> OR HELF 
N
Exit from INPDAT 
subroutine
A B c F TM DT
< 5» 5> < 5« £> < 5 > 5> < £ j 5> < 5» 5>► < 1> 1>
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A > <B > <C ><F X T M > <DT
TYPE <T> > <L> > <D> » <N> OR HELP 
T
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO TYPE ON TTY 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
A j B j C j F
A
3. 0 0 0. 00 0. 0 0 0.00 0.00
1. 00 -£. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00
0. 00 1.00 -1.0 0 0. 00 0. 00
0. 00 1.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00




0. 00 0. 00
0. 0 0 1.00
0. 0 0 0. 00
0. 00 0. 00
0. 00 0. 00 0.00 0. 00 0.00
0. 00 0. 00 0. 0 0 0. 00 0.00
0. 00 0.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00
0. 00 0.00 0. 0 0 1. 00 0. 00o© 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 1.00
F
0. 00 0. 00 0. 0 0 -0. 14 - 0. 0£
0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 02 -0. 14
YPE <T>» <L> J <B> »<N> OR HELP
N
TYPE <I> »<E> ><C> DR HELP
Matrix names and dimensions 
typed by TYPDIM
Matrix Output
Matrices A, B, C and F 
typed on TTY
Block # k -(Fig.5) 
option Continue
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DO YOU WANT LOCATIONS DF ElG.VAL. Y OR N 
N Eigenvalues plotting skipped
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <AF > <RP X R I  >
TYPE <T> » <L> * <D> . <N> OR HELP 
T
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO TYPE ON TTY 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> DR <ALL>
ALL Block # 6
AF All available matrices typed on TTY
-3. 00 0.00 0. 00 -0.14 -0. 0£
1.00 -£. 0 0 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00
0. 00 1.00 -1. 00 0. 0£ .—0. 14 _
0. 00 1.00 0.00 0. 00 0. 00
0. 00 0. 0 0 1. 00 0. 00 0.00
RR
-3. 04 -1.94 - 0.8£ -0. 17 -0. 0£
RI
0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00
TYPE <T> » <L>» <D>» <N> OR HELP
N




TYPE <D>j <C>,<N> OR HELP
N
WANT X <T> * Y <T> Sx U <T> - Y DR N 
N
TYPE <J> t <A> » <N> OP HELP 
N
TYPE <I>><E>»<P>*<R> OR HELP 
R
WANT SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM - Y OR N 
N
TYPE <R>» <P>> <A>» <S> OR HELP
S
END OF EXECUTION




Return to LINSYS 
Reply 'R'
Reply 'S' - Stop
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16.3. Problem #3. Pole Placement and Observer Design (MPPL)
The objective is for the system (16.1) to find a feedback gain 
matrix F which places the closed loop poles at
-1.5, -2.5 and -3.5.
Since the complete state is not measurable, the state observer is to be 
designed. For observer poles the following values are assumed
-6, -8 , - 10.
The user-computer conversation during the solution of this problem is given 
on the following pages.
/
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TYPE <R>> <P> » <A>t <S> OR HELP
P
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING INTO THE POLE PLACEMENT' /OBSERVER PACKAGE 
ENTER WITH N»M »K»IE
3»2»2
3 2 2 0
SATISFIED WITH INPUT DATA - Y OR N
Y
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A > <B > <RP X I P  >
TYPE <T> , <D>t <N> OR HELP 
ALL
?A? - TRY AGAIN 
TYPE <T>» <D>, <N> OR HELP 
T
TYPE MATRIX NAMES YOU WANT TO CHANGE OR ENTER VIA TTY 




1 * - 2  
»1»-1
-3.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 -2. 00 0. 00
0. 00 1. 00 -1. 00
» 1
1.00 0. 00 
0. 00 0 . 00 
0.00 1.00
RP





0. 00 0. 00
TYPE <T> » <D>» <N> OP HELP 
N
A B RP IP
< 3» 3> < 3» 2> < 1> 3> < 1> 3>
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A > <B > <RP X I P  >
TYPE <T> j <L>» <D>» <N> OR HELP
N
TYPE <I> j <E> » <C> OR HELP
C
CONTROLLAEILITY/DBSERVABILITY INDICES 2 1
ORDERED CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY INDICES 1 2
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <H X B  X R P  X I P  X F  X A F  > 
TYPE <T> j <L> j <D> » <N> OP HELP 
T
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO TYPE ON TTY 
DR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
F, AF
-1.00 -0.75 0.00
0. 00 -1.00 -0.5 0
AF
-4. 00 -0. 75 0. 00
1. 00 -2. 00 0. 00
0. 00 0. 00 -1.50
TYPE <T>.<L>» <D>» <N> OR HELP 
L
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO PRINT ON LPT 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
ALL
TYPE <T> » <L> j <D> » <N> OR HELP 
N




Matrix input - All matrices 
(A, B, RP and IP) 
entered via TTY
Subroutine INPDAT 
retypes entered values 
for each matrix
Matrix names and dimensions 
typed by TYPDIM
Block # b ( F i g .b )
Option Continue
Block # 5 - Pole placement 
controllability indices typed
Matrix output - block # 6
F and AF typed on TTY
\
All available matrices 
printed on LPT
Exit from OUTDAT subroutine 
Reply 'N'
DO YOU WANT STATE OBSERVER - Y OP H
Y
AVAILABLE NAMES APE <C > <RO X I D  >
TYPE <T>j <D>?<N> OR HELP 
T
TYPE MATRIX NAMES YOU WANT TD CHANGE OR ENTER VIA TTY 






0. 00 0. 00
RO1(O1•D1 10
- 6 . 00 -8. 00-
TYPE <T> 5 <D>j <N> OR HELP
N
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Block #  7 - Reply 'Y' selects 
I Observer design
Matrix Input
Matrices C and RO entered via TTY 
10 asumed zero value
C RO 10
< £> 3> < 1> 3> < 1j 3>
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <C X P O  X I O  >
TYPE <T> » <L>,<B>j <N> OR HELP 
D
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TD STORE ON DISK 
DR TYPE EITHER <N> DR <ALL>
C - RO
ENTER RECORD NAME FDR MATRIX <C > C0P1 
MATRIX CC0P1 > STORED IN REC « 81 
ENTER RECORD NAME FDR MATRIX <R0 > R0P1 
MATRIX <ROP1 > STORED IN REC « 8£
TYPE <T>.<L>» <D>-<N> OR HELP 
N
TYPE <I> j <E> j <C> OR HELP
C
CONTROLLABILITYV'OBSERVAE IL ITY INDICES £ 1
ORDERED CONTROLLABILITY^OBSERVABILITY INDICES 1
AVAILABLE NAMES APE <C X R O  X I O  X K  XAOF> 
TYPE <T> j <L> » <D> > <N> OP HELP 
L
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TD PRINT ON LPT 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
ALL
TYPE <T> t <L>» <D> > <N> DR HELP 
T
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO TYPE ON TTY 
DR TYPE EITHER <N> DR <ALL>




-1 3. 0 (j 0. 0 0
-1. 0<j -5.00
ROF
-3. 0()-3 j. 00
1. 0(j-l5.00
0. oc) 0. 00
TYPE <T>» <L >-<D>» <N> OR HELPN
Matrix names and dimensions 
typed by TYPDIM
Matrix Output - block # 9
c stored on disk record COP1
HO stored on disk record ROP1
Block # 11 - Observer design 
Observability indices typed
Matrix Output - block # 12
All available matrices 
printed on LPT
K and AOF typed on TTY
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <AT > <RT ><IT >
TYPE <T>j <L>> <D> , <N> DR HELP 
T
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO TYPE ON TTY 
□R TYPE EITHER <N> OR <ALL>
ALL
AT
•4., 00 -0. 75 0., 00 1. 00 0.,75 0. 00
1., 00 00 0. 00 0. 00 0., 00 0. 00
0. 00 0. 00 -1. 50 0. 0 0 1., 00 0. 50
0. 00 0. 00 0. 0 0 -3. 00-35., 00 0. 00
0. 00 0. 0 0 0. 00 1. 00- i5., 00 0. 00
0. 00 o. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 —6. 00
PT
-3.50 -2.50 -1.50-10.00 -8.0 0 -6.00 
IT
0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 0 0 0.00 0. 00
TYPE <T> j <L> t <D> j <N> OR HELP
N
Matrices AT, RT and IT 
typed on TTY
DO YOU WANT LOCATIONS OF 
N
EIG.VAL. Y OR
WANT X <T> » Y <T> & U CT> - Y OR N
N
TYPE <I> , <P>,<□>,<R> or HELP
P
AVAILABLE NAMES APE <A > <B Y CPF' >CIP
TYPE <T>» <D>» <N> DR HELP
N
A B RP IP
< 3 j 3> < 3 j 2> < I? 3> < 1, 3>
AVAILABLE NAMES ARE <A > CB > CRP X I P
TYPE <T>?<L> j <D>j <N> OR HELPH
TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TD STORE ON DISK 
OR TYPE EITHER <N> OP CALL-- 
A j B»Rp
Plotting of eigenvalues 
and time domain responses 
skipped - replies 'N'
Block # lA- - In order to 
store matrices on DSK, 
control is transfered to 















BPP1 B stored on disk record BPP1
NAME FOR MATRIX CRP > RPP1 RP stored on disk record RPP1
STORED IN REC 
HELPTYPE CT>.. CL> !'<D>?<N> OP I
TYPE CI>-■ CE> !■ C O  DR HELP
CONTROLLABILITY^OBSERVABILITY INDICES 2 1
ORDERED CONTROL LAB IL ITY OBSERVAS IL ITY INDICES 1
E D I T D execution example 129
.RU EDITD
TYPE <N>» <M>> <D>» <S> DR HELP 
H
TO TYPE''PRINT NFIMES




TYPE <n :? <M> D> ? <S> OR HELP
N
TYPE :l > 0R <T)
T
NAME = ARIC 1 NUMBER = 1
NAME = BRIC 1 NUMBER = £
NAME = QRIC 1 NUMBER = 3
NAME = RRIC 1 NUMBER - 4
NAME = ARIC £ NUMBER = 5
NAME = BRIC£ NUMBER = A
NAME = QR IC£ NUMBER = 7
NAME - RRIC £ NUMBER = 3
NAME = KRIC £ NUMBER = 9
NAME = ERAN NUMBER = 10
NAME = EINT NUMBER = 65
NAME = ASK NUMBER = 66
NAME = AAA NUMBER = 67
NAME = EBB NUMBER = 68
NAME = ccc NUMBER = 69
NAME = KKK NUMBER = 70
TYPE <n :■ ? <M> ü :d> ? <S> □R HELP
M
TYPE ■:l > □ R -T.
L
TYPE <N • ? <M> ? 'D> ? <S> DR HELP
D
TYPE -1 FOR A NAME TO EXIT
ENTER MATRIX NAME CDSYS 
TYPE ? DELETE ? CHANGE ? NONE > - T jD jC jOR N 
D
ENTER MATRIX NAME EDSYS 
TYPE >DELETE >CHANGE ? NONE ? - T?D?C?OR N 
DTDS Y
ENTER MATRIX NAME DTDSY 
TYPE >DELETE ? CHANGE ? NONE ? - T jD jC jOR N 
D
ENTER MATRIX NAME -1
DID YOU DO ANY DELETIONS? - Y OR N
Y





Additional information typed 
Reply ’H*
Selection of the Block J4 2 
Reply 'N'
Record names typed on TTY 
Reply 'T'
(only first 10 and last 6 
names shown)
Selection of the Block # 3 
Reply 'M'
Matrices and record names printed 
on LPT - Reply 'L'
Selection of the Block #  k 
Reply 'D*
Records with names
CDSYS, BDSYS and DTSYS 
deleted
Message typed by EDITD
END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: £9.48 ELAPSED TIME: 5:58.08 
EXIT
.DEL NAMES.DAT . MATRIC.DAT 
F i l e s  d e l e t e d :
NAMES.DAT 
MATRIC.DAT 
74 Bl o c k s f r e e d
.REN NAMES.DAT=TNAM.DAT 
F iles r e n a m e d :
TNAM.DAT
.REN MATRIC.DAT=TMAT.DAT 
F iles r e n a m e d :
TMAT.DAT
.PRINT ♦.LPT
To t a l of £6 b l o c k s  in 1 f i l e in LPT r e e u e s t
. K-'-F
Jo e 3 j Us er C731»3£3D Lo g g e d  o f f TTY£6 
Sai/e d a l l f i l e s (1£90 b l o c k s )
CPU T i m e : 1 Mi n ? 3.90 Sec
End of EDITD execution
Monitor commands - transfering 
edited data from temporary files 
'into files accessible by LINSYS 
packages
Monitor command - printing 
results on LPT
"Logging off"
1107 14-Ju n -75
Co n n e c t T i m e : 30 M in KCS: 811
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Example of user-computer conversations within 
plotting subroutines BLDG, EGVP and PLXU
r
EX F lO e C L IN S l 
L IN K  LOADING 
CLNKXCT L IN S Y S  E X EC U TIO N !
Starting the 
LINSYS execution
IN  CASE OF USING D IS K  DATA F IL E  I T  IS  NECESSARY 
TO A S S IG N  DSK 2 I T  MAY BE DONE BY T Y P IN G :
C TR L >C • < ASS DSK 2>,<CR> AND <C0NT>,<CR>
WANT SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM -  Y OR N
• • • M M  FU " ‘ i U-ii.FuM





TY P E  < R > X P > ,< A > ,< S >  OR HELP 
ft
YOU ftRE HOW ENTERING IN TO  THE A N A LYSIS  PACKAGE
ENTER N ,M ,K ,IC
7 0 0 0
S A T IS F IE D  W ITH INPUT DATA -  Y  OR N
Y
ftUft IL A B L E  NAMES ARE <A ><B ><C ><F X T M  X D T  >
TY P E  < T > ,< D > ,< N >  OR HELP 
D
TY P E  NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO READ FROM D ISK 
OR TY P E  E ITH E R  <N> OR <ALL>
ENTER THE RECORD NAME FOR MATRIX <A > AOEM 
M ATRIX <ADEM > FOUND IN  REC # 72 
TY P E  <T>/<D>/<N> OR HELP 
H
A B C F TM DT
< 7, 7> < 7, 1> < 1, 7> < 1/ 1> < 7, 7> < 1/ 1>
A U A ILA B L E NAMES ARE < A X B X C X F X TM X D T  >
TYPE  <T>/<L>/<D>/<N> OR HELP 
N
TYP E  < I >/<E>/<C> OR HELP
C
DO YOU WANT LOCATIONS OF E IG  UAL. Y OR N
Y
Selection of MANAL package 
Reply 'A'
Matrix A read from the 
disk data file 
Record name ADEM
Execution of the EGVP 
subroutine - Reply 'y*








1 0 - — I— i— i— i—
V*
— 1— 1— 1— 1— — 1— 1— 1— 1— — i— i— i— i—
-2 0  -1 5  -1 0  - 5  0
Part of the s-plane containing 
all eigenvalue locations
11 3 2
DO YOU WANT NEW PLOT
WHICH E IG  UAL YOU WANT TO E LIM IN A TE  
TY P E  LIM  UALUE
P_R
- 0  C.0O00E+00-0 50000E+00-0  60000E+00-0 90000E+00-0 19000E+02
- 0  17 0 0 0 E + 0 2 -0  17000E+02
RR LIM  
-0 20000E+01
RED R—R
- 0  5 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 -0  50000E+00-0 60000E+00-0 90000E+00
RED R - I
0 10000E+01-0  10000E+01 0 00000E+00 0 . 00000E+00
Only dominant eigenvalues 
with 6. > RR.LIM = -2 
plotted
DO YOU WANT NEW PLOT 
N
A U A IL A B L E  NAMES ARE <AF X R R  X R I  >
TY P E  < T  >.. < L > .• < D >.. < N > OR HELP 
N
WANT C O N T .'O B S  TEST ? .
N
TYPE  < D > X C > X N >  OR HELPJ_|
TO O B TA IN  D ISCR ETE TR ANSF. FU N . M ATR IX1 (S T A T E  TR A N SIT MAT ) ;  
CON TIN  TRANSF FU N.M A TR IX; OR 
NONE
TY P E  < D > X  C >/< N > OR HELP 
N
WANT X< T > / Y< T > & L K T )  -  Y OR N
Exit from EGVP 
Reply 'N'
Continuation of the 
MA.NAL package
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WANT X< T >, Y< T > 8, LKT) -  Y OR NI
AVSikABLE NAMES ARE <N° ><E ><X0 ><TT >
TVPE <T>/<0>,<N> OR HELP








TYPE <T>,<D>,<N> OR HELPN
NO E X0 TT
'  1 ' 1> < 7, 0/ < 1, 7> < 1, 1>
A'v»A IL ABLE NAMES ARE <NO X E  XX0 XTT >
TYPE a>,<L>,<D>,<N> OR HELP H
# OF POINTS = 42
AOAILABLE NAMES ARE <ND X E  XX0 XTT XRES>
TYPE <T>,<L>XD>,<N> OR HELP 
N
TYPE INDICES YOU WANT TO PLOT
1-4,6
1 00 4 00 6 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
Execution of PLXU 
subroutine - Reply 'y'
ana total time (TT)
Indices of x(t) are entered
Obtained plot
\134
DO YOU WANT NEW PLOT WITH COMMON SCALE -  Y OR N 
YM IN,YM AX
4,2
-4 O0 2 00
Same plot with common scale
min = “4; y,max * 2
-2-
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DO YOU WANT NEW PLOT WITH COMMON SCALE -  Y OR N 
N
DO YOU WANT Y ( T )  -  Y  OR N 
N
DO YOU WANT U ( T )  -  Y OR N 
N
TY P E  < E > , < I > , <N> OR HELP
A V A IL A B L E  NAMES ARE <ND ><E X X 0  X T T  >
TY P E  < T > ,< D > ,< N >  OR HELP 
T
TY P E  M ATRIX NAMES YOU WANT TO CHANGE OR ENTER U IA  TTY  
OR TY P E  E ITH E R  <N> OR <ALL> T
TY P E  < T > ,< D > ,< N >  OR HELP 
N
ND E X0 TT
< 1, 1> < 7, 8> < 1, 7> < 1>
A V A IL A B L E  NAMES ARE <NO ><E X X 0  X T T  > 
TY P E  < T > ,< L > ,< D > ,< N >  OR HELP 
N
# OF P O IN TS  = 42
TYPE IN D IC ES YOU WANT TO PLOT1,4,6,7
1 00 4 00 6 00 7 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
Continuation of PLXU 
subroutine
Return to the beginning of PLXU 
Reply 'e '
New total time (TT) 
is entered
New indices of x(t) are entered
4-i ' — . -1  2 5 — ,
0 - - 1  5 0 -
0 - -2- -1 75-




DO VOU WANT NEW PLOT WITH COMMON SCALE -  Y OR NY
YM IN.YM AX
- 4 , 4
- 4  00 4 00
Same plot with common scale




DO YOU WANT NEW PLOT WITH COMMON SCALE -  Y OR N 
N
DO YOU WANT Y< T )  -  Y OR N 
N
DO YOU WANT U ( T )  -  Y  OR N 
N
TY P E  <E>/ < I >/ <N> OR HELP 
N
TY P E  < J> ,< A > ,< N >  OR HELP 
N
TY P E  < I> X E > ,< P > ,< R >  OR HELP R
WANT SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM -  Y  OR N
N
TY P E  < R > ,< P > ,< A > /< S >  OR HELP 
STOP
END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIM E 2 2 .2 8  ELAPSED T IM E : 22 6 .6 7  
E X IT
K/F
JO B  16/ USER C731/3233 LOGGED OFF T T Y 14 1436 1 6 -JU N -7 5
SAUED A LL F IL E S  ( 1210 BLOCKS)
CPU TIM E 55 24 SEC CONNECT T IM E ' 42 MIN KCS' 2071
Continuation of PLXU 
subroutine
Exit from PLXU - Reply 'N' 
Exit from Manal - Reply 'r *
Stop of the LINSYS 




17• LINSYS execution and usage
LINSYS software may be executable by the monitor command 
.RU LINSYS[731,323]
LINSYS.SAV is a name of the "SAVE" file on the disk area [731,323] 
containing all necessary routines for LINSYS execution. If user wants to 
introduce modifications into some of the packages or subroutines he may 




CLINS.CMD and CLINS1.CMD are names of "COMMAND" files containing names of 
all files necessary for LINSYS execution. The file CLINS.CMD uses F40 
FORTRAN compiler, while CLINS1.CMD uses F10. The file LINSYS.SAV is created 











The need for alternate compilers is that in some particular cases, due to 
yet unknown reasons, either one or the other compiler does not give 
satisfactory results.
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In order to minimize core memory requirement, some of the sub­
routines use COMMON statements. In an independent use of some of these 
subroutines it might become necessary to rearrange the COMMON statements or 
to substitute them by individual DIMENSION statements. The package EDITD 








All files whose names appear in the listed .CMD files exist in the disk 
area [731,323] and are accessible for modification and transfer to other 
disk areas.
The names of all files and the subroutines contained within each 
file are listed in the following table.






























































ADISK 153 I FALL 158
AR 150 IFF 160
AV 177 IFFM 160
BLDG 150 IM 154
CALDIM 158 ININ 151
CALYU 171 INPDAT 151
CHANGE 153 INPDSK 151
CHT 176 INPTTY 152
CHT1 176 INTT 154
CHEQ 168 IOMT 154
C0IN2 165 JACC 163
COMF 168 JFORM 167
CR 150 JOIN 169
CURSE 172 LINSYS 143
DET 169 LN 150
DJOIN 169 LOC 159
DREAL 170 LYAP 161
DSKRD 153 MANAL 146
DSKWR 157 MATPL 176
EDITD 147 MPPL 145
EGT 168 MRIC 144
EGVP 149 MRLOC 172
EVCHE 165 MTF 170
FAD 166 ORD 176
FFA 177 OUT 175
FFB 177 OUT2 175
FFC 177 OUTDAT 155
FFD 177 OUTDSK 156
FRT 166 OUTLPT 156









































M 0 I  V27 ( 3 6 0 ) 1 2 - J U N - 7 5  1 a 8 32 PAGE 1
C O N V E R S A T I O N A L  SOF T WARE  L  I  N s Y s 
FOR A N A L Y S I S  AND D E S I G N  OF L I N E A R  S Y S T E M S
E X E C U T A B L E  8 Y S  , R U  L I N S Y 5 * 7 3 1 , 3 2 3 *
OR « E X F C L I N S - T S i ^ S J *
COMMON U C C U 6 0 0 )
COMMON/MP/ UCM ( 1 6 0 0 )
01 FORMA? ( '  TO RUN R I C C AT I  P A C K A G E ; ' /
I  '  P O L E  P L A C E M E N T / O B S E R V E R  P A C K A G E ? V
a' a n a l y s i s  p a c k a g e ? o r  t o v
3 '  S T O P ' / )
0 2  F O R MA T C '  YOU ARE NOW E N T E R I N G  I N T O  THE R I C C A T I  P A C K A G E ' / )
0 3  F O R MA T ( *  YOU ARE NQw E N T E R I N G  I N T O  THE P O L E  P L A C E ME N T *
1* / O B S E R V E R  P A C K A G E * / )
04  F O R MA T ( / *  YOU ARE NOW E N T E R I N G  I N T O  THE A N A L Y S I S  P A C K A G E ' / )
0 5  F O R M A T ( I X , A l )
1 8 L  * '  '
T Y P E  1 0 5 , J 8 L  
C A L L  H L P C 1 )
T Y P E  1 0 5 . I B L
C A L L  I F F ( S 7 , $ 8 , 3 5 , '  WANT S Y S T E M  B L O C K  DI AGRAM -  Y OR N ' )  
C A L L  BLOG
C A L L  S C L A ( U C C , 0 # , 4 0 , 0 0 , 0 )
C A L L  $ C L A ( U C M , 0 # , 4 0 , 4 0 , 0 )
GO TO R
5 T Y P E  101
9 C A L L  I E F M ( S l , S 2 , $ 3 , S « , S 5 , ' R ' , * P ' , ' A ' , ' S * , * H * , 2 9 ,
1 '  T Y P E  < R > , < P > , < A > , < S >  OR H E L P ' )
1 T Y P E  1 0 5 , I B L
T Y P E  102  
T Y P E  1 0 5 , I B L  
C A L L  MRI C  
GO TO 6
? T Y P E  1 0 5 , I B L
T Y P E  103  
T Y P E  1 0 5 , I B L  
C A L L  m p p l  
GO TO 6
3 T Y P E  1 0 5 , I B L
T Y P E  104  
T Y P E  1 0 5 , 1 8 1 .
C A L L  MANAL  
GO TO 6 




COMMON/MP/ A ( 1 0 3 ) iQ(100)»R (100), AK(100),AF(100) 
1,AKM(100),RM(100),RR(10),RIC10),F(100),C(100) ,UCM(580) 
DIMENSION NVI(12),NVVI(S),NVV(12)

























IF(IR.EQ.l) GO TO 33






IFCIRC.NE.0) TYPE 111 
IF ( IRQ,nE,0) TYPE 112
III FORMATC* SYSTEM CONTROLLABLE»)




1» TYPE <!>,<E>,<C> OR HELP*)
31 CALL GTPRD(C,C,Q,K,N,N)
CALL RICCA,B,Q,R,AK,EPS,N,M,IT,IJ,AF)
















c POLE PLACEMENT/OBSERVE* PACKAGE
s u b r o u t i n e  mppl
Co m m o n UC(1100),*21(IBB)*aT(10B),P1(1B0),P2(10B)iO(10B) 
COMMON/MP/ A(100)|8(100)>RR (1B)*RH10)»AO(100) 
l,FRC100),AFC100)fNV(l0),NZ(10),Ll(10>.MlC10).LV(10)
2»AFP(100),RRO(10),*10(10), ** l(10)»*11(10)»*12(120)» C (T 90)
DIMENSION ITF(fc),ND(20),ITF1(5),NOO(20),NVO(10),NVP(12) 
1,n VJIO),ITJ(3),NVJ(6)
Oa Ta ITFl/'C'»'RO'»'10','*'»'*0F'/,NV0/3,1,4,1,4,1,1,3,1,1/ 
1,ITJ/'AT','RT»,»IT'/ 
d ata ITF/'A','8'»' R P ' »'Ip'* * F *|' A F ' / 
l,NVP/i,1,1,2,4,1,4,1,2,li1,1/,NVJI/1,1,4,1,4,1/
2 CALL ININ(4,20,* ENTER WITH N,M,K,IE*,N,M,K,IE»LIL)
I*»l 
I ** * 1
IF(N.LE.l) SO TO 2 
IF(K,EQ,0) K * 1 
IF(M,EO,0) M*1 
IF (IE,E0,0) IE»-2 
EPS«10,**IE 













IF(IC0,EQ,1) GO TO 24










11 CALL HLP (2)
10 CALL IFFM($2,S4,S3,$li,Sll,'I','E','C»,'H»,*H*,25,




IF(IC0,E0,1) GO TO 4
CALL OUTOAT(5,n o d ,ITF1,C,»R,RI,D,AF,A1)
CALL SCL*(A21,0,,N,N,0)










1' TYPE <1»,<P> » <0>,«*> 0* HELP')
101 FORMAT(' TO CHANGE INTEGERS) OATA FOR'/
1» POLE PLACEMENT) DATA FOR'/
2» OBSERVER OESIGN) OR TO'/






s u b r o u t i n e b anal 
c o m m o n u c c (1600)
COMMON/HP/ A (14*0) ,B(1P0) ,CC100) ,F(l00) , V (100) ,RR(10) ,RI (1C!) 
1,UC(100),UCM(270)
f) I ME NS I ON NAME! (8) ,MOC (12) »NO Cl a) ,NQC2(12) ,ND2(12) ,NAME2(3) 
2,ITC(®)»ITT(5)
COMMON/MP/ FF( 100) ,0(151«) , CHE (10) ,TFM(100) ,AT(100)
3,6T(100) , CT (1O0) ,TM(100)
OAT A NOC/1,1,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,1,0,4/
DATA N0C2/I,1,4,1,«,1,1,3,1,1, 1,2/
DATA n AMEI/'A','0','C','F','TM','DT'/,NAME2/'AF','RR','RI'/ 
1,ITC/'ChE','TFM','F','G'/,ITT/'AT','BT','CT','FT','TM'/




IF(m .LE,0) M«1 
IKK.LE.0) k «i























IF(IRC,nE,0) TYPE 111 
IF(IRO,NE,0) TYPE 112
III FORMAT(' SYSTEM CONTROLLABLE')
112 FORMAT(' SYSTEM OBSERVABLE')
GO TO 34
9 CALL h l p (5)
34 CALL IFFM(S6,S7,S8,S9,S9,'n','C','N','H','H',25,
1' TYPE <0>,<C>,<N* OR HELP')
6 CALL UREALCA,B,N,M,OT,FF,G,'0')
7 CALL MTF(FF,G,C,N,M,K,0,CHE,HO,TFM)
CALL OUT!)AT (4,N02(5) , ITC,CHE,TFM,FP,G, AO, AO)
8 IFCIFL.EO,«!) CALL PL XU ( V , B, F , C , N , M, K , ' AN' )
GO TO 13
12 CALL HLP(4)
13 C a l l IFFM($19,S10,S1B,S12,$12,'J','A','N','H','H',25,














C EDITO.Ffl EXTENDED MATRIX DISK FILE HANDLER
C EXECUTABLE WITH MONITOR COMMAND ,EX/F10#CEDITD
INTEGER RECNUM
DIMENSION RECC2),A(100),RECOR(103),AZ(103) ,REC0(2) 
DIMENSION Aa (2),NV(2)
EÛUIVALENCECNAM, REC(D)
EQUI VALENCE(RECNUM,REC (2)3 
EQUIVALENCE(RECOR(«3 »A3 
GO TO 25 
26 TYPE 109
109 FQRMATC'  TO TYPE/PRI NT NAMES' ,/
1» MATRICES»',/
2' DELETE/INSERT/CHANGE RECORDS» TO',/
3' STOP OR FOR',/
4' ' HELP ' 3
25 CALL IPFM($21,S22«$20,S11,S26,'N','M','D','8','H',29,





20 CALL DEFINE FILE Cl,3,NXT,'NAMES',0,03
CALL DEFINE FILE (2,103,NZ,»MATRIC',0,0)
TYPE 108
108 FORMATC' TYPE -l FOR A NAME TO EXIT'S 




101 FORMATC' ENTER MATRIX NAME *,$3 
ACCEPT 102,NAME
10 2  f o r m a t  c a 3 3
IF(NAME,EQ.'-l'3GO TO 9 
10 READC1#IR,END«903REC
IF(NAME,EQ,n AM)GO TO 3 




103 FORMAT(* IS ',A5,' NEW?'3
CALL IFF (S2,S1, 1«, ' ANSWER Y OR N')
2 CALL IOMT(AA,1,2,-1,24,' ENTER MATRIX DIMENSIONS'!
N»AA (13
M»AA(23















CALL IFFM(S5,$6,$7,$8,S8,'T','D','C','N»,'N',42,' TYPE, 




TYPE 106,n a m e ,N,M
FORMATC' NAME ■ ',A5,' DIMENSIONS • *,I3,2X,I33 
CALL IOMTCA,N,M,l,l,'A')
GO TO 3 
IR»IR+l
READ(1#IR,END*923REC 
IF(NAM,Ea.0) GO TO 92 
READ (2#RECNUM3RECOR 
RECNUM»RECNUM-1 












GO TO 3 
GO TO 1
CALL IFF($14,$11,35,' DIO YOU 00 ANY DELETIONS? - Y OR N') 
c a l l  d e f i n e  f i l e c 3 , 3 , n x , ' t n a m * , 0 , 0 )
CALL DEFINE FILEC4,103,NY,'TMAT',0,03 
11 »1
REA0Cl#II,£N0»12)REC 





GO TO 13 
TYPE 110




















s u b r o u t i n e p r i o a t





CALL DEFINE F ILE(1,3,NXT,»NAMES *,0,0)
CALL DEFINE FILE (2,103,NZ,*MATRIC»,0,0)
2 TYPE 101
101 FORMAT!* TYPE <L> OR <T>«)
ACCEPT 102,IT









IF(IT,EQ,*L') PRINT 100,NAME,NUM,N,M 
IF(IT,EQ,*T*) TYPE 100,NAME,NUM,N,M 











CALL UEFINE F ILE(1,3,NXT,*NAM£S*,0,0)
lai f o r m a t (a d  
2 TYPE 102
102 FORMAT ( * TYPE <L> OR <T>»)
ACCEPT 101,IPR
IFCIPR.NE.'T*#ANO,IPR,NE.*L*) GO TO 2 
DO 12 1*1,100 
READ(1#I,END*90)REC 
IF ( IPR,EQ,1 HT) TYPE 100,NAME,NUM 
IF (IPR.EQ,1HL) PRINT 100,NAME,NUM 






SUBROUTINE P L X U ( A , B , R , A K , N , M , I K , I N O )
DIMENSION A(l),B(l),R(l),AK(l)
DIMENSION X0(10) , X00Í10) ,ED(100) « EOD C l»05 
1,ITF(5),NO(10),NOC(10)
COMMON U  (10) ,Ml(10),E(100),DK(i00),UCC(200),UC(600)
DATA ITF/'ND»,»E',»X0«,«TT»,*RES*/ 
l, nDC/4,a,1,2,4,1,4,4,1,3/
100 FORMAT(* 4 OF POINTS »'»155 
C INO • 'RC'/'PP'/'PO*/ AND «AN»
iNEwsia 
IR«i










IF(L.GT.N) n l »l 
K»300/NL
I F ( K , G T , K M )  k » km 
TYPE 100,K 
DT»TT/ (K-l,)





IF(INEW,EQ,n CALL OUTOAT(5,ND,ITF,AL,ED,X0,TT,UC(IUC) ,A2) 
Etn»0,
DO 8 I » a , K






DO 10 II»1,IR 
IO»II 
N1»M
I F ( I I , E Q . l . A N D . I N O , E Q , » A N » )  N1» I K







I» TYPE <E»,<I>,<N> OR HELP')
7 CONTINUE 
r e t u r n 
End
SUBROUTINE EGVP(A,N,RR,RI,INO) 
DIMENSION A d )  ,RR(1) ,RI (1)
l , c( 1 00 )
DIMENSION Ll(20), Ml(10),8(100) 
1,0(100)












IF (IE.NE.0) TYPE 100,IE
4 IF(IRIC.EQ.I) GO TO 5
C CALL I DMT(B,1, N,1,5,«CH.EQ«)
CALL I0MT(RR,1,N,1,2,*RR»)
CALL I0m T(RI,1,N,1,2,»RI')
100 f o r m a t (1 0 1 3)






OIME.NSION I SQ C l « )
1, JLNC68)
1, I C H ( 3 2 ) , N C ( 1 6 ) , N A m( 3 2 ) , K ( 1 6 )
1* I CR(?)
1, I AR ( 2 0 ) , K R ( 1 0 ) , I N D( 1 0 )
d a t a  I SQ/200, 350, «00, 350, 600, 3S0, 400, 200, 400, 50,  
1200,500,200,50/
DATA I LN/ 1 5 0 , « 0 0 , 2 0 0 , « 0 0 , 3 0 0 , « 0 0 , 3 « 0 , «00,
1 3 6 0 , « 0 0 , « 0 0 , « 0 0 , 5 0 0 , « 0 0 , 6 0 0 , « 0 0 ,
2 7 0 0 , « 0 0 , 7 50, 400, 750, «0« , 75 0 , 1 00,
3 750, 100,500,100, 400, 100, 150,100,
« 150,100,150,400, 550, 400, 550,250,
5 550, 250, 500,350, 400, 250, 350,250,
6 350. 250»350, 3 « 0 , 150,550,200,550,
7 300, 550,350,550, 350, 550, 350,410,
8 «50,500,450, 450/
DATA ICH/« 50 , 25 0 , 2 5 0 , «0 0 , 65 0 , «0 0 , 2 5 0 , 5 5 0 ,
1 « 5 0 , 1 0 0 , « 7 0 , 5 0 0 , « 3 0 , « 0 0 , 5 3 0 , 4 3 0 ,
2 730,430,130,430, 130, 580, 180,380,
3 370, 380, 330,380, 370, 420, 330,580/
SUBROUTINE AR( J1, J2 , M, 1ND)
n»ji
I 2 » J 2
I 6 ( l N u , E Q , ' R ' )  11*11 —N 
16C I NO. EQ. ' L * )  11•11+N 
I E ( I N O , E Q , ' U ' )  I 2*I 2 - N  
16 ( I N O , E Q . ' 0 ' )  I2*I2*N 
102*10 
101*102/2










SUBROUTINE O R ( I I , 12 , N) 
CALL NOVA8S( 11 , 12*N)00 2 1*1,N
P » 3 , l « 1 5 * 2 ,
X * ( I - 1 , ) / ( N - 1 , ) * P






SUBROUTINE SO ( X1 , Y 1 , OX, 0 V) 
INTEGER X1, Y1,DX, DY 




CALL ORRABStXl , Y l )
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE LN( X1 , Y 1 , X2 , Y 2)  
INTEGER X i , X 2 , Y l , Y 2  
CALL NOVABS( X1 , Y 1)
CALL DRnABS( X2, Y2)
RETURN
END
DATA NC/1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , I , 2 , 3 , 4 , 4 , « , « , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , « /
DATA NAN/65,6b,6 7 , 6 9 , T 0 , 8 8 , 4 8 , 7 3 , « 7 , 8 3 , 6 6 , 4 0 , 8 « , « 1 ,
1 8 9 , 4 0 , 8 4 , 4 1 , 85 , 40 , 84 , 4 1 , 9 0 , 4 0 , 8 4 , 4 1 , 3 2 , 4 3 , 87 , 40 , 64 , 41 /
DATA K/1 , 2 , 3 , « , 5 , 6 , 8 , 1  1, 15 , 19, 23, 27, 26, 28, 28, 29/
DATA ICR/350,400/
OAT A IAR/200,400, 400, 400, 600, «00, 500, 250,
1 500, 100,200,550, 450, 450, 350,400,
2 350,400,350,400/,
3 F R / l , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 / ,
4 I N O / ' R ' , ' R * , ' R ' l ' L ' . ' L ' , ' R ' , ' D ' , ' U ' ,  ' R ' ,  ' 0 ' /
CALL INITTC30)
CALL BINI TT  







00 7 1*1,30 
TYPE 101,16 
I B* '  *
7 CONTINUE
I8L* '  *
101 FORMAT( ' ♦ ' # Al )
TYPE 102
102 EORMATC' SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM')
DO 1 1*1,NSQ
J *2*I - 1
1 CALL S Q ( I S Q ( J ) , I S Q ( J * 1 ) ,100,100)
00 2 1*1,NL 
J * « * I - 3




3 CALL N 0 T A T E ( I C H ( J ) - I 3 , I C M ( J * 1 ) - I 3 , N C ( I ) , N A M ( K K ) )
00 4 1*1,NCR
J « 2 * I - 1
4 CALL C R ( I C R ( J ) , I C R ( J * 1 ) , N R )
00 5 1*1,NAR
J « 2 * I - 1













101 FORMAT(» FOR CHANGING OR READING MATRICES FROM TTY, OSK,OR NONE *)
102 FORMAT ( "  AVAILABLE NAMES ARE " »  6 ( A1, A 3 , A1) )
5 CALL IFFM(St,S2,S6,$4,*4,»T»,»D»,»H»,»N»,»N»,25,
1 * TYPE <T>,<0>,<N> OR HELP")
1 CALL INPTTV(A,8,C,0,E,F,ITF,NV,nM,IR)
IR»IR*1
GO TO 5 ,
2 CALL INPOSK(A,B,C,D,E,F,n v ,NM,ITF) 1 *
IR-IR+1









102 FORMAT!" TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO READ FROM DISK»,




T DO 1 I■1,N
JJ»N«IM
IFCIT(JJ),EQ,»N») RETURN




DO 3 I■1,N 
00 4 J■1,NM 
JS«J
« IFCIT(I),EQ,ITF(J)) GO TO 5
TYPE 101,ITCI)























DO 8 IJ■1,Nl 
IA{IJ)»A(IJ)






I * A ( 1 )
TYPE 101,(IA(IJ),IJ»1,N1)
FORMAT(IX,1016)








1 , I T (10)
DIMENSION I0P(5) , AA(100)
c COMMON AAC1B0)
d at a I0P/'E*,'R','C*,*0*,*M»/
IAb A M *
go to a
c i f (ITe r ,n e ,d  go to a




I  A«  a




102 FORMAT!» TYPE MATRIX NAMES YOU WANT TO CHANGE OR ENTER VIA TTY* *





00 1 I■1# N 
JJaN-I+1
IFCITCI).EQt*ALL') GO TO 13 
IF (IT(JJ),EQ,*N*) RETURN
1 IF(ITCJJ).NE.a * ) GO TO 2
2 CONTINUE 
NaJ J
IFCJJ.LE.NMAT) GO TO IB 
TYPE 106.NMAT
106 FORMAT (» ONLY*,13,* NAMES ALOWED*)
GO TO 6
10 CONTINUE 
DO 3 I ■ 1, N
DO « J«1*NMAT 
JSaJ
« IFCITCI).EO.ITF(J)) GO TO 5
TYPE 101.ITCI)




IF(NV(12"1)»NE.l.OR.NV (12).NE.l) GO TO 1«
I T E R a l
lAa' M*
1« CONTINUE
IF(ITER,NE.l) TYPE 103,IT CD






IF (ITER.NE.1) ACCEPT 109,IA
IF(lA.NE.'rt') GO TO 15 
TYPE 108
las f o r m a t (» e , r , c , o , m a n s t a n d f o r */
1' ELEMENT, ROW, COLUMN, DIAGONAL (MAIN), MATRIX (WHOLE) 1 NONE*/)
GO TO 5
15 IF(IA.EH.'N') GO TO 3 
DO 18 JJ>1,5
18 IFCIA.EQ.IOP(JJ)) GO TO 19 
TYPE 107,IA
107 FORMAT (* OPTION ',A1,a DOES NOT YET EXIST - TRY AGAIN*)
GO TO 5
19 CONTINUE 




c N a M A X(N,M)
IF(1A,EQ,a m a ,0R.IA.E0,*D*) GO to 7
11 CALL I OMTCAA, 1 , 2 , 0 , 3 0 , *  TYPE I NDI CES OF EL,ROW OR COL*)
11*AA (1)
I2»AA(2)




1F(I1.LE.I1M.AND.I2,LE.NVCJ2)) GO TO 12 



























IF(IA.EO.'E') GO TO 1 
IF(IA,EQ.'C'J GO TO 2 
IF(IA,EQ,'R*) GO TO 3 
IF(IA,EQ,'M') GO TO 5 
IF(IA,EQ,'D') GO TO 7 
TYPE 100,IA













DO 8 I■1,N 
C N»MAX(N,M)
j«i+CN*n*ci-n 
S A ( J) ■ A A (I)
RETURN
3 J--N+I1
DO 31 11 ■ 1, M 
J»J*N
31 A(J)bAACII)
r e t u r n
2 JCP(Il-IJ*N*l















I TP» 1 
NUM»1
1 TYPE 100,ITF(NUM)
100 FORMAT!' ENTER Th E 
R»1
ACCEPT 101,NAME
i f ( n a m e , e q , 's k i p ,') r e t u r n
101 f o r m a t (a s )
3 REAO(1#R,ENO»90)REC


















SUBROUTINE AOISK ( $ , N , A , N V , R) 
DIMENSION A ( 1 ) , N V f 1 ) , R ( 1 )  
J » 2 * N - i  
N V ( J ) « R ( 2 )
N V ( J * 1 ) « R ( 3)
NM» NV( J ) *NV ( J  + 1)







d i m e n s i o n  * m , n x a 0 )
ID*IP
IF(I0,LE,2) GO TO S 
IF(ID.EQ,3) ID*1 
NMsNBM 






IFIIO.GT,0) GO TO 2 
CALU IM(A,N,M)
IF ( I D . E Q . 0 )  «ETUPN 




00 8 I * 1 » NM „ „
8 IF(A(I).GT.999,9,0R,A(î),LT,-99,9) ID*2
MI aM
IFCN.EQ.l) GO TO 5 
L1*(M-1)/(10/IO)M 
IF (MBIO.GT.10) M1•18/10 
5 NM 1iN#M1
NM2B-NM1




00 3 I ■ l, N 
I1»I+NMg
IF(ID.EQ.l) TYPE 110,(A(J),J*I1,NM3,N)











DATA I N / 1 M0 , 1H1 , 1H 2, 1 H3, 1M« , 1 H5, 1H6, 1H7 , 1H 8, 1 H9/  




IF(ITCI),EQ,1H ) GO TO 3 
00 2 J*l,10
2 IF (IT (I),EQ,IN(J)) GO TO 3
IF(IT(I)»EQ.1H«) IMiIM*1 
IF(IM.GT.l) GO TO 10 
IF(IT(I).£0,1H-) GO TO 3 
IF(INTX.EQ.0) GO TO 10
IF (IT (13 ,EQ.1H.) I P b IP+1 
IF(IT(I).NE.IH.J GO TO 10 

















SUBROUTINE I M( A , N , M)  
DIMENSION I T ( 8 0 ) , I F ( 4)  
FORMAT(60A1)
00 10 IR ■ l , N 
CONTINUE 
I J  * I R - N
, I N ( 2 0 ) , 1 0 ( 2 0 ) » J F ( 1 6 ) , MF( 1 0 ) » A ( 1 )
L*1
ACCEPT 1 0 1 . I T  
DO 2 I  ■ 1, 60 11 «60-1 + 1
I F ( I T ( I 1 ) , N E , '  ' )  GO TO 11
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
I F ( I T ( I 1 ) , E Q , » , » )  GO TO 12 
I T  (11 + 1) * ' , '
CONTINUE 
I N ( 1 ) *"1 
DO 3 I  ■ 1,60 
I F ( 1 T ( I ) , N E , ' , #) GO TO 3
L » L  + 1 
II ■ I-t 
I N ( L )  • I I
FORMAT (* TOO MANY ELEMENTS IN THE ROM 
I F ( L - i . L E . M )  GO TO 6 
TYPE 104
GO TO 9
TRY AG AI N» )
MI 1
00 4 J * 2 , Ml 
I 1 » I N ( J - 1 ) T 2  
12*IN ( J)
I D ( J - l )  * I 2 - H  + 1
ANB0 ,
I F ( J . G T . L )  GO TO 7 
IF ( I O ( J - l ) , L E , 0 )  GO TO 7 
00 5 I  * 1, 16 
J F ( I ) * 1 H
00 6 I • 11, 12 „ t i l
JF ( - 1*11 + 16) ■ I T ( "1*12*11)
CONTINUE
CALL I N T T ( J F , 1 6 , 1 , I N T )
I F  ( I N T . E Q . 0 )  GO TO l
TYPE 1 0 5 , J F . . . <%
FORMAT(* I  BEG YOUR PARDON » , 1 6 A 1 )
GO TO 9 
CONTINUE
ENCODE( 1 6 , 10 T , KF )  JF 
FORMAT( 1 foA1)
0 E C 0 0 E ( 1 6 , 1 0 9 , KF) AN 
CONTINUE
I J * I J * N  
A ( I J ) * A N






SUBROUTINE O U T D A T ! N M , N V , I T F , A , B , C , D , E , F )
DIMENSION * c n  , B ( l )  , C ! 1 )  *0( 1)  # E ( U  , P ! l )  # N V ( 1 ) , I TF  I I )  
10»'«'




i0i f o r m a t (* for w r i t i n g m a t r i c e s on t t y , l p t , d s k ,or n o n e ') 
10? FORMAT! '  AVAILABLE NAMES ARE ' , b { A1 , A 3 , A l ) )
5 CALL I F F M ! S 1 , $ 2 , S 3 , S 6 , S 4 , ' T ' , ' L ' , ' 0 ' , ' H ' , ' N ' , 2 9 ,
1 ' TYPE <T>,«L>,<D>,«n > OR HELP')
1 CALL Q U T T T Y ( A , B , C , n , E f F , N V , N M , I T F )
GO TO 5
2 CALL O U T L P T ( A , B , C , D , E , F , N V , N M , I T F )
GO TO 5




SUBROUTINE Q U T T T Y ( A , B , C , 0 , E , F , N V , N M , I T F )
DIMENSION A(l),B(I)#C ( l ) , O m fE(l),F(n,NV(n*ITF(l),IT(10)
CONTINUE
TYPE 102
FORMAT! '  TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO TYPE ON T T Y ' ,
1/' OR TYPE EITHER «N> OR <ALL>')
CALL RCHAR ! I T , 1 , NM)
N«NM
CALL I F A L L ( $ 1 0 , * 7 , N M , I T , I T F )
DO l  I ■ l , N 
J J « N - I - M
I F ! I T ( J J ) , E Q , ' N ' )  RETURN 




00 3 I  * 1 , N 
00 4 J « 1 , NM 
J S » J
I F ( I T ! I ) . E Q . I T F 1 J ) )  GO TO 5 
TYPE 1 0 1 , I T ( I )
FORMAT! '  MATRIX WITH NAME < ' , A 3 , ' >  DOES NOT EXI ST  * TRY AGAIN*)
GO TO b 
CONTINUE
GO TO 1 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 b ) , JS
CALL I 0 M T ! F , N V ! U ) , N V C 1 2 )  , 3 , 3 , I T F I b ) )
GO TO 3
CALL IOMT ! E , N V ! 9 ) , N V ! 1 0 ) , 3 , 3 , I T F ( 5 ) )
GO TO 3
CALL I O mT f O , N V 1 7 ) , N V ( 6 ) , 3 , 3 , I T F ( 4 ) )
GO TO 3
CALL I 0 M T ! C , N V ! 5 ) , N V ! b ) , 3 , 3 , I T F ! 3 ) )
GO TO 3






















SUBROUTINE OUTLPT ( A , B , C , 0 , E , F  , NV, NM, I T F )




103 FORMAT(' TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT
l/' OR type e i t h e r <n > or <a l l >')













DO 3 I■ 1,N 
DO 4 J»1,NM 
JS«J
10
4 IFCITCI),EO,ITF(J)) GO TO 5 
TYPE 101,IT(I)
4
101 FORMAT(' MATRIX WITH NAME <',A3,'> OOES 
GO TO 6







35 CALL PRINT(E,NV(9),NV(10),3,1,ITF (5)) 
GO TO 3
35
34 CALL PRINT(D,NV(7),NV(8),3,t,ITF(4)) 
GO TO 3
34
33 CALL PRINT(C,NV(5),NV(b),3,1,ITF (3)) 
GO TO 3
33
33 CALL PRINT(8,NY(3),NY(4),3,1,ITF (3)) 
GO TO 3
33





SUBROUTINE 0 U T 0 $ K ( A , 8 , C , D , E , F , N V , N M , I T F )
d i m e n s i o n * ( d , b ( D , c c n * o t n ,e ( n , F m ,n v t n , i t f ( 1 ) , i t c i0)
CONTINUE 
TYPE 1B3
FORMAT(' TYPE NAMES OF MATRICES YOU WANT TO STORE ON DISK»,
1/' OR Type e i t h e r  <n > or <a l L>')
CALL KCHAR(IT,1,NM)
N«NM
CALL IFALL(S10,S7,NM,i t ,ITF)
00 1 I«1,N 
JJ«N-I+t
IF(IT(JJ),EO,'n ') RETURN 




DO 3 I«1,N 
DD 4 J » 1 , NM 
JS»J
IF (IT(I),tQ,ITF(J)) GO TO 5 
TYPE 101,IT(I)
FORMAT!' m a t r i x WITH NAME <',A3,'> OOES NOT EXIST - TRY AGAIN')
GO TO 8 
CONTINUE
GO TO (21,33,33,34,38,3b),JS 
CALL 0SRWR(F,NV(ll),NV(l2),ITF(b))
GO TO 3
CALL 0SKwR(E,NV(9) ,NY(10) ,ITF(5))
GO TO 3












INTEGER R ,REC,RECNUM 
DIMENSION REC(2).RECORC103),A(1)
EQUIVALENCE(NAM,REC(1)),(RECNUM,REC(2) )
CALL OEFINE F R E ( 1 , 3,NXT,»NAMES',0,0)
CALL OEFINE FILEC2,103,NZ,*MATRIC»,0,0)
I T P - 1
TYPE 105,NAM1

















106 FORMAT(* MATRIX <»,A5,*> STORED IN REC A',13)
XFCITP'EQ'l) TYPE 106,NAME,REC(2)
DO 12 I»t,NN 
RECOR tJ)*A (I)




3 TYPE 100,NAM 
GO TO 5
100 FORMAT(» RECORD WITH NAME <*,A5,»> ALREADY EXISTS*)
10a FORMAT(» TO ENTER NEW NAME,OVERWRITE OLD MATRIX, OR SKIP*)
6 TYPE 104
5 CALL IFFM(Sa,Sll,S6,$20,S20,*N»,*0*,*H*,*S*,*S*,25,
1* TYPE <N>, <0>, <3> OR HELP*)
4 TYPE 101
101 FORMAT(* ENTER NEW NAME *,S)
ACCEPT 102,NAME
102 FORMAT(A5)
2 IF(NAME.NE,* ») GO TO l 
TYPE 103,NAME






SUBROUTINE P R I N T ( A , N , m, I O , N T X , I T X )  
DIMENSION A ( 1 ) , I T X ( 1 0 )
18 ■ 1 H
J 1 » ( N T X - 1 ) /5*l
PRINT 1 0 9 , C I T X ( K ) , K » 1 , J 1 )
109 FORMAT ( 1 0X, 10A5)
IF t I D , G T , 0 )  GO TO 2 
I F ( I D , £ t J , 0 )  RETURN 
10 ■ -  ID
2 CONTINUE 
L l « l
M1 »M
I F ( N . E Q . l )  GO TO 5 
L 1 « ( M - 1 ) / ( 1 0 / I D ) + 1  
I F ( M * I O , G T , 1 0 )  M1«10/ID 
5 NM1« N » M1
NM2«-NM1
DO 4 L ■ 1 , L 1 
NM2»NM2+NM1 
nm3 » nm2*n m l 
I F ( L . E O . L l )  NM3»N*M 
DO 3 I  ■ 1 , N H»I+NM2
I F C I D . E Q . l )  PRINT 1 1 0 , ( A ( J ) , J *
IF ( I O . E Q ' 2 )  PRINT 1 U , ( A ( J ) , J «
3 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1 0 9 , IB
4 CONTINUE
110 F O R MA T ( I X , 1 0 F 6 . 2 )
111 FORMAT(1X, SE12( S)
RETURN
END





SUBROUTINE C A L D I M ( N V I , N V , I M , N , M , K , L )
DIMENSION N V I ( i ) , N V ( l )
DO 1 I■1 *IM
I F ( N V I ( I ) , E Q . l )  N V ( I ) «N 
I F { N V I ( I ) . E Q . 2 )  N V ( I ) b M 
I F  ( N V I ( I ) , E Q , 3 )  N V ( I ) «K 
I F  ( N V I  ( I )  , E Q , 4 )  N V t I ) « l .
IF{NVI(n,GT,«,OR.NVICI),LT,iJ TYPE 101,1













101 FORMAT (1X,6(2X,A3,3)() )
102 FORMAT ( l X , f c ( A l ,  1 2 , * , I 2 ,
TYPE 102,IB
r e t u r n
END
SUBROUTINE I F A U U ( S , $ , N , I T , I T F )  
DIMENSION I T ( 1 ) , I TF  ( 1 ) 
I F C I T ( l ) , N E , f ALU*) RETURN 2 
00 1 I * 1,N 
1 I T C I ) a l T F ( I )
RETURN 1 
END
SUBROUTINE RCMAR( J T , N, M)
OIMENSION I T ( 6 0 ) , I F ( a ) , I N ( 2 0 ) , I O ( 2 0 ) , J F ( 5 ) , K F ( l 0 ) , J T ( i )  
101 FORMAT(60A1)
00 10 IR ■ 1,N 
9 CONTINUE
I J  ■ I R - N  
L«1
ACCEPT 1 0 1 , I T  
00 2 I  ■ 1,60 
11>60*1 + 1
I F C I T ( I t ) . N E , '  » )  GO TO 11
2 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE
I F C I T ( I l )  , E O . M )  GO TO 12 
I T  C l 1^13 a » , »
12 CONTINUE 
I N ( 1 ) » « 1
DO 3 I  ■ 1,60
I F  ( I T  ( I ) , N E ,  * , * )  GO TO 3LbL-H
II ■ 1-1
I N (U)  »  I I
3 CONTINUE
l a a  FORMAT ( » TOO MANY ELEMENTS IN THE ROW -  TRY A G AI N» )





DO 4 J  a 2 , HI
I i « I N ( J - l ) + g
I 2 » I N ( J )
I O ( J - l )  a 12-11+1 
AN» 0 ,
I F ( J . G T . L )  go  TO 7 
I F ( I D ( J - 1 ) . L E , 0 )  GO t o  7 
DO 5 I  a 1, 5
5 J F ( I ) b 1N
00 6 I  a 11, 12 
J F ( I 2 - I - M ) a i T ( - I  + I 2 + I l )
6 CONTINUE
ENCODE( 5 , 1 0 7 , KF) JF  
107 FORMAT(5A1)
OECODE( 5 , 10 9, KF)  JAN
7 CONTINUE 
I J « I J + N




00 13 I > L , M 




s u b r o u t i n e  H L P ( I I )
GO TO C l , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , a , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ) , 11
1 TYPE 101
101 FORMAT!//»  i n  c a s e  op  u s i n g  d i s k  d a t a  f i l e  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y »/  
} / »  TO ASSIGN OSK!2• I T  HAY BE DONE BY T YP I NG! */
2/* <CT« L>C»  <ASS DSHS2>,«CR> AND <C ONT *, « CR>» / // )
RETURN
2 TYPE 102
10? FORMAT( / * TO CHANGE INTEGERS (MATRIX DIMENSIONS , E T C , ) » * /
1» ELEMENTS OF MATRICES» OR TO*/
2 '  CONTI NUE» /)
RETURN
3 TYPE 103
103 FORMAT!/» TO CHANGE INTEGERS (MATRIX DIMENSIONS,  E T C , ) » * /
1» ELEMENTS OF MATRICES OR TO */
2'
r e t u r n
RETURN TO L I NS YS */ )
4 TYPE 104
104 FORMAT( / » TO OBTAIN JORDAN FORM» TO APPLY»/





105 FORMATC/» TO OBTAIN DISCRETE TRANSF.FuN,MATRI X*
1» (STATE T R A N S I T ,MA T ) » * /





106 FORMAT!/» TO CHANGE INTEGERS (MATRIX DIMENSIONS,  E T C , ) » » /
1» ELEMENTS OF MATRICES» TO OBTAIN NEW»/
2» PLOTS»  OR TO */
3*
RETURN
RETURN TO L I N S Y S » / )
7 TYPE 107
107 FORMAT!/» TO CHANGE ELEMENTS IN N D , E , X 0  AND T T » */





9 r e t u r n
10 r e t u r n
it RETURN
12 r e t u r n
END
C L0C. F4
SUBROUTINE L O C ( I , J f I R , N , M,MS)
I X - I
J X » J
I F ( M S - l )  1 0 , 20 , 30  
10 I R X b N*( J X -  l ) +I X 
GO TO 36
?0 I F ( I X - J X )  2 2 , 2 4 , 2 4  
22 I R X « I X + ( J X * J X - J X ) / 2  
GO TO 36
24 I R X « J X + ( I X * I X - I X ) / 2  
GO TO 36 
30 I KX« 0
I F ( I X - J X )  3 6 , 3 2 , 3 6  
32 I R X - I X  










2 IF C JY CD  ,NE,' ») GO TO 3 
GO TO 4
3 IY»JY (I)
IF (IY,EQ«»Y*) IE*l 
IFCIY.EG.'N') IE*2 
IF(IEtNE.0) RETURN IE









SUBROUTINE I F F M ( S , S , S , S , S , 13 1 , I S 2 , I S 3 , I S 4 , I S 5 , N T , I T )  
DIMENSION I T  ( 1 0 ) , J Y ( 10)
K*(NT-l)/5+l
TYPE 1 0 1 , C I T ( I ) , I « 1 , K )
IE*0
ACCEPT 1 0 0 , J Y  
DO 2 1*1,10
I F ( J Y ( I ) , N E , »  ' )  GO TO 3
GO TO 4
I Y * J Y ( I )
I F d Y . E Q . I S i )  IE*1 
I F ( I Y , E 0 , I S 2 )  IE*2 
I F ( I Y , E Q , I S 3 )  IE*3 
I F  ( I Y . E O , I S 4 )  IE*4 
I F ( I Y , E ' J . I S 5 )  IE*5 
I F  C I E . N E . 0 )  RETURN IE 
TYPE 1 0 2 , I Y  
GO TO 1 
FORMAT(10A1)
F O R M A T ( I X , 10A5)




SUBROUTINE R I C ( A , B , Q , R , A K , E P 9 , N , M , I T , I J , C )
C SOLVES RICCAT 1 EQUATION
C a *ak ♦ a t * ak • a k *s *ak ♦ a * 0
C S ■ B*(R»»>»1)*BT
DIMENSION A ( n , B ( l ) f Q ( t ) , R { l ) , A K ( n , C C n  
COMMON LI  ( 1 8 ) , * 1 ( 1 0 ) , E V ( 1 0 0 ) , E V V V ( 1 0 0 ) , A I (100) , OK( 100)  
l , t ( l « 8 ) , S ( 1 0 8 ) , U C ( 1 0 0 ) , S S ( 1 8 8 ) , E V 2 V ( 1 3 8 )
I T R . »
I TRM.50






I E( M- 1)  10,10,11
10 I F C » ( l ) . L T . E P 1 )  GO TO 14 
Nin«i,/R(i)
n . R ( i )
GO TO 13
11 CALL MINV(R,M,D,L1,M1)
13 I F ( O . G T . E P l )  GO TO 12
14 TYPE 108,EP1




CALL GMP« 0( B, R, C , n , m, m)
CALL GMTRA(8,E,N,M)
CALL GMPRO(C,E,S,N,M,N)
CALL MCPY(S, SS, N, N, 0)
15 I F ( J S T . n E . 0) CALL I O M T ( S , N , N , l , i , ' S ' )
I T R . I T R . 1
I F ( I T R , GE . I T R M)  GO TO 6 
OO 1 I J  « 1 , IT
CALL GMPROCS,AK,C.N,N,N)
CALL &MSUB(A,C,C,N, n )
I F ( I J . G T . l )  GO TO 3 
CALL 3T TCC, n , E , E V , I N D )
I F d N D . E Q . l )  GO TO 3 
I FC I S T A B ' E S , 1) F05»F05*l ,5 






CALL S T AB K( A , U C, AK, S , N , CC , t S , C,  IND)
ICC»ICC+1
IF (I CC . G T,6) GO TO b 
1ST AB«1
I F ( I N O . E Q . B )  GO TO 5 
CALL MCPY(UC,S,N, Nf 0)
3 CALL MC P Y ( C , A I , N , n ,0)
CALL TRC( A, 3 , Q , AK , N , E , U C, OK)
I TM. I T
CALL S M P Y ( E , - 1 . , E , N , N , 0 )
CALL L Y AP ( C , E , O K , 1 , , E P S , N , I T M , 0 )
IF ( I T M . N E . I T )  TYPE 1 0 0 , N , IT , I TM
c a l l  g ma o d ( a k , o k , a k , n , n )
CALL GMPR0(0K,0K,EV2,1,NN,1)
EV2«SQRT(EV2)/NN
CALL GMP» 0(AK, A« , AKA,1, NN,1)
AKK.SQRT(AKKj/NN 
£V2»EV?/AKK 
E V 2 V ( I J ) » E V 2  
IF ( EV2. LE. EPS)  GO TO 2
1 CONTINUE
2 ,CONTINUE
CALL MCPY( AI , C, N, N , 0)
107 FORMAT( 1 4 , '  ITERATIONS OUT OF * . I « . 2 E 1 5 . 3 )
C J S T . l  * J
I F ( J S T , n e .O)  TYPE 1 0 7 , I J , I T , F F , E S
! r i i ! J * 0 , EQ*0) CALL I 0MT(E V 2 V , 1 , I J , 2 , 3 , ' E R R ' )  IF (1STAB,EO, 0)  RETURN 
7 F F . F 0 S . I J
I F ( F F , G E . l t ) F F . 0 , 8  
ES»ES»FF
I F ( I J , L E , 2 )  GO TO 12 
CALL S C L A ( A I , 0 „  N, N , 0)
CALL O C L A ( A I ,E S , N , 0 )
CALL Gma6 0 ( S S , A I , 3 , N , N )
GO TO I S  
b TYPE 101
101 FORMAT( '  SYSTEM NOT ST Ab l L l ZABL E ' )
4 I J . 0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE L Y A P ( A , B , X , Q , E P S , N f I  TERM,I TRANS)
C SOLVES LYAPUNOV EQUATION
C AT *X ♦ X * A ♦ B .  at  FOR ITRANS • 0
C A .X ♦ X . AT t  B ■ 0| FOR ITRANS a 0
d i m e n s i o n  A ( i ) , a m , x ( i )
COMMON L ( 1 0 ) , L L ( 1 0 ) , U ( 1 J 0 ) , V(100)  
I F ( I T R A N S . E Q . l )  GO TO 2 
CALL GMTRA(A,U,N,N)
CALL MCPY(U, A,N, N,0)
l CONTINUE
CALL S C L A ( U , 0 , , N , N , 0 )
CALL OCLA( U, Q, N, 0)
CALL GMAQD(U,A,V,N,N)
CALL GMSUB(U,A,U,N,N)
CALL MIn V ( U , N , O E T , L , L L )
CALL GMPRO(U,V,A,N, N,N)
CALL GMPH()(u,b,  V,N,N,N)
CALL GMTRA(U,X,N,N)
CALL GMPRD(U,B, V,N, N,N)
CALL GMPRD( V,X, U, N,N, N)
CALL S MP Y (U , 2 . » O , X , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMTRA(A,U,N,N)
CALL GMPRD(A,X,B, N,N, N)
CALL GMPRO(B, U,V,N, N,N)
CALL GMADD(X,V,X, N,N)
DO 200 ITER«1, ITERM 
CALL GMPRO(A, A,V,N, N,N)
CAUL GMTRA(V,U,N,N)
CALL GMPRO(V,X,0,N, N,N)
CALL GMPRD( B, U, A, N , N, N ) ^
CALL GMAOO(A,X,A.N.N)
CALL TEST ( X , A , N , E P 3 , U , I L )
L ( 1 ) » I TER
I F ( I L . E Q . l )  RETURN 
CALL MCPY( V , A, N, N#0)
200 CONTINUE
t y p e  101,L ( l )





SUBROUTINE T R C ( A , S , Q , A K , N , Y , C , D )
DIMENSION A ( l ) f S ( l ) f Q ( n . A K C l ) , Y C l ) , C ( n . D ( l )  
CALL G M P RD ( A K , $ , C , N , N f N)
CALL G M P R P ( C , A K , Y , N , N , N )
CALL G M SU B ( Y »Q » Y , N , N )
CALL GMPRDUK,  A , C , N ( N, N)
CALL G M S U B ( Y , C , Y , N , N )
CALL GMTRA( C , D , N , N)
CALL GMS UB( Y , D*Y , N, N )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE S T T ( A , N , R R , R I , I N O )
DIMENSION A £ l ) , R R ( 1 ) , R I t l )
d i m e n s i o n  cciaei)
COMMON L I  U 0 )  ,M1 ( 10)  , D ( 1 0 0 )
IHSBG*1
I FC I HS BG . E Q . O )  GO TO 3 
CALL M C P Y ( A , C , N , N , 0 )
CALL HSBG(N, C , N)
CALL A T E I G ( N , C , R R , R I , L l , N )
GO TO «
3 CALL C H E Q ( A , N , D , R R , R J )
o(N+n»i.
CALL P O L R T ( D , C , N , R R , R I , I E )
I F ( I E , N E , 0 )  TYPE 1 0 0 , IE
C I F ( I E , N E , 0 )  CALL P O L R T l ( D , C , N , R R , R I , I E 1
100 FORMAT(1013}  
tt I N0»1
DO 1 1 * 1 , N
1 I F C R R ( I ) , G E , 0 . )  IND*0
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE T E S T ( A K , X , N , E P S , P 1 , I E K )
DIMENSION A K ( n , X ( l ) , P l ( n
IEK*0
NN*N*N t
CALL GMSIJB(AK,x , P 1 , N , N )
CALL G M P R D t P l , P l , E P , l , N N , l )
EP*SG>RT(EP)/NN
CALL G M P R O ( A K , A K , E K | l , N N , l )
EK*SORT(EK)/NN
EP*EP/EK
I F C E P . L E . E P S )  IEK*1 






COMMON T T C 2 0 ) C i a f J  »RRC10J,RIC1»3 
IST-0





CALL J A C C ( A , C , N , A K , C C )
CALL G M P R O ( C , A K , A I , N , N , N )
CALL GMSUB(A,AI,AI,N,N)
CALL STT(AI,N,RR,RI,1ND)






SUBROUTINE J A C C ( A , S , N , A K S , C )  
DIMENSION A ( l ) , S ( 1 ) , A K S ( l )  
COMMON AR ( 1 0 0 ) , SR Cl 00)
100 FORMAT (1013)
00 2 K « l , N  
L « 0
DO l I*K i N 
1 A - I - K + 1  
J A « I * ( K - 1 ) * N  
A R ( I A ) » A ( J A )
DO l  J » K , N  
L-L + l
I S » J + C I - 1 ) * N
1 S R ( L ) » S ( I S )
I S» N - K+1
A R ( 1 ) » A R ( | ) + C
I F C K . E O . N )  GO TO 10
CALL S I M Q ( S R , A R , I S , I E )
I F ( I E , E 0 , 1 )  TYPE 1 0 0 , I E , I E , N
GO TO 11
10 A R ( 1 ) « A R ( 1 ) / S R ( 1 )
11 CONTINUE
DO 3 I « i , I S  
K 1 » 1 * ( K - 1 ) * ( N M )
I t » K l + I - l  
I 2 « K 1 + ( I - 1 ) * N  
AK5 ( I D  *AR ( I )






SUBROUTINE P P L ( A, B, RR, R I , A O , N , M , E P S#D , P I , AF , I C O , I N D )  
DIMENSION A ( l ) t B < l ) , R R C l ) , R I C l ) , A D ( l ) , O C l ) , P i C l ) , A F ( l )
COMMON L l ( 1 0 ) » M l ( 1 0 ) , A l ( 1 0 0 ) , B l ( 1 0 0 ) , H ( 1 0 0 ) , M l ( 1 0 0 ) , % ( 1 0 0 )  
2 , N V ( 1 0 ) , N Z C 1 0 ) , L V { 1 0 )
J S T » 0
100 FORMAT(1013)
I F  ( I N D f E Q , I H C )  GO TO 14 
CALL GMTRACA,H,N, N)
CALL MCPYCM, A, N, N, 0)
CALL GMTRA(B, H, M, N)
CALL M C P Y( H , B , N , M, 0 )
14 CONTINUE
CALL C 0 I N 2 ( A , B , N , M , N Z , N V , L V , ' C ' , E P S , H )
I F  CNV(M+1 ) , NE, N)  GO TO 2
104 FORMATC* C0NT R 0L L AB I L I T Y /0 8SER VAB I L I TY  I N D I C E S ' , 1013)
CALL M C P Y ( A , A 1 , N , N , 0 )
TYPE 1 0 4 , ( N Z C I ) » 1 * 1 , M)
CALL MC P Y ( B, B1 , N , M, 0 )
CALL T R A N S C A 1 , B 1 , 0 , H , H 1 , N , M , 1 , 1 )
CALL GMTRA(A1, 0 , N , N )
JPaNaN+l
CALL F R T ( 0 , L V , N V , N V ( M ) , N , M , P 1 , A F , G )
CALL M C P Y ( P 1 ( J P ) , P 1 , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMTRA£P1, AF, N, N)
DO 5 I ■ 1 , N 
I A « I - N  
I B » ! - I  
DO S J ■ 1, N IA»IAtN 
I BaIB+N
5 O ( I B ) a A F C I A )
L » 0
DO 10 I  a 1, N 
DO 11 J a 1, M 
I Q a I * £ J - l ) * N
11 I F ( A 8 S ( G ( I Q ) ) , G T . E P S )  GO TO 12 
GO TO 13
12 L« L*1 
LV ( L ) ■I
13 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
CALL T R A N S ( A l , B l , D , P l , Q , N , M , l , 2 )
TYPE 1 0 6 , C N V C I ) , I a l , M )
106 FORMATt '  ORDEREO C0NT R 0L L A8I L I TY/ 0B SER VAB I L I TY  I N D I C E S ' , 1013) 
CALL R E 0 ( A 1 , N , M , N , L Y # 0 )
CALL S C L A ( A F , 0 , , M , N , 0 )
CALL S C L A ( A D , 0 , , M , N , 0 )
CALL F A D ( N V , M , N , L 1 , R R , R I , A F , A D )
I F ( J S T , N E , 0 )  CALL I 0 M T t A D , M , N , l , 1 6 , ' M  ROWS OF A 2 - 0 E S ' )
CALL GMSUBCO, A0, 0,M, N)
CALL R E 0 ( B 1 , N , M , M , L V , A F )
CALL MI NV ( AF , M, DD, L1» M1 )
IFtABS(DD).LE.EPS) CALL IOMT(DO,1,1,2,6,'OET*OD')
103
CALL G N P R D ( A F , D , P l , M, M , N )
CALL MC P Y ( P 1 , A F , M, N , 0 )
CALL G M P R0 ( 0 , H 1 , P 1 , N , N , N )
CALL G M P R0 ( AF , P1 , 0 , M, N , N)  
I F ( J S T , N E , 0 )  CALL IOMT C P 1 , N , N , 1 , 3  
I F C J S T . N E . 0 )  c a l l  I OMT ( 0 , M , N , 1 , 6 ,  
CALL G M P RD C B , D , P I , N , m, n ) '
CALL S M P Y ( O , - 1 , , O , M , N , 0 )
CALL GMSUB£A, P1, AF, N, N)  
I F ( J S T , N E , 0 )  CALL I 0 M T ( A F , N , N , 1 , 3  
FORMATC'  CLOSED LOOP E I G , V A L U E S ' )  
J P L a t
SihL„EGVP{AF'*'RR'RI'JP‘->ICOa0
I F t l N O . E Q . l H C )  RETURN 
CALL GMTRA( D, Q, M, N)
CALL MCPY( 0 , D , N , M , 0)
CALL G MT RA ( A F , Q , n , N )
CALL M C P Y ( Q , A F , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMTRACA, Q, N, N)
CALL M C P Y ( Q , A , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMTRA( B, Q, N, M)






' F E E D - R ' )
i 'A*F')
164
SUBROUTINE C 0 I N 2 ( A , B , N , M , N Z , N V , L V , I N O , E P S , H )  
DIMENSION A ( 1 ) , B ( 1 ) , N Z ( 1 ) , N V ( 1 ) , L V ( 1 ) , H ( 1 )  
OIMENSION CC1 0 0 } , 0 ( 1 0 0 ) » C P ( i 0 0 )
I ST  »0
I F ( I M ) , E O , l M C )  GO TP l 
CALL G MT RA( A , C , N , N )
CALL M C P Y ( C , A , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMTRA(B, C, M, N)
CALL M C P Y ( C , B, N , M, 0)
J MM » 0
NV (M*l ) «0 
MM
PO 2 J »1 , M
2 N Z ( J ) » 0
C CALL R A N K 1 ( B , M , N , J R , E P S , C C , F M , 0 )
CALL RANK2( B, h , 0 D , N , m, I R , E P S )
I F ( I R #E Q , 0 )  GO TO 7 
CALL M C P Y (B , C , N , M, 0 )
CALL M C P Y( B , H , N , M, 0 )
1-1
3 I » I t l
C I F ( K . E Q , N )  GO TO 10
CALL G MP RD( A , C , 0 , N, N , M)
CALL MC P Y ( O , C , N , M , 0 )
00 4 J  ■ 1 * M
X F ( N Z C J ) . N E . 0 )  GO TO 4 
I C ■1♦( J “ l ) *N 
IH»K*N*1
CALL M C P Y ( C ( I C ) , H ( I H ) , 1 , N , 0 )
C CALL RANKl ( H , M 1 , N , J R , E P S , C C , F M , 0 )
C K 1 » K M
CALL R A N K 2 ( H , D , 0 0 , N , M l , I R , E P S )
I F  ( I S T , E Q , 0) GO TO B 
C O l - F M ( K l )
TYPE 1 0 2 , D D , K , I R , I , J  
102 FORMAT( »  OET ■ » ,  E 1 0 , 3 , 5 I 5 )
ACCEPT 1 0 0 , IR 
«  I F ( I R . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 5
M M 1  
GO TO 4
5 N Z ( J ) » I - 1  
MMlMM+l
LV (MM)»K-M+MM 
N V ( MM ) « I - 1




I F ( K . G E . N )  GO TO 6 
I F U N D . E Q . I H C )  TYPE 105 
I F ( I N O . E O . I H O )  TYPE 10S
6 CONTINUE 
I F ( I N D , E Q . 1 H C )  RETURN
CALL G M T R A ( A , C , N , N , 0 )
CALL M C P Y ( C , A , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMTRA( B, C, N, M)
CALL MCP Y ( C , B , M , N, 0 )
CALL G MT RA ( H , C , N , K)
CALL M C P Y ( C , H , K , N , 0 )
100 F ORMAT(2013)
RETURN
7 I F ( I N O . E O , l H C )  TYPE 103
I F ( I N 0 . £ 0 , 1 m0) TYPE 104
103 FORMAT( »  MATRIX B/C I S NOT OF FULL RANK»)
10 4  f o r m a t ( »  m a t r i x  b /c i s  n o t  of  f u l l  r a n k » )
105 FORMAT(* SYSTEM I S NOT C0NTRQLLABLE/08SERVABLE» )
10b FORMAT (* SYSTEM I S NOT CONTROLLABLE/OBSERVABLE*)
r e t u r n
END
SUBROUTINE R E D ( A , N , M , k , L Y , 8) 
DIMENSION A ( l ) , B ( l ) , L V ( l )
DO 1 I ■ 1 , M
L « I - M
I l » L V ( I ) - N
DO 1 J  * 1 , K
L»L*M
I l - I l + N
l B ( L ) « A ( I 1 )







X (1) * 1,
I»0
1 J«IM 
I F ( I . G T . n ) r e t u r n















SUBROUTINE F A D ( N V , M , N , L L , R R ,  R I , C O E F , P )
DIMENSION NV( 1 )  , R R( 1 )  , R I  t l )  , C O E F ( l )  , P ( 1 )  , L L ( 1 )
I S T » 0
L « 0
n v m « nv  ( m)
DO b  I ■ 1, N V M 
DO b  J « 1 , M  
J 1 » M - J t t
I F ( N V ( J 1 ) , L T , I )  GO TO h 
L»L*1 
LL ( L ) ■J 1 
12 CONTINUE








E P S » , 0 0 1 
NVMaNV(M) 
a DO 1 I « 1 , M
I F ( A S S ( R I C I l ) ) . L E . E P S)  GO TO 2 
I 2 » I H - 1
D R R « R R ( I 1 ) - R R ( I 2 )
IF ( A R S ( O R R ) . G T . E P S )  GO TO 2 
D R I * R I ( I 1 ) * R I ( I 2 )
IF ( A B S ( D H I ) . G T . E P S )  GO TO 2 
TYPE 101
101 FORMAT! '  REARANGE E I G . V A L .  IN ACCORDANCE WITH C O N T . I N D , ' )  
TYPE 1 0 0 , ( N V ( J ) , J » 1 , M )
GO TO a
2 CONTINUE
CALL E V C H E ( R R ( I R ) , R I  ( I R ) , N V ( I ) , P , I P )
N V I « N V ( I )
DO 5 J » 1 , N Y I  
L » I +  ( J - l ) * M  
C O E F f u ) » - P C J )
5 CONTINUE
I F C I S T . N E . 0 )  TYPE 1 0 0 , I , I I , 1 2 , I P , I P  
I R* I R*NV ( I )
I 1 « I 1 + N V C I M )
1 CONTINUE
CALL SCL* C P , 0 . , M , N , 0 )
DO 3 I  * 1 , M 
L » 0
DO 3 J « 1 , N
IF ( L L C J ) , N E , I )  GO TO 3 
L»L*1
I A « I * ( J - 1 ) * M
i c » i * u - n * M
P ( I A ) » C O E F  t i c )
I F ( I $ T , M E . 0 )  TYPE 1 0 0 , I , J , L , L L ( J ) , l A , I C
3 CONTINUE
I F ( I S T . N E . U )  CALL I O H T ( P , m, N , 1 , 2 , ' P i ' )
NV ( M * l ) «0
Il»l
13 DO 7 I ■ 11 , M




8 I F ( I l , E 0 , I 2 )  GO TO i a
1 8 « ( 1 1+1 2) /g
DO 9 I » 11 , 14
I 3 » I 2 - I * I 1
DO 9 J « 1 , N
L 1 « I + ( J - 1 ) * M
L 2 » I 3 + ( J - i ) * m
T M P « P ( H )
p ( L 1 ) » P ( L 2 )
P ( L 2 ) « T mp
9 CONTINUE
14 CONTINUE 
I 1 « I ? + 1
I F C I l . L T . M )  go  t o  13
I F C I S T . N E . 0 )  CALL I 0 M T ( P , M , N , l , 2 , ' P g ' )
RETURN
11 CALL I O M T ( P , M , n , - 1 , 5 , * A - OE S » )
RETURN
E n O
SUSROL'T INE F R T ( A , L , n n , N M , n , 1 0 , T , T Z , 8 )
DIMENSION A ( l ) , L ( 1 ) , N N ( 1 ) , T ( 1 ) , T 2 ( 1 ) , 0 ( 1 )
I T  «  1-N
DO b  I »  1,10
CALL SMPy ( 0 , 0 , , 0 , 1 , N|0 )
0 (L ( I ) )  ■ 1,
I T  ■ I T*N
6 CALL MCPY ( 0 , T Z ( I T ) , 1 , N , 0 )
I T T  ■ 2*N+1 
DO 10 I «  1 , NM 
DO 11 J «  1,10
I F ( ( I - 1 ) . L E , N N ( J ) )  I T T  s I T T - 1  
11 CONTINUE
J T T  »  ( I T T - 1 ) * N * 1  
KTT s I T T - N
CALL MCPY ( T Z , T ( J T T ) , N , I O , 0 )
CALL GMPRO ( A , T Z , 8 , N , N , I Q )












SUBROUTINE R A N K R ( A , B , R R , R I , N , M , E P S , I R , I N Q )
DIMENSION A ( l ) , 8 ( 1 ) , R R ( 1 ) , R I ( 1 ) , 1 R V ( 1 )  
1 , A 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , A 1 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A 2 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , A T ( 1 0 0 )
I F d N O . E Q . ' C ' )  GO TO 5 
CALL G M T R A t A , A I , N , N )
CALL M C P Y ( A I , A , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMTRACB, AI , M, N)
CALL M C P Y ( A 1 , B , N , m, 0 )
CONTINUE 





I * I M
CALL S C L A ( A I , 0 . , N , N , 0 )
CALL D C L A ( A I , R R ( I ) , N , 0 )
CALL G M S U B C A I , A , A I , N , N )
10 ■ 1
CALL M C P Y ( B , A I ( I A ) , N , M , 0 )
N2»N
N3»NM
CALL M C P Y ( A I , A T , N 2 , N 3 , 0 )
I F ( I TY  *NE » 0) CALL I OMT( A T , N2, N3, 3 , 5 , ' S - A / 9 ' )
I F ( A B S ( R I C I ) ) , L E . 0, 00001)  GO TO 3 
I D« 2  
I  ■ I  ♦ 1
CALL S C L A ( A 1 2 , 0 . , N , N M , 0 )
CALL 0 C L A ( A 1 2 , R I ( I ) , N , 0 )
CALL S M P Y ( A 1 2 , - 1 . , A ? 1 , N , N , 0 )
CALL J O I N ( A I , A 1 2 , A 2 1 , A I , N , N M , N , N M , N 2 , N 3 , A T )
CALL GMT RACAT , A I , N2 , N3)
I F C I T Y . N E . 0 )  CALL I OMT ( A l , N3, N2, 3 , 2 , *  AT *)
CALL R A N K 2 C A I , A T , 0 0 , N 3 , N 2 , I R R , E P S )
I F ( I T Y , N £ , 0 )  TYPE 1 0 0 , I RR, N 
I F ( I R R . G E . N )  GO TO «
I R» 0
I F ( I N D , E O , ' C ' )  TYPE 1 0 2 , RRCl ) , R I C I )
I F C I N D . E Q . ' O ' )  TYPE 1 0 3 , R R ( I ) , R I ( I )
FORMAT ( '  MODE * , E 1 0 „ 3 , '  ♦ / -  J  # , E 1 0 , 3 , «  NOT CONTROLLABLE *)
FORMAT( '  MODE * , E 1 0 , 3 , *  ♦/ -  J  * , E 1 0 • 3 ,*  NOT OBSERVABLE #)
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(1013)
FORMATS DET»  '  , 2 E 12. 3)
I F C I . E O . N )  GO TO 6 
GO TO 2
I F ( I N O , E Q , ' C ' )  RETURN 
CALL G M T R A t A , A I , N , N )
CALL M C P Y ( A I , A , N , N , 0 )
CALL G MT RA( B , AI , N , M)
CALL M C P Y ( A I , B , M , N , 0 )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE J F O R M t A l , B 1 , C 1 , N , M , K , T , T I )  
DIMENSION Al  d ) , B l  ( 1 ) , C 1  ( 1 )  , T ( l ) , T l c n  
COMMON L I C 2 0 ) , P l ( 1 0 0 ) , P 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , O ( 1 0 0 ) , C ( 1 0 0 )  
100 FORMA J (1013)
EP$«0. 01 
DO <J I ■ 1 , N 
K * « 2 * I M  
DO 2 J « 1 , N  
PI  ( J ) *R A N ( K K )
I F t I . E O . l )  P 1 ( , I ) « 1 ,
2 CONTINUE
CALL C 0 M F ( A 1 , P 1 , N , 1 H 0 , T , T I )
0 « D £ T ( T , N )
IF ( A 8 S ( 0 ) . G T . E P S )  GO TO 3 
«  CONTINUE
CALL I 0 M T ( 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 6 , ' 0 E T « T C ' )
3 CONTINUE
CALL C H E Q ( A 1 , N , 0 , P 1 , P 2 )
0 ( N+1)■1 
DO 1 I ■ 1 , N 
I O N - 1  + 1
I C ( I C ) » - 0  ( I )
CALL M C P Y ( A 1 , Q , n , N , 0 )
CALL H 5 BG ( N , Q , N )
CALL A T E I G ( N , 0 , P 2 , T I , L 1 , N )
CALL ORO ( P 2 , T I , N )
CALL E G T ( C , P 2 , T I , N , 0 )
CALL GMPRO C T , Q , C , N , N , N )
1NORM«0
I F ( I  NORM, EQ, 0 )  GO TO 13 
00 10 I » 1 , N 
L « C I - l ) * N * l  
AB»A8S(C ( L ) )
00 11 J » 2 , N  ,
L « L  + 1
I F ( A 8 , G E , A 8 S ( C ( L ) ) ) GO TO 11 
A B » A B S ( C ( L ) )
I I  CONTINUE 
L « ( I - 1 ) * N  
DO 12 J * 1 , N 
L « L  + 1
12 C ( L ) » C ( L ) / A B
10 CONTINUE
13 CALL T R A N S ( A 1 , B 1 , C 1 , C , T I , N , M , K , 1 )








IFCIND,EQ,lHO)GO TO 2 
CALL MCPYCR,T,1,N,0)






















L ■ 0 
IS ■ 0
DO 2 J ■ i,N
IFtABS(RICJ)),LE,EPS) RI(J)»0,
IFCIS.EQ.B) GO TO A 
IS « 0 
L • L + N 
GO TO 2 
« L ■ L*i
P(L) ■ 1,
P(LTN) ■ 0 
DO 3 I -2»N 
L-L + i
PCL)»PtL-J )*RR(J)-*(I-D 


















c IND • 0 T ANO TI a v a i l a b l e
C IND ■ 1 onl y t IS AVAILABLE
c INC ■ 2 ONLY TI IS a v a i l a b l e
D»l,
IF (IND,EQ,0) GO TO 3 










CALL M C P Y ( P l , B , N , M , 0 )
CALL GMPR0CC,T,P1,JP,N,N)








DO 10 I■1,N 
I F - M - I
DO 1 J»1,NN,M
1 F (IF)-F(IF)-B(JJ 
P(IF)*F (IF)/I
DO 2 J ■ 1,NN,M







SUBROUTINE R A N K2 C M, P , D , MT , K , I R . E P S )  
DIMENSION H ( 1 ) , P ( 1 ) , L 1 ( 2 0 ) » M 1 ( 2 0 ) , D P ( 2 0 )  
CAUL M C P T ( H , P , M T , K , 0 )
I S T « 0
100 FORMAT(515)
CAUL M P 6 R ( P , M T , K , E P S , I R # L l » M n  
CAUL S T P R O ( M , H , P , MT , K , K )
DO 1 1*1 * K 
I P » l * ( I - » l ) * C K  + l )
1 O P ( I ) « P ( I P )
I P ( M T , EQ, K)  CAUL M CP Y ( H , P , MT , K , 0 )  
D O « OE T t P . K )
I P C K . 6 T . MT )  OO» 0 ,
0*00
J R - I R
I F C I R , N E , K )  I R » 0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE J 0 I N ( A 1 1 , A 1 2 , A 2 1 , A 2 2 , N 1 , M 1 , N 2 , M 2 , N , M , A )  
DIMENSION A H  ( 1)  , A 1 2 ( l )  , A21 ( 1)  , A 2 2 ( l )  , A ( l )
N « N 1+N2 
M»M1+M2
CAUL R T I £ ( A 1 1 , A 2 1 * A , N 1 , M 1 , 0 , 0 , N 2 )
IA»N*M1*1
CAUL R T I E ( A 1 2 , A 2 2 , A ( I A ) , N 1 , M 2 , 0 , 0 , N 2 )
RETURN
END
FUNCTION P E T ( A , K C )
C T HI S FUNCTION FINDS THE DETERMINANT OF A MATRIX
C USING DI AGONALI ZATI ON PROCEDURE
DIMENSION A ( 1 ) , 6 C 2 0 , 2 0 )
I REV» 0 
00 1 I  ■ 11K C 
DO 1 J » 1 , K C  
I J  ■ ! ♦ C J - l ) *KC
1 B ( I , J ) « A ( I J )
DO 20 I » 1 , K C  
x * I
9 I F  (8 (K , I )  ) 1 0 , 11 , 10
11 K»K>1 
I F ( K - K C )  9 , 9 , 5 1
10 I F ( I - K )  12, 14 , 51
12 DO 13 Mb 1,KC 
T E MP » 8 ( I , M)
B ( I , M ) » 8 ( K , M )
13 B ( K , M)«TEMP 
■ I REV» I REV+1
14 I I » I + 1  
I F C I I . G T . K C )  GO TO 20 
DO 17 Mb 11, KC
18 I F C B ( M , I ) J  1 9 , 17 , 19
19 T E M P B 8 ( M , I ) / B t I , I )
DO l b  Nb I , K C




DO 2 1 * 1 , KC
2 DETbD E T * B ( I , I )





SUBROUTINE 0 J 0 I N ( a U , A 12,  A21,  A22, N1, M1 , N2, M2, N , M,  A) 
DIMENSION A ( l ) f A l l ( t ) , A 1 2 ( l ) r A 2 1 { l ) , A 2 2 ( l )
I A bN*M1*1
CAUL R C U T ( A , N U 1 , A 1 1 , A 2 1 , N , M 1 , 0 )
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SUBROUTINE OREAL(A,B,N,M,l)T,P,G, INO)
DIMENSION A(l),8(1),F(1)»6(1)





IF (IN0,E0ffC*) GO TO 2
CALI AV(P,IM,DT,I,A1,A2) „
































IF (IND) 16,17,17 
17 CALL SCLA(Z,0,,N,K*M,0)















































SUBROUTINE C A L Y UC $ , B , R , A K , Z , U , V #N , M , K , N T , 1 0 , IND)  
DIMENSION B ( 1 ) #A K ( 1 ) » R C 1 ) » U ( 1 ) , V C 1 J , Z ( 1 )
I S Y « 0
IF(I0,EQ,2) GO TO 3
I F ( I N D . E Q , ' A N ' )  CALL I F F C S 14 , S 1 6 , 2 6 , »  DO YOU WANT 










I F ( I N O , E O t ' R C ' )
I F C I N D . E Q . ' P P ' )
I F d N O . E Q . ' P O ' )
I F  ( I N D , £ Q , * AN*)
TYPE 1 0 1 , INO
FORMAT( '  INCORRECTLY SP ECI F I ED OPTION 
RETURN
CALL GMPRD( B, R, V , N, M, M)
CALL GMPRDCAK, V , Z, N, N, M)
CALL G MP R D ( U, Z , V . N T , N , M)
CALL SMPY C V , “ l t , U , NT *M , 0 )
RETURN
CALL GMTRA(B, Z , M, N)
CALL G M P R D ( U, Z , V , N T , N , M)
CALL M C P Y ( V , U , N T , M , 0 )
RETURN
NaN/2
CALL S M P Y ( B , « 1 , , Z , M , N , 0 )
IB»N*M+1
N2*N*N
CALL M C P Y ( Z , 8 C I B ) , M , N , 0 )
CALL GMT RA( B , Z, M, N2 , 0 )
CALL G M P R O ( U , Z , V , NT , N2 , M)
CALL M C P Y ( V , U , N T , M , 0 )
N«N2
RETURN
I SY » 1
CALL G MT RA( A K, Z, K, N)
CALL G MP ROC U, Z , V , NT , N , K)
CALL M C P Y ( V , U , N T , M, 0 )
I F C I S Y . E Q . l )  GO TO 4 
RETURN
CALL GMTRA( R, Z , M, K)
CALL G MP R O ( U , Z , V , N T , K , M)










CALL 10MT(AA,1,N1,*1,29,'TYPE INDICES YOU WANT TO PLOT*)
IFCAAC1),LE.,0) GO TO 40
AN»N
DO 15 I■1,N1 
IF(AACI).GT.AN) IAL«1 





IF(IAL,EQ,0) GO TO 34 
DO 33 I■l,N












SUBROUTINE MR L 0 C ( N , C , E , 0 K , E V 2 V )
d i m e n s i o n  c c n , E m , D K ( n , E v 2 v c n
N1 »N
CALL I F F C S I 1 , S 6 ' 4 1 ' *  DO YOU WANT LOCATIONS OP E I G . V A L ,  Y OR N ' )
11 CALL R L 0 C C N 1 , C , E , DK , E V 2 V )
CALL 1 F F ( S 1 2 , S B , 2 1 , *  DO YOU WANT NEW P L O T ' )
110 FORMAT! '  WHICH E I G . V A L .  YOU WANT TO ELIMI NATE ' /
1 '  TYPE L I M.  V A L UE ' )
12 TYPE 110
CALL I 0 M T ( C , l , N l , 2 , 3 , ' R - R ' )
CALL I 0 M T ( A 1 , 1 , 1 , - 2 , 6 , ' R R . L I M ' )
111 FORMAT(1011)
I F C A 1 . G E . 0 , )  GO TO 12 
LL*0
00 10 1 * 1 , N1
I F ( C ( I ) , L E . A 1 )  GO TO 10
LL *L L+t
C ( L L ) « C ( I )




CALL I 0 M T ( C , l , N l , 2 , 7 , ' R E D , R - R ' )
CALL I 0 M T ( E , 1 , N 1 , 2 , 7 , ' R E D . R - I ' )




SUBROUTINE R L O C ( N , R R , R I , Y , Y )  
DIMENSION R R C l ) , R I C l ) , X ( n , Y C l )  
XC1) *0.Y(1)*0.
DO 1 I  * 1 , N 
11*2*1 
12*11+1 
X ( I 1 ) * 0  
Y ( 11)*0 
X C I 2 ) * R R ( I )
Y ( I 2 ) » R I ( I )
1 c o n t i n u e
CALL IN1TTC30)
CALL B I M T T
CALL SL I MX( 20 0, 8 00)
CALL S L I MY (20 0, 8 00)
CALL NP T S (12)
CALL L I NE  (12)
CALL ST E P S (2)
CALL SYMBL(B)
CALL C HECK( X , Y )
CALL D S P L A Y ( X , Y )
CALL T I N P U T ( I W)
r e t u r n
END
SUBROUTINE P L O T N ( N , N P , X , Y)
DIMENSION X ( l ) , Y ( l ) , L I N ( f c ) , Z ( 2 )
OATA L I N / 1 2 , 2 3 , 3 4 , 4 5 , 5 6 , 6 7 /
I SCALE» 0
b  CALL I N I T T C 3 0 )
CALL B I N I T T




00 2 1*1,N 
J * C I - 1 ) * N P + 1  
CALL L I N E U I N C I ) )
I F C I . G T . l . A N D . I S C A L E . E Q . B )  c a l l  d i n i t y  
I P C I S C A L E . E O . l )  CALL DL I MYtYMI N,YMAX)
I F C I . G T . l )  CALL Y L O C ( - 1 0 0 * ( I ^ D )
CALL C H E C K C X ( 1 ) , Y ( J ) )
I F ( I . G T . l )  CALL XLAB( 0)
CALL 0 S P L A Y ( X ( 1 ) , Y ( J ) )
2 CONTINUE 
CALL CURSE 
CALL T INPUTCI W)
CALL I F F ( S 1 , $ 3 , 4S,
1 '  00 YOU WANT NEW PLOT WITH COMMON SCALE * Y OR N » )
1 CALL I 0 M T C Z , l , 2 , - l , 9 , ' Y M I N , Y M A X ' )
Y M I N . Z ( I )






10 CALL OCURSR( ICHa R , I X , I Y )  
CALL MOVABSCI X, I Y )  
I F ( I C H A R , E a , l 2 7 )  RETURN 
CALL ANMOOE 
CALL ANCHO( ICHAR)









SUBROUTINE R E S P C A . D T . N . N T . X a . X A D D . R E S . B . M )
DIMENSION A ( l ) , X 0 ( 1 ) » X A D D ( l ) * R E S ( 1 ) » B ( l )
1 , T ( 3 0 0 )
common  u i c i 0 ) » M i ( i 0 ) » D ( i a a ) i C ( l 0 B ) # P i t l 0 0 )  
EQUIVALENCE C T ( l ) . D C l ) )
COMMON /A1/MC100)
XAOO ■ NT*N » RES ■ N*NT
I P L » 0
CALL S C L A ( X A D D , 0 . , N , N T , 0 )  
CALL SCL* (H»  0»  » 1 * N» B)
CALL MCPT C A. C . N . N . B )
CALL MINVCC.N.OO.Ll.Nl) 
ÏFCA8SCD0),LE..001)
CALL S C L A ( D , 0 , , l , N f 0) 





DO 6 J  ■ l . N
CALL I 0 M T C 0 D , l , l , 2 , 2 , ' D D ' ï
L » L * l
B ( L ) » B ( L ) * P  DO 2 I■1i M
J » M « I + 1
I B « ( J - l ) * N * l
I F C I P L . N E . 0 )  TYPE 1 0 0 . I . J . I B
FORMAT(10I3)
CALL G M A O ü C B C I B ) , D . O , l . N )
CALL G M P R O ( C , D , H C I B ) . N . N .  1)
CALL M C P Y C H ( I B ) , D , 1 . N . 0 )
CALL G M A D D ( X 0 , H , X 0 , i , N )
I F C I P L . N E . 0 )  CALL I O M T ( X 0 , i . N , 3 , 3 , ' X O N ' )
1 F C I P L . N E . 0 )  CALL I O M T C A , N , N , 3 , l , ' A ' )
CALL O U T 2 C A . O T , N , N T , X 0 , X A O D , R E S )  
I F C L l C l ) . N E , i n  GO TO 10 
TYPE 101
FORMAT C '  MATRIX NON C Y C L I C ' )
I NO«3
CALL O U T ( A , D T , N , N T , X 0 , I N O , X A O D , R E S )
TYPE 1 0 0 . I N D . L 1 C l )
CONTINUE
CALL S C L A C X A D O , 0 . , N , N T , 0 )  ,  .
I F C I P L . N E . 0 )  CALL I OMTCR6S , N , 6 , 3 , 3 » ' R E S ' )
I F C I P L . N E . 0 )  CALL I O M T C H . N . M . 3 , 1 « ' H ' )
I F C M . L T . l )  GO TU 1 
X « - O T
L » 0
DO «  I  » l . NT 
X»X*OT 
DO 4 J * l . M 
L » L  + 1
I F  C J . G T . l )  GO TO 5 




T CL) «X** C J " 1 ) /F 
4 CONTINUE
CALL GMPROCH. T . XAOD. N. M. NT)
I F C I P L . N E . 0 )  CALL I 0M T C X A D D , N , f c , 2 , 4 ( ' X A D D ' )
I F C I P L . N E . 0 )  CALL I OMT C T . M, 6 , 3 , 1 , ' T ' )
1 CALL GMSUBCRES. XAOD. RES.N. NT)
CALL GMTRACRES.XAOO. N.NT)




SUBROUTINE O U T S ( A , O T , N , N T , X0, T , P I )
DIMENSION A ( l ) , X 0 ( 1 ) , T ( 1 ) , P 1 C l )
COMMON l l ( 10)  »Ml  C I A ) . 0 ( 1 0 « ) , P 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , T I ( 1 0 0 ) , A1(100)
100 FORMAT(1013)
CALL M C P Y ( A , A 1 , N , N , 0 )
E P C » 1 0 , * * ( - 7 )
EPS»0. 01 
DO 4 I » 1 , N  
KK»2*I*1 
00 2 J » l , N  
Pi  ( J )  »RAN(KK)
I F ( I . E Q . l )  P 1 ( J ) « 1 ,
2 CONTINUE
CALL C 0 M F ( A I , P I , N , 1 H 0 , T , T I )  «
Q « D E T ( T , N )
I F ( A B S C O ) . G T . E P S )  GO TO 3 
CALL I Q M T C P l j l i N f S f b i ' V E C - T C * )
4 CONTINUE
CALL I 0 M T ( 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 6 , ' D E T - T C » )
3 CONTINUE
I F ( A f J S ( 0 )  . G T . E P C )  GO TO 10 
TYPE 101
101 FORMAT(* MATRIX NON C Y C L I C ' )
L i c n ' i i
RETURN
10 CONTINUE
CALL C H £ Q ( A , N , Q , P 1 , P 2 )
Q ( N + 1 ) » 1
DO 1 I  * 1» N 5
I C » N ” I ♦1
1 P 1 ( I C ) « - U ( I )
IHSBG«1 b
I F  ( I H S B G . E Q . 0 )  GO TO S 
CALL M C P Y ( A , Q , N , N , 0 )
CALL H S BG ( N ; Q, N)  2
CALL A T E I G ( N , Q , P 2 » T I , L l , N )
CALL Q R D ( P 2 , T I , N )
GO TO 6 3
5 CALL P 0 L R T C Q , P 1 , N , P 2 , T I , I E )
I F C I E . N E . 0 )  TYPE 1 0 0 , I E  1
b  CALL EGT C P 1 , P 2 , T I » N , Q )
CALL G M P R D ( T , Q , P 1 , N , N , N )
CALL M C P Y ( P 1 , A I , N , N , 0 )
CALL O U T N ( A 1 , O T , P 2 » T I , N , N T , X 0 » P 1 )
CALL G MT R A ( P 1 , T , N , N T )
L l  ( 1 ) « 0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUT ( A, D T , N , K , X 0 , I N Q , P , X)
DIMENSION A ( l ) , X 0 ( l ) , P ( l ) , X ( n
DIMENSION L l ( 1 ) , 0 ( 1 0 0 ) , 0 3 ( 2 0 0 ) , 0 4 ( 2 0 0 ) , 0 1 ( 2 0 0 ) , 0 2 ( 1 0 0 )  
1 , A F ( 1 0 0 ) , F M ( 1 0 0 ) , C ( 1 0 0 ) , P 1(200)
CALL M C P Y ( A , A F , N , N , 0 )
I A»N*N+1 
A ( I A ) « 0 ,
T » 0 ,
IM»180
JND*0
I F C I N O . L T , 2 )  GO TO 4
l N D » I N 0 - 2
JND>1
CONTINUE
CALL M C P Y ( X 0 , X , 1 , N , 0 )
CALL S C L A ( C , 0 . , C , N , N , 0 )
CALL O C L A ( C , 1 , , N , 0 )
IX ■ 100 1 I ■ 2,K 
IX ■ IX*N
IF ( I N D , E 0 , 1 , A N 0 . I , N E , 2 )  GO TO 2 
T ■ T+DT
CALL A V ( P 1 , I M , T , 1 , A 1 , A 2 )
I F C J N O . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 5 
KND«0
CALL C M T 1 ( A F , P l , N , I M , KNO, 0 , 0 1 , 0 2 , C , 0 3 , D4, FM)
A ( I A ) « K N D  
GO TO 6 
CONTINUE
CALL C H T C A F , P I , N , I M f 0 , 0 1 , 0 2 )
CALL M A T P L ( A F , N , l , D , 0 l , 0 2 , F M )
CONTINUE
CALL MC P Y (F M, C , N , n , 0 )
GO TO 3 
CONTINUE
CALL G MP RD( FM, C, 0 , N, N , N)
CALL M C P Y ( O , C , N , N , 0 )
CONTINUE
CALL G M P R D ( C , X 0 , X ( I X ) , N , N , 1)
CONTINUE
CALL G M T RA ( X , P , N , K )
RETURN
End
SUBROUTINE U U T N C Q , O T . A L V , R I , N , N T , X 0 , X )  
DIMENSION Q ( l ) , 4 L VC15, R I ( 1 ) , X 0 { 1 ) , X ( 1 )  
d i m e n s i o n  l i  t i ® ) « mi  e i a ) , p (100)
1ST 1»0
I F C I S T 1 . N E . 0 )  CALL I O mT ( Q , N , N , 3 , 3,  ' T - M ' )  
I F C I S T 1 . N E . 0 )  CALL I OMT C A L V , 1, N , 2 , 3 , ' A L V ' )  
E P S » « , 01
r i c n + i ) » 1 0 0 0 .
ALVCN + 1) «0
ALV C Nt l )  » 1 0 0 « , * ALV ( N ) + 1 1 . U
1ST «8
NM»N
CALL mC P Y ( Q , P , N , N , 0 )
CALL M I N V ( P , N , 0 , L 1 , M 1 )
102 FORMAT C5I 3 , 4F10. 3)
IE ( A B S ( U ) , L E , EPS) CALL IOMT CD, 1 , 1 , 2 , 5 ,  » D E T . T D  
CALL G M P R O ( P , X 0 , X , N , N , 1)
CALL MCP Y C X , X0 , 1 , N, 0 )
T « - O T
DO 1 I ■1 » NT 




n » i n
NM»0
00 5 J » I 1 , N
I F (ABS ( R I ( J ) ) ,  L E . EPS) GO TO S 
A K » S QR T C X 0 C J ) * * 2 + X 0 ( J + l ) * * 2 )
E » E X P ( A L V ( J ) * T )
T ET « AT AN2 ( X0CJ  + n  , X 0 C J ) )
o m t » - a b s ( « k j ) ) * t
P ( L  + n  »AK*E*COS(OMT+TET)
p C L + a ) » a k *e *s i n ( o m t +t e t j
L « L+ a
I F C L . G E . N )  GO TO 21 
111« 1 1+2




0 A L « A L V ( J ) - A L V ( J + 1 )
I F C I S T 1 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 10 
CALL I Q M T ( D A L , 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , ' 0 A L ' )
CALL I O M T ( A L V , l , N , i , « , ' A L V V * )
TYPE 1 0 2 , J 
10 CONTINUE
o r i » a b s c r i c j ) - r i c j + i d
I F C I S T 1 . N E . 0 )  TYPE 1 0 2 , J , J , J
I F C A B S C O A L ) , G T , E P S , O R , O R I . G T . E P S )  GO TO fe
I F C I S T 1 . N E . 0 J  TYPE 1 0 2 , NM, J
5 CONTINUE
6 i i i » j + i
a l » a l v c j j
L » L  + 1
I F C I S T . E Q . l )  TYPE l 0 2 , NM,J , I l , L 
L » L - 1
E«EXP CAL*TJ 
00 2 J » 1 , NM 
L» L+1 Y«0 ,
P-1.
T K T » 1 ,
DO 3 K« J , NM
K T » K - J
K I » K T + l
I F C K T . E O . 0 )  GO TO 4
T KT » T KT *T
F . F / KT
4 CONTINUE
Y»Y+T KT* F*E*X0CK+L- JJ
I F C I S T . E Q . l )  TYPE 1 0 2 , 1, J , K , K T , L , A L , T , Y , E
3 CONTINUE
P ( L ) » Y
2 CONTINUE
I F C I I l . L E . N )  GO TO 7 
21 NM»N
I X « C I - 1 ) * N M+ 1
CALL G M P R O ( Q , P , X C I X ) , N , N , 1 )




SUBROUTINE 0R0CRR, R1, N)
DIMENSION R R ( 1 ) , R I C l )
N1»N-1 
00 1 I ■ 1 , N1 
J1«I+1 
00 2 J » J  1 , N
I F C R R C D . G E . R R C J ) )  GO TO 2 
TT»RR ( I )
R R ( D » R R ( J )
R R C J ) » T T  
T T « R I  C D
RICI) »RICJ)
R I C J )  » T T
I F  C I T Y . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 2 
TYPE 1 0 0 , I , J
100 FQRMATC'  1»  ' , 1 3 , *  J «  ' , 1 3 )
CALL I 0 M T C R R , i , N , 3 , 2 , ' R R ' )




3 1« I +1  
I F C I . G T . N )  RETURN 
I F C a B S C R I C I D . L E . 3, 00001)  GO TO 3 
I F ( R I C I ) . G T , 0 . )  GO TO 4 
R I C D » - R I C I )
RI  C m )  » - R I  C I * l )
4 1*1+1 
GO TO 3 
END
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SUBROUTINE C M T I ( A , P , N , M , I n O , C , B , 0 , E , Q , R , Y )
DIMENSION A C l ) , P ( l ) , C ( l ) , B ( l ) , 0 ( i ) , E ( l ) , Q ( l ) , R ( l ) i Y ( l )
KM*2 
KM» 1
K * ( M - i ) / N + l  
U » ( K - 1 ) / N * 1  
IS» CW^ l)/N^ l 
JND»1
I F t l N D . N E . B )  GO TO l 
I F ( K , G T , K M )  JN0*2 
I FC L . G T . K M)  JND*3 
I F ( I S , G T , K M ) J N O * «
JND»JNO
I CONTINUE 
I S » 0
I F ( I 8 , N E , 0 )  TYPE 1 0 0 , N , M , I N O , K , L , I S , J N D  
100 FORMAT ( 1 0 X , 7 I 5 )
NN»N*N
IF ( I N D . E O . i )  GO TO 11 
CALL F F C ( A , N , C , B , D )
I F  ( I N D . E 0 . 2 )  GO TO 12 
CALL F F C C C , N , D , 8 , Q )
I F  C I N0, E( J , 3 )  GO TO 13 
CALL F F C ( 0 , N , E , B , Q )
CALL F F O C P , E , R . N , I S , Y , Q )
I S » N
23 CONTINUE
CALL F F B ( R » 0 » Q , N , I S , N , 8)
I  S *N
22 CONTINUE
CALL F F B ( Q , C , 8 , N , I S , l , R )
I S » N
21 CONTINUE
CALL F F A ( B , A , Y , N , I S , C , D )
RETURN
I I  IS*M
CALL SCLA ( 8 , 0 , , N , I S , 0 )
CALL M C P Y ( P , B , 1 , I S , 0 )
GO TO 21
12 IS*K
CALL 3 C L A ( Q , 0 , , N , I S , 0 )
CALL M C P Y ( P , Q , N , I 8 , 0 )
GO TO 22
13 I S » L
CALL S C L A ( R , 0 , , N N , I S , 0 )












DO 10 I • 1, N 
J1•J1*N
DO 10 J»Jl,NN,Nt 
10 C(J)*8CI)DO 20 1-2,N 
I l » I - i
00 20 J*1,I1
J1 • 1♦ N«*! ♦ J
IL*I-N
J L » J - N
DO 20 L*1iN
I L « I L + N
















SUBROUTINE M A T P L ( A , N , I N O , P , B , D , F M )  
DIMENSION A ( l ) , P ( t ) , 8 ( l ) , 0 ( 1 ) , FM( 1 )  
I F C I N D - 1 )  2 , 2 , 3
2 CONTINUE
CALL S MP Y CF M, 0 , , F M, N, N , 0 )
CALL M C P Y ( F M, B , N , N , 0 )
CALL D C L A ( B , 1 , , N , 0 )
3 CONTINUE 
00 1 J * 1, N
CALL S M P Y ( B , P ( J ) , D , N , N , 0 )
CALL GMAD0(FM, 0, FM, N, N)
CALL GMP RDCB, A , 0, N , N, N)





s u b r o u t i n e  F F A C P , A , Y , N , I S , C , D )
DIMENSION A ( i ) , C m , 0 ( l ) , P ( n , Y C n  
CALL S C L A ( Y , 0 , , N f N , 0 )
CALL O C L A ( Y , P ( I S ) , N , 0 )
DO 1 I « 2 , I S  
J » I S » I * 1
CALL G MP ROC Y , A , C, N, N , N)
CALL $ C L A ( O , 0 , , N , N , 0 )
CALL D C L A ( O , P ( J ) , N , 0 )





SUBROUTINE F F B ( P . C # B , N , I S , K , D )  
DIMENSION P { l ) , C C l ) » B C n i D ( l )
L»N*K
ip«ns-n*L*i
CALL M C P Y C P ( I P ) # B , K , N , 0 )
00 i 1*2»IS 
J.IS-I+I
CALL G MP R 0 ( B , C , 0 , K l N , N Î
I P » C J - l ) * L + l





SUBROUTINE A V C A , N , O T # J # A l , A N )  
DIMENSION AC1)
IF(J-n 12#11»12
11 A (1)■1 *
GO TO 13 ,
12 A Cl 3 ■ A 1 * D T / ( C J ^ 1 . ) * N )
13 CONTINUE
DO 1 I ■ 2#N 




20 CALL SMPYC*#-1.»A#1»N >0)
21 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE F F C ( A , N , C , B , D )  
DIMENSION A ( 1)  , 8 ( l ) , C C l ) » 0 ( l )  
N1*N+1 
NN»N*N
CALL CMEOCA,Nf 8 , C , 0 )
CALL S M P Y ( C , 0 . , C , N r N#0 , )
J l » l - N
DO 10 I »1# N
J 1» J 1 + N
DO 10 J » J l , N N f Nl 
10 CCJ)bB(I)
DO 20 I » 2 »  N 
11« 1 - 1
DO 20 J » 1 , I 1
Jl»i+N-I*J
I L » I - N
J L » J - N
DO 20 L*1#N
I L - I L + N
J L » J L * N
20 CCIL)»C(IL)-BCJ11*C(JL)










CALL MC P Y C E , O , N , N , 0 )
IF (IS.LT.3) GO TO 2 






DO 3 L»1#N 
IR» CL—13*NN*l
CALL MCPY(P(IR),R(IR)#N»N»0)
00 3 J»2,IS 
DO 3 I »1#N 
IP»CJ-1)*N+I
I 0 » I + ( L - l ) * N + C J - 2 ) *NN 
J P » ( I P ” 1 ) *NN+1
CALL SMPY(PCJP),O(IO),C,N,N,0) 
CALL GMADOCRCIR).C,R(IR)#N*N)
r e t u r n
END
\
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